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be worthwhile? -
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Jordanian Prime Minister Abdul-Karim
Kabariti made an unexpected visit to

Israel last night in an apparent prelude to

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s
trip to Egypt tomorrow.
Officials in the Prime Minister's Office

said the meeting was initiated by
Kabariti, who earlier in the day visited

Egypt. After the meeting, Kabariti told

reporters that he briefed Netanyahu on his

earlier meedng with Egyptian President

Hosni Mubarak and Syrian Foreign
Minister Farouk Share. (Story, Page 2)
The meeting, which included top aides

from both sides, was held at the Prime
Minister's Office in Tel Aviv.

Arab officials and European govern-

ments have looked to Jordan, due to

Amman's close close relationship to the

Netanyahu government, to convey its

concern about Israel’s peace policies.

Therefore, there is speculation that after

prior consultation in Cairo yesterday, the

Arabs urged Kabiriti to visit Israel in a

bid to help prepare for the visit and
ensure a successful outcome to

Netanyahu's trip to Egypt.

Netanyahu, announced yesterday that

steps would be taken imminently to ease
the closure on the territories.

Other moderate Arab countries have
reacted warily to Netanyahu. Earlier this

week. Gulf states joined Egypt and Syria

in issuing a statement voicing deep con-
cern about Netanyahu's peace policies.

Moreover, the Moroccan government
refused to let Netanyahu's plane stopover

in Rabat on the way back from the US.
The meeting between Netanyahu and

Mubarak will be the prime minister's first
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meeting with an Arab head of state since

his election on May 29.

However, before the Netanyahu-
Mubarak meeting. Western diplomats
conveyed greater skepticism about
whether the Netanyahu government is

serious about engaging substantively with
the Palestinians orrather wants to merely
reap public relations gains.

They say there is a pattern of the pre-

mier dispatching his foreign policy advis-

er. Dore Gold, to meet with top
Palestinians only on the eve of a major
events such as the Arab summit and the

Netanyahu visit to Washington. Yesterday

a meeting took place between Gold and
top Palestinian negotiator Mahmoud
Abbas.

Sources say that in the meeting yesier-

da> Gold did not convey any information

about easing the closure. An official in

the Prime Minister's Office said last night

that he did not think that specifics had
been decided upon yet. and that this

would be left to Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai.

it is known that Civil Administration
officials ha\e favored sharply increasing

the number of Palestinian workers
allowed to work inside Israel and have
favored the use of (DF escort convoys to

enable the safe passage of Palestinians

between the West Bank and Gaza.
“It will be gradual and subordinate to

security considerations." an official from
Netanyahu's office said.

Sources said the IDF had presented a
list of suggested steps to take to ease the

closure. These include issuing more work
permits to the tens of thousands of
Palestinians seeking employment in

Israel and increasing the amount of pro-

duce and goods allowed to pass in and out
of the territories.

The current closure has been in effect

since the wave of suicide attacks begun in

February. Since the elections it has been
eased gradually. Today some 25.000
Palestinian laborers are permitted to pass

daily to theirjobs in Israel, but these have
been restricted to include only middle-
aged. married workers.

In Washington. State Department
spokesman Nicholas Bums welcomed the

announcement. He said President Clinton

and Secretary of State Warren
Christopher had urged an easing during

(Continued on Page 2)

400,000 workers
strike today

THE economy will grind to a halt

today as some 400,000 workers

strike from 6 a.m. to 4 p.ni.. as

pan of the Kistadrut and labor

unions’proiest against the govern-

ment's economic program.

The strike in the public sector is

to encompass all government
ministries, local authorities, pub-

lic hospitals, banks and the stock

market. For Bank Hapoalim, it

will be the first strike in 75 years.

Disruptions are expected in train

and bus schedules.

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Peretz convened the leaders of the
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large unions and labor council

secretaries for an emergency
meeting last night for last-minute

instructions on the strike and the

mass demonstration the Histadrut

is to hold today at 1 1 a.m. outside

the Knesset.

Last night, the Tel Aviv
Regional Labor Court issued an
injunction forbidding the Ports

and Railway Authority, the

Airports Authority, and El Al from
striking. The Histadrut said it

would appeal the decision. The

judge said, however, that authori-

ty workers would be able to leave

work io attend the Hisiadrut rally

today.

The Jerusalem Regional Labor

Court was to rule last night on a

petition by the Banking
Association against the strike. The
coun yesterday refused the

Manufacturers Association's peti-

tion for an injunction against the

strike, but limited the strike in the

industrial sector to two hours.

Histadrut leaders expressed sat-

isfaction with the ruling, noting

(Continued on Page 2)
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Hizbullah reportedly releasing

bodies of two MIAs today

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu meets his Jordanian counterpart, Abdul-Karim Kabariti (left) in T&l Aviv last night. turoci sum

HIZBULLAH will today hand over the bodies of
two Israeli MIAs, presumably those ofYosef Fink
and Rahamim Alsheikh, to a representative of the

German government, Israel Radio reported,

quoting a source in the Lebanese government.

The bodies will be exchanged forShFite Moslem

prisoners held by Israel, Hizbullah said yesterday.

French news agencies said last night that Bcrad
Schmidbauer, the (op intelligence aide to

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, would he arriving in

Beirut today to handle the exchange.
Earlier report. Page 12

Who is striking?
MICHALYUDELMAN

STATE hospitals and Magen David Adorn will operate with only an emergency staff. Kupat Holim Clalit,

including ail its clinics and offices, will be on strike all day.
t
. .

• All government ministries, including income tax, customs and VAT offices, will be closed for the day, as

will municipal and local authority offices. National Insurance Institute offices and employment bureaus.

- All the banks, the Bank of Israel, postal agencies and the stock market will be on strike.

• Israel Radio and Channel 1 may strike for part of the time.

• No university exams will be held; Na’amat and W1ZO centers and offices will be closed; municipal sum-

mer schools will be closed, though private ones will operate as usual.

• The Israel Museum will be closed.
. .......

• Egged and Dan will operate their lines with cooperative members only; hired drivers and workers win

^The Tnuva, Strauss and Thra dairies will not supply shops with merchandise. The Histadrut is trying to

get chain stores to strike. Private shops will be open as usual.

•Hotels will operate on a Shabbat schedule, without serving lunch or providing room service.

• Tel Aviv lifeguards will be on strike.

• Bezeq the Fire Service, the Israel Electric Corporation and Mekorot will operate on an emergency basis.

Pending’ a court ruling, it was unclear last night whether Ben-Gurion Airport, El Al, Arkia, Eilat Airport,

and the ports would be on strike. El Al has rescheduled its flights around the strike.

Although the strike is to last only 10 hours, disruptions are expected to continue at least until nudnigtu.

Traffic jams are expected on the road to Jerusalem between 9:30land 10:30 this morning, as 300 buses

hired by the Histadrut will head for Jerusalem, carrying some 10,000 workers to demonstrate outside the

Knesset
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Treasury
announces
bond-buying

plan
DAVID HARRIS

and news agencies

SHARES on the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange plummeted yesterday,

with the Two-Sided Index falling

43%. and the Maof Index losing

525%. It was the 10th consecu-

tive day that the market dropped.

The Treasury and the Bank of

Israel yesterday agreed on mea-

sures they hope will help stabilize

the capital market This stability is

crucial for the business sector to

continue raising capital.

The central bank says it plans to

institute a guaranteed minimum
return for provident funds. This is

aimed at preventing fund mem-
bers from redeeming shares and

forcing the funds to sell stocks to

meet die redemptions.

In a joint statement, die two

bodies announced that the Bankof

Israel will buy inflation-linked

(Continued on Page 2)

For the strong-stomached,

stock bargains abound
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COMMENT
NHL COHEN

THE market is collapsing for

three reasons;

1 > Panicked investors have been

dumping stocks indiscriminately.

In particular, provident and mutual

funds have been hit by heavy

than buyers prices fall. Markets are

driven by greed and fear. Right

now we are in fear mode.

2) High interest rates hit the

market with a double whammy.
By making capital more expen-
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redemptions - savers asking for sive, they hurt corporate profits,

their money back, forcing the And by offering savers high
- - J... tA nnwnr nn riet.frvi*
funds to liquidate positions to raise

cash. When there are more sellers

returns on risk-free bank deposits

(Continued on Page 81

Bank Hapoalim will help you invest in Israel
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Israel’s economic growth is now unmatched

in the Western World. Foreign investments

have tripled in the paa year, and the country's

credit rating has risen impressively. Financial

opportunities are becoming available 3t

an unprecedented rale, spelling good news

io the astute investor.

Bank Hapoalim, Israel’s largest financial

group, can assist you in taking advantage

of a full speeirum of investment

opportunities, from tax-free and confidential

foreign currency deposits to Israeli mutual

funds and securities. The Bank also offers

sophisticated international private banking

service* as well as portfolio management

and investment banking. Foreisn currency

loans for the purchase of property in Israel are

available as well.

With assets of over $44 billion. Bank Hapoalim

assures experience and security to the investors

in Israel.

Visit an Investment Center for Tourists and

Foreign Residents orany Bank Hapoalim branch

in Israel and profit from Israel's promising future.
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NEWS

Syrian FM warns Israel: Don’t

change direction of peace process
SYRIA said yesterday that the Arab world would reject any

Israeli attempt to change the ground rules in Middle East

peace negotiations.

"Any attempt to violate or change the basis of the peace

process will not succeed." Syrian Foriegn Minister Farouk

Shara told reporters in Cairo after a meeting with Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak.

Shara also met with Jordanian Prime Minister Abdul-

Karim Kabariti yesterday.

Shara said the leaders of Egypt and Jordan would remind

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu of the already agreed

upon principles of peace in his upcoming meetings with

them. Netanyahu is expected in Egypt tomorrow and is due

to visit Jordan a week later.

"Land for peace is something we agreed upon and there

will be no change in iL President Mubarak will repeat that

and I am sure that [Jordan’s] King Hussein also will repeal

that. We will continue to insist on a just and comprehensive

peace based on the land for peace formula,” Shara said.

Kabariti, whose country has had to fend off Arab criti-

cism that it has been too quick to make up with Israel, said

Netanyahu's tough policies have alarmed his country.

"Netanyahu's statements worry us a lot especially when it

Eitan
examines
security

procedures
at Gaza
crossing

AGRICULTURE Minister Rafael

Eitan visited the Border Police

base in Kiryat Gat yesterday to

examine the security arrange-

ments in place on the Gaza bolder

and in the Mount Hebron area.

He also visited the Kami cross-

ing point in Gaza, where he was
briefed on the security arrange-

ments and procedures for transfer-

ring goods from the Strip.

“The problem is not just security

but the quality of produce and pre-

venting die spread of disease,” Eitan

said. “I have not yet drawn any con-

clusions. 1 will study the matter and

then decide about changes.”

Eitan met with Hamis Tamous.
the Palestinian in charge of the

Kami crossing, and they discussed

the possibility ofeasing the closure.

Eitan said he would like to help

the Palestinian farmers, and, if

invited, would travel to Gaza to

meet with Palestinian Authority

agriculture officials.

He said the water problems m
the PA-controlled territories could . ... . . -

.

be solved by erecting desalination .
Mo

plants in Gaza and in the Beit the Machpela Cave y<

Sbe'an area. As for the present, he

said, “If there’s no water, there's IT -
no water; we have no other water M IJ
sources.”

He suggested that the

Palestinians invite Israeli agricul- T7
tural experts to check Palestinian JL
produce while it is still in the

fields, which he said would go a A DEMONSTRATION is slated to occur in an

long way toward preventing pro- eastern Jerusalem park today to protest plans

duce from being rejected for to rezone the park and turn it over to a Jewish

import at the Kami crossing. developer.

If produce were checked before Palestinians have charged that the park, locat-

being packed, it “could be brought ed on Nablus Road in the Sheikh Jarrah neigh-

in immediately without being borhood, sits on about five dunams which were
checked at Kami,” he said. expropriated from a Palestinian landowner.

Tamous welcomed the idea and The municipality spokesman said that the

said he hoped he would be able to

implement iL (Itim)

Two killed on
Modi’in road

(Continued from I

TWO people were killed and five this is the first time the

injured in traffic accidents on the ognized the Histadrut

Givat Ze’ev-Modi’in highway hold a protest strike i

yesterday. A pregnant woman was government
killed when two cars collided near Peretz warned yesti

Beir Horon. Four people were also “the more the gi

injured in the accident two sen- assaults the workers wi
ousty and two moderately. Shortly and Draconian meaj
afterward, a car and truck collided more the workers will

near Reut The car’s driver was to defend themselves. V
killed. Itim at a time in which all

HJLLEL KUTTLER
and news agencies

conies to issues related to Jerusalem and to settlements,"

Kabariti said.

“However, he slated clearly that Israel will be committed to

whatever agreement they have signed or arrived at with the

Arab parties and we believe that respecting those agreements

w3( be the basis for hope that the peace process will continue.

"We want to listen to Netanyahu and not tojudge his poli-

cies and direction from his statements and speeches,” he

said.

"Jordan views the peace process in a comprehensive way
and there is no peace process without it being comprehen-
sive ... peace must refer to principles of international reso-

lutions and the land for peace principle." Kabariti added.

The US’s special Middle East coordinator Dennis Ross
will return to the region next week for consultations with

the key players in the peace process, a senior US official

said yesterday.

Ross will bring a letter from President Bill Clinton 10

Syrian President Hafez Assad assuring him of the US’s

commitment to helping restart Israeli-Syrian talks, he said.

Secretary of State Warren Christopher and the US peace

team visited Israel and Egypt three weeks ago, before

Netanyahu's inaugural visit to die US.The official said that

while Christopher had planned a longer visit to the region

this summer, it is not now in the works.

Letters also were delivered in recent days to Mubarak,
Morocco's King Hassan Q, King Hussein and Palestinian

Authority President Yasser Arafat, the official -said. Such
letters are often sent to Arab leaders following a visit by an

Israeli prime minister when there is uncertainty in the Arab
world about an Israeli position, he explained.

The official said the letters reiterated, in part, that “our

position on this issue [settlements] has not changed - that

we still see it as a problem,” be said.

The LIS sees tomorrow’s scheduled Mubarak-Netanyahu
meeting as an opportunity for Netanyahu to assure the Arab
world that he wants to keep them “on board” in the peace

process, and for Mubarak to convey those concerns, the

official said.

However, the US played no role prior to the Cairo meet-

ing. he added.
Mubarak is due' to meet with Clinton on July 30.

Wednesday, July 17, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Barak attacks

Netanyahu

government for

economic crisis
M1CHAL YUDELMAN

THE crisis in the capita? market is

not a reaction to the interest rates

or the draining of the provident

hinds, “but to the confusion, lack

of direction and internal contra-

diction radiated by Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu,” Labor MK
Ehud Barak said yesterday.

In his first attack on Netanyahu

and his government, former for-

eign minister Barak said that only

a determined continuation of the

peace process will reinstate

domestic and international confi-

dence in Israel’s economy. “Not
nocturnal meetings but a coura-

geous policy by daylight on eco-

nomic, security and foreign

affairs, that’s what the state needs

to stabilize the capital market,” be

said.

Barak called on Netanyahu “to

climb down immediately from the

lofty election slogans on econom-
ic and security matters and return

to the firm earth of reality."

He urged Netanyahu to issue a
statement right away setting a date

for his meeting with Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

and for the redeployment in

Hebron, and to hold"a down-to-

business discussion with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak in Cairo

on the continuation of die peace
process.

These moves will contribute to

rebuild the confidence in Israel’s

government both in Tel Aviv and

on Wall Street - no less than

reducing the interest rate by S

%

to 1%, he said.

Labor MK Haim Ramon blbsted

the government’s economic poli-

cy “which in one month deterio-

rated the stock market by 15%.

This is the public’s real opinion on

its government"
Ramon upheld the Histadrut and

workers’ right to strike against the

government’s anticipated eco-

nomic measures, noting that “the

government must negotiate with

the body which represents more
than 600,000 workers and pen-

sioners, who are the main victims

of rite,economic program.”
He dismissed the arguments that

the strike is premature, stressing

“die cabinet has made decisions

which oblige the coalition, that is

a very serious thing indeed. The
government should have negotiat-

ed with the Histadrut before doing
so.

“The Histadrut showed under-
standing for the economic situa-

tion and was ready to be a partner

to tire budget cuts, if the govern-

ment would negotiate a just and
correct economic and social poli-

cy. But the government rejected

this approach.”

Tourism Minister Moshe Katsav (right) is briefed on tbe security situation in Hebron while climbing to an observation point to view

the Machpela Cave yesterday. ‘There needs to be a^ontinual string of settlement between Hebron and Kiryat Arba,’ he said.

Husseini to lead protest against

rezoning of eastern Jerusalem park

STRIKE

BILL HUTMAN
municipality recently discovered that part of the

park was built on two dunams of land owned by
a Jewish landowner, and that it is being returned

to him. The spokesman added that PLO official

Faisal Husseini, who organized the protest, is

exaggerating die importance of the project Hie

pointed out that due to zoning regulations only

about 1.1 dunams could be built upon.

Several dozen Palestinian children, as well

as Husseini, are expected to participate in the

demonstration.

The Peace Now-affiliated Ir Shalem group is

also supporting the protest Ir Shalem is filing

a petition with tbe local planning board today

against tbe plan to rezone tbe park, a

spokesman said.

Shahak’s trip to

Russia postponed
AR1EH O'SULLIVAN ‘

RUSSIA’S new government has canceled a visit there later this month
by Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak, tbe army
said. Reports from Rossis attributed ibis to the internal upheaval in the

Russian military brass resulting from the recent elections there.

A Defense Ministry official confirmed that Shahak was to have vis-

ited Russia sometime this month, but that the trip was delayed. The offi-

cial declined to speculate as to why.
“It was postponed a bit, that is all,” the official said.

The IDF spokesmaff^dso- declined to ccnnmearari'the reason.

-The Foreign Ministry curiously claimedthey knew of no planned visit

by tire cWef-of-staff to Russia* i.u 'ii“.

The visit most likely would have dealt with the .two-year defense

memorandum signed between the two countries last December during

a visit here by then-Rnssian defense minister Pavel Grachev.

The agreement covered an array of issues, including research and
development of advanced avionics systems and combat jet upgrading

technologies. Itwas hoped thatjoint projects would have been advanced

by Shahak’s visit

Since the agreement, Russian President Boris Yeltsin has replaced

Grachav with Alexander Lebed. This change has left die Russian

defense establishment in a state of uncertainty.

It is expected that Shahak’s visit will be rescheduled once a new
Russian defense ministeris named. However, die cancellation may also

be a sign of Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov’s position.

Yesterday, following a meeting in Moscow with his Egyptian counter-

part Amr Moussa, Primakov said Russia was determined to “keep tbe

peace process alive.”

Primakov's deputy Viktor Posuvalyuk said that Moscow is eyeing a

bigger role in Middle East peacemaking.

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
THE WEEKLY MEETING OF THE
ENGLISH-SPEAKING JERUSALEM
ROTARY CLUB will uke place today at

1:00 jxra. at the YMCA. King David Street.

H.E. Manuel Emilio Lopez Frogo. the Casta

Rican Ambassador, will address the club.

(Continued from Page 1)

this is the first time the court rec-

ognized the Histadrut’s right to

hold a protest strike against the
government
Peretz warned yestenday that

“the more the government
assaults the workers with decrees
and Draconian measures, the

more the workers will fight back
to defend themselves. We are now
at a time in which all the norms
and balances in the market are

being altered, the government is

making hasty decisions, and all

the decrees are on the workers’
backs”

“We are willing to be partners in

die economic policy, but they

Yeshivat Kerem B'Yavneh

We share deeply in the mourning of our dear,

devoted director

Mr. Eli Klein nn
and. his entire family

on the passing of their beloved mother

ESTHER MIRIAM ny
d1?**™ ps “inis' “pnn conx ons* apart

ny nan?wm aft

With deep sorrow, we announce the death of our beloved son,

brother, nephew, and grandchild

HENDRY CHAMPION
The funeral will be held on Thursday, July 18,1996,

at 1:00 p.m., at the Shlkun Vatikim Cemetery, Netanya.
Mincha following the burial at the shiva house.

Mourned by
Ruth, Michael, and Aviva Sager, Stay Champion
Michael Sput, Murry Sput (Szput),

and Anna Sput-Stern (Bondanev)
Shivaet Rahov Hametachim 40/1 Netanya

until Wednesday, July 24, at lOflQ am.

refused to negotiate with us on a

responsible plan. We say to the

government, don’t make the

workers the sole victims of all

your cutbacks. Don’t run the state

on the backs of the workers
alone,” Peretz said.

Peretz scoffed at the gathering
of economic leaders and politi-

cians in luxurious surroundings in

Caesarea, saying they are oblivi-

ous to the suffering their econom-
ic steps are causing.

“They should realize that nei-

ther the workers nor the investors

- who are running away from the

collapsing stock market - are

impressed by their posture,”

Peretz noted.

Peretz dismissed the accusation

that the strike is political, saying
“people don't understand what a

political strike means. They think

mistakenly that it’s to do with par-

ties. The strike is aimed agamst
the government, no matter what

party it belongs to. The previous

government did not conduct such

an aggressive war against the

workers. When MK Yossi Beilin

[whose proposals Finance
Minister Dan Meridor claims his

economic program is based on]
suggested similar measures to me
before the elections, I rejected

them and warned him they would
not pass.”

Evelyn Gordon adds:

MK Avraham Herschson
(Likud), chairman of the Likud-

affiliated Histadrut Ovdim
Leumit, yesterday called on union
members not to join the strike,

which he said is politically moti-

vated.

He said Leumit also has con-
cerns about the budget cuts, and
he will meet with Meridor to dis-
cuss them.

“However, we should not par-
ticipate in political strikes that
destroy the economy.” hs said.

(Continued from Page 1)

government bonds, to moderate
the exceptional fluctuations in the

bonds’ prices. They said the bond
purchases would be financed by
selling non-index-linkfed Treasury
bills.

The decision was made follow-

ing an all-night meeting held by
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel and
Finance Minister Dan Meridor,

which finished early yesterday

morning.

To implement tbe plan, the gov-

ernment will initiate an amend-
ment to the Treasury Bill Law, to

raise the permitted upper limit for

Treasury bill issues as required.

This will enable the government
to sell more Treasury bills.

Treasury bills from this supple-

ment win be sold solely for the

purpose of buying the govern-

ment bonds.
It was not clear yesterday when

the government would start buy-
ing bonds. In February 1995, the

government announced it would
throw a similar safety net under
the market but only had to inter-

vene once.

(Continued from Page I)

Netanyahu’s visit to Washington
last week.
"We have long been concerned

by the economic suffering of the

Palestinian people on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip ” Bums said.

"We hope that easing the closure

will allow the Palestinians to get

back on their feet”

“The Palestinians feel like they

are being manipulated by
Netanyahu,” a Western diplomat
said. “There is a single meeting
with the Palestinians before a big

event which appears designed to

take the heat off Israel. Yet there
is no substance, no follow-
through on how issues will be
addressed.

“To say there will some unspec-
ified easing of the closure before

you meet Mubarak looks like a

public-relations exercise, unless

there are specifics. If it is serious.

PLAN
“Tbe treatment of the capital

market requires a widespread

variety of measures,” Frenkel told

reporters last nigfaL

. “We’ve tried to prevent imme-
diate damage, winch I hope we’ve

done. The treatment of the bourse

will be long-term,” added

Meridor, after he addressed a spe-

cial cabinet session on the capital

market
“The premise that when fiscal

expansion is practiced a central

bank should exercise monetary

restraint does not necessarily

mean that when a government
exercises budgetary restraint, the

cental bank should necessarily

ease interest rates,” Frenkel said

yesterday in Caesarea.

He added that although the gov-
ernment has cut its budget, the
macroeconomic situation is still

severe, and refused to make any
commitment to reducing interest

rates. He stressed, in an interview

with Channel 1, that the govern-
ment's main battle must be tbe

fight against inflation.

Meridor said last night -on

Channel 1 that the government
would not interfere wife the

bourse.

The feeling on the stock
exchange is that the intervention
plan will not prevent people from
pulling money out of provident
funds.

Even before the opening of the
stock market yesterday, traders

said the new measures would
have little effect on the share mar-
ket crisis and called for lower
interest rates, a view shared by
Manufacturers Association
President Dan Propper.

Gad Haket head of the interna-
tional department at Betucha
Securities and Investments, said
the stock market opened yester-
day with a surplus supply of
shares, but tbe fall in prices was
less dramatic than in the past few
weeks.

“Shares are falling as a result of
die fen in shares on Wall Street
yesterday and because of the con-
tinuing crises in the local stock
market But the falls are less

JORDANIAN
it will be welcomed by alL So far,

the whole government's approach
looks to the Palestinians like flim-

flam.”

It is precisely because of this

concern over being manipulated
that PA President Yasser Arafat
rebuffed a meeting with Gold on
Monday, sources insisted.

Sources also said that during die
last meeting between Gold and
Abbas a few weeks ago Abbas
responded to Israel’s call for “rec-
iprocity” by offering to bold talks
in which each side would put for?

.

ward its own view on the other's
violations of the peace accord!
However, no such encounter has
been held. Moreover, there has
been no meeting to discuss
alleged Palestinian violations in
Jerusalem.

Meanwhile, a meeting of donor
countries convened in Gaza yes-
terday to discuss Palestinian,

finances. Two mid-level Israeli

representatives participated in die
meeting. They said they were not
authorized to discuss easing the
closure or any Palestinian initia-

tives, sources say.

Furthermore; officials in

intense than in die past week,” he
said.

Bond prices have also been
falling, as provident funds faced

with massive redemptions have
been forced to sell bonds and
stocks. The falling bond prices

have pushed up yields to 10-year

highs.

Tteasury officials said that to

counter the inflationary effects of
buying bonds, the Bank of Israel

will re-absorb money put into the

economy by selling short-term

bands.

Koor CEO Benny Gaon called

on Netanyahu to meet immediate-
ly with Yasser Arafat Gaon, in a
lecture delivered at the Fourth

Caesarea Conference, where
Israel’s leading economic and
business figures meet annually,

said that a failure on the part of
tbe government to quickly restore

the peace process would ultimate-

ly generate an economically
counterproductive sense of uncer-
tainty.

Amotz Asa-El contributed to

thisreport.

Stock market report, Page 9

Washington insisted that
Netanyahu did norreceive a prop-
er economic briefing before his

meeting last week in the US with
World Bank head lames
Wolfensohn. abotit the group’s
current economic assistance pro-
grams to tiie : Palestinians and
other regional

. initiatives.

Therefore, the session was essen-

tially wasted, the officials said-

Arieh O'SuiGvan contributed v>

this report
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Haredi family

fears for future

after father is

excommunicated
HAIM SHAPIRO

WHAT happens to a haredi family when the husband is excommunicat-
ed by a rabbinical court?
The story of one Tel Aviv-area family began about four years ago,

when a brother of the excommunicated man became involved in divorce
proceedings. After a rabbinical court levied a monthly support payment
which was more than die brother could pay, the brother disappeared.
The rabbinical court appears convinced that the rest of the family knows
where the brother is.

What followed, according to the wife of the excommunicated man,
was a series of orders to appear at various rabbinical courts around the
country. Whenever a family member failed to appear, the court would
order them arrested. Family members also found that the rabbinical
courts had imposed liens on their homes.
“My mother-in-law is SO years old. She’s a survivor of Auschwitz.

After she was arrested, she had a heart attack,” the wife said.
Her husband, in an effort to keep from being arrested, filed a petition

with the High Court of Justice against the rabbinical court, it was, she
admitted, a very serious step to for a haredi man to take, but it resulted
in an end to the arrest and lien orders from the rabbinical courts.
Last week, however, the family was shocked to find huge posters

hanging in their neighborhood and other haredi neighborhoods with
what appeared to be a copyofa herem (excommunication order) issued
by the Jerusalem Rabbinical Court. The herem was signed by Rabbi
Ezra Basri, president of the Jerusalem Rabbinical Court, and Rabbinical
Conn judges Shlomo Fisher and Nehemia Goldberg.
The herem warns all Jews not to come within four cubits of the man

involved, not to have any dealings with him, talk tohim or count him for a
minyan in the synagogue. This past Shabbat, she said, the family went else-

where, and die husband attended the synagogueofhis hassidic community.
The husband has also refrained from riding the bus or shopping in any

neighborhood stores, she said, adding that she has gotten the cold shoul-

der from a few of her neighbors.

“This thing could easily destroy my marriage, but I respect my hus-
band for his courage. Out they destroy my life because of another
woman's life? You’d think this was the Middle Ages,” die wife said.

Rabbi Eli Ben-Dahan, die director of the rabbinical courts, yesterday

denied any knowledge of a herem levied against die family.

NEWS

Har-Shefi: Amir spoke of killing

Rabin, but no one took it seriously
RAINE MARCUS

HUNDREDS, and perhaps 1,000

people knew of Yigal Amir’s plan

to kill prime minister Yitzhak
Rabin, Margalit Har-Shefi said in

Tel Aviv District Court yesterday.

“Yigal Amir told hundreds of

people, maybe even 1 ,000. of his

ideas to kill Rabin,” she said. “1

thought he was just talking but

wouldn't do anything. He was
known as a demagogue.”
Har-Shefi was summoned as a

defense witness in the trial against
convicted assassin Yigal Amir, his

brother Haggai, and Dror Allan i.

They are charged with plotting to

kill Rabin, plotting to harm
Palestinians and their property,

and illegally possessing and man-
ufacturing ammunition and explo-

sives.

Her testimony, requested by
Haggai Amir’s lawyer Moshe
Meroz, had been postponed to

give her the opportunity to consult

with her lawyer. Yair Golan.
Golan had been against her testi-

fying, to prevent her from incrim-

inating herself.

The judges told Har-Shefi that

the court would protect her from
implicating herself in criminal

offenses, and disqualified many
of the defense's questions yester-

day.

Har-Shefi was arrested shortly

after Rabin’s murder and kept in

custody on suspicion of failing to

prevent the murder and conspira-

cy charges. Evidence against her
has been transferred to the District

Attorney's Office, but she has nor

yet been indicted and it is still

unclear if she will be charged.

Margalit Har-Shefi, accompanied by her mother, leaves Tfel Aviv District Court yesterday after testifying. (Alon Ron'lsracl Sun)

She testified yesterday after added, “It’s not practical.” to the leaflets and posters, but nothing remember seeing Adani at meet-

Haggai Amir took the stand.

When asked how Haggai Amir
had reacted to his brother's idea to

kill Rabin, Har-Shefi answered
that Haggai had said: “Stop with

the rubbish.'’

Prosecutor Penina Guy said that

under investigation Har-Shefi had

statement.

Har-Shefi also said that Yigal

Amir had asked her if she was
interested in forming an under-

ground organization with him.

Har-Shefi said that she initially

thought Amir's intention was to

distribute anti-government

more extreme, adding that she

objected to any violent or illegal

acts.

When asked how she interpret-

ed Yigal Amir’s statements, she

ings in different settlements in the

territories. .

She also told the court that Yigal

Amir had asked her if she could
find out how to break into

replied, “A dog that barks does weapons warehouses and if she

not bite."

Har-Shefi said she could not

knew chemists who could prepare

bombs.

MKs facing serious charges
could be prevented from

chairing committees

ACRI: Omer mayor has no right to ban
Aviv Geffen performance

AN MK charged with crimes
involving moral turpitude might
be prevented from holding certain

positions within the Knesset, the

Knesset House Committee ruled

yesterday.

The decision was taken against

the background ofthe caseofMK
Raphael Pinhasi (Shas),. although

it would not retroatetively*eoyer iL

Pinhasi 'sJighMO -chair:Jhe-.Hduse

Committee is being challenged by
Meretz MKs because Attorney-

General Michael Ben-Yair lias

asked his political immunity be
lifted to face charges of fraud and

LIAT COLLINS

falsifying documents. The deri-

sion could affect, however, die

right of Avi Yehezkel (Labor) to

chair the Knesset Economics
Committee next term and Likud
..MK Meir Sbeetrit’s appointment
as deputyspeaker • -rr

. vRre committee yesterday made
a. ruling on the subject whicb^ as-

. acting' chairman Michael Eitan

(Likud) noted, is not dealt with in

either the Knesset House Rules or

legislation. The decision allows

for (he committee to prevent an

MK from temporarily holding

certain positions or limiting the

fields an MK can deal with while

facing serious charges.

"The derision is an attempt to

renew the public’s confidence in

the House by showing that MKs
are prepared to accept certain

restrictions,” Ertan-sajd-^At -the •

same dmc -ir is important to recall-

thai ’ a^p^fson is- innocent until

found gmlty and that an MK is a

public representative and every

attempt must be made not to harm
the public which elected him.”

OMER Mayor MK Pini Badash (Likud) has no
right to ban a performance by Aviv Geffen in

his town, the Association for Civil Rights in

Israel said in a petition to the High Court of
Justice yesterday.

The petition also challenged Badash ’s deci-

sion to forbid Geffen’s supporters to post a

satirical poem against Badash on municipal

bulletin boards.

Omer has a municipal amphitheater which it

rents out to various performing artists during

the summer. According to the petition. Geffen

EVELYN GORDON

was the only performer whom Badash refused

allow to perform. In an interview with Raft

Reshef on Channel 2, Badash explained his

reasons as follows:

“A man who did not serve in the array, who
calls our youth the 'screwed-up generation,*

who calls the prime minister a drunk... he is not

on our list of priorities for the performances we
will bring this summer.” Badash said.

The petition charged that both the decision

itself and Badash's refusal to post the satirical

poem violate the basic principle of freedom of

expression. Furthermore, it said, Badash had no
authority by law to take either of these actions.

“Mayors are not in charge of the morality

and artistic tastes of their residents," the peti-

tion concluded. “A mayor may. like any other

citizen, express his opinion, and warn that a

certain person is corrupting our youth, but he
cannot use his governmental authority to force

his opinion on the general-public.”

MKs protest plan to stop
distributing gas masks

Group urges Ben-Yair to stop

former minister Segev from
joining Eisenberg group

Material to reduce complications from
abdominal surgery introduced here

LJAT COLLINS
EVELYN GORDON

AN imported artificial membrane
that promises to eliminate many
of die adhesions resulting from
abdominal and pelvic surgery was
used here for the first time yester-

day.

The successful operation was per-

formed on a middle-aged man at

Hadassah-Univeisity Hospital in

Jerusalem’s Ein Kerera.

The Health Ministry recently

approved Seprafilm, which was
developed by the US biotechnolo-

gy giant Genzyme. It was meant
to deal with the problem of adhe-

sions, in which tissues stick

together after surgery and have to

JUDY SIEGEL

be separated in subsequent opera-

tions.

Adhesions occur in 60 percent

to 90% of patients undergoing

abdominal operations and tire

majority of those having pelvic

operations. In addition, seven out

of 10 of all bowel obstructions are

due to post-surgical adhesions,

and many female infertility prob-

lems result from them.
Genzyme-Israei managing direc-

tor Ze’ev Zeiig said the material is

expected to save tire health system

many hundreds ofrepair operations

and thousands of hospitalization

days each year. It will also make
unnecessary many drug treatments

for bowel obstruction and signifi-

cantly improve the quality of life of

patients.

Dr. Petachia Reissman.a senior

surgeon at the hospital who did

specialized training in the US and
was part of the team drat devel-

oped Seprafilm, performed the

surgery at Hadassah.
Clinical trials in the US showed

that Seprafilm eliminated adhe-
sions in half of all surgical

patients and significantly reduced

their severity in the rest.

THE Knesset Interior Committee
yesterday called on the govern-

ment to reconsider its decision to

stop the distribution of gas masks
to the public.

Committee chairman Sallah

Tarif (Labor) said he is “deeply

concerned by the decision as long
as the threat of war still hangs
over our heads."

OC Home Front Maj.-Gen.
Shmuel Arad told the meeting the

gas mask kits are the principal

means of defense against non-
conventional weapons.
“Since the Gulf War there has

been a change in perception and
Israeli residents have defensive

equipment worth NIS 954 mil-

lion," he said. “Israel has the best

equipped citizens in (he world.

The gas masks cost NIS 1 20 mil-

lion a year. NIS 20 per person.”

The Finance Ministry’s Uzi Levy,

deputy head of the budget divi-

sion, said the cost of NIS 120 mil-

lion a year was reason to abolish

the distribution, as the govern-

ment had decided. He said the

Defense Ministry was prepared

“with active not passive mea-
sures.?

Tarif said stopping the distribu-

tion would affect the personal

security of
.
residents, “and is

above economic considerations.”

MK Ze’ev Boim (Likud), who is

also mayor of Kiryat Gat,

expressed concern at increased

unemployment in the town if the

factory which produces the gas

mask kits there lays off workers.

IT is a clear conflict of interest for

former energy minister Gonen
Segev to be employed by the

Eisenberg group, the Movement
for Quality Government in Israel

protested in a letter to Attorney-
General Michael Ben-Yair yester-

day.

During his term as energy min-
ister, Segev wrote a letter to the

Jordanian government informing
it that Shoul Eisenberg was inter-

ested in a joint venture with the

Jordanians, and that he (Segev)
supported the idea. Eisenberg's

proposal was for a power station

run on natural gas to be set up in

Jordan, which would sell electric-

ity to Israel.

in its letter, the movement noted
that according to a legal opinion

written by Ben-Yair himself, a

New efforts to prosecute those responsible for traffic accidents

cooling-off period is necessary for

ministers and deputy ministers

who wish to be employed by pri-

vate companies with which their

ministries worked, even though
technically, the civil service regu-

lations on this subject do not

apply to ministers. This opinion

was written to prevent situations

such as Segev ’s, in which a minis-

ter helps a certain company with

the goal of getting a job with it

afterward, the movement said.

It asked Ben-Yair to order Segev
to wait for an appropriate period

before joining the Eisenbeig group.

The movement did not specify

what length of time it would deem
appropriate, leaving this to Ben-
Yair’s judgment. In the civil ser-

vice. the standard cooling-off
period is one to two years.

Self Healing
The Secret of the
Ring Muscles

JUST over a month ago, Victor

Kleinberg’s wife was killed on an

Israeli road. Kleinberg has come
here from Belgium to see thatjus-

tice is done and to try to prevent

other such deaths.

His wife’s death appears to be

even more senseless than the

usual road accident Kleinberg’s

wife, Mahnouch Faroughi, a

Belgian resident who had been

visiting here, had been in a car

with her friend, Michal Karen of

Ma’ale Adumtm, when an earth-

moving truck entered the Raraot

Road.
The truck made a turn that was

two wide, crushing the car and
killing tiie two women.
The truck driver, Faddel

Mohammed. 23. of Ramallah, did

not have a valid Israeli driver’s

license. In fact, he had no permis-

sion to be m Israel at alL

According to police, he was

smuggled in from the West Bank
every day by his employer, S.

CELLULAR PHONES
iH RENTAL/Sales

Barashi.

Kleinberg, who arrived in

Israel this week, said that he
wants to make sure that all those

who are responsible for his

wife’s death are found guilty and
punished. He said he wants to

make sure that not just "the man
on the bottom,” the driver, is

punished.
Shortly after the accident

Kleinberg read in The Jerusalem

.Post that the Transportation

Ministry’s Road Safety

Administration was recommend-
ing prosecuting employers as well

as drivers when the latter were

involved in fatal accidents.

According to information which

Kleinberg succeeded in gathering,

it would appear that the move

would be particularly applicable

in this case.

Kleinberg found that not only

did Mohammed have no valid

permit to work in Israel, and no

license recognized by the Israeli
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authorities, the Palestinian docu-

ment which he showed the police

was for a 1 5-ton truck.

Mohammed had been driving a

40-ton truck loaded with 70-tons

of earth.

“This shows me the employer
was trying to cut costs. He hired

someone young and inexperi-

enced so he could pay him
peanuts.” Kleinberg said.

In addition, Kleinberg said, the

video of the accident scene
showed that there were no signs

on the highway warning that

work was being carried out

there.

There was a plastic barrier on

die road, but it was empty, not

filled with water to give it an

effective weight, he added.

According to the Jerusalem

District police spokesman,

Mohammed's files have been

passed cm to the Stale Attorney.
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The files accuse him of causing

a death through negligence and of
illegally staying in Israel. A file

accusing the employer of illegally

employing a resident of the West
Bank has been transferred to the

State Prosecutor.

Police are still investigating the

possibility of also charging tiie

employer with causing deaths

through negligence.

Road Safety Administration
spokesman Shmuel Bahagon said

yesterday that two proposed laws

that put responsibility on employ-
ers had passed their first reading

in the previous Knesset,

One proposal would require

anyone using a truck to have a

special permit, while the other

would take any truck used illegal-

ly and involved in an accident off

the road for 50 days.

Bahagon said that Road Safety

Administration head Shalom Ben-
Moshe has appeared before

numerous Knesset committees in

an effort to see that both proposed
laws go through the legislative

process.

He added that Ben-Moshe is

also pushing for a third law
which would specifically hold

employers criminally responsi-

ble if their trucks were used ille-

gally and involved in an acci-

dent
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Ugandan Gore: Yeltsin looked good
army

hunts for

vanished

refugees,

rebels
KAMPALA, Uganda (Reuter; -

The Ugandan army scoured the

bushes for Sudanese refugees who
vanished after an attack by
Christian fundamentalist rebels

over the weekend in which more

than 100 were killed, a govern-

ment minister said yesterday.

UN aid agencies said some
2.000 Sudanese refugees were
missing from Acholi Pii camp in

northern Uganda after gunmen
believed to be from the Lord’s

Resistance Army (LRA) raided it

and killed 1 07 people.

“We have sent out troops in the

area and they are now searching

the bushes for the disappeared

refugees," Amama Mbabazi,
Minister of State for Defease told

Reuters in Kampala.
The search had already yielded

results, with some of the refugees

found in Gulu, south of the raided

camp, Mbabazi said.

“We are also pursuing the

rebels. Even those they abducted

we should be able to rescue.**

Acholi Pii was home to 16,000

refugees, part of the 210,000
Sudanese refugees in northern

Uganda who fled the civil war

between southern rebels and the

Islamic-backed government.

The Ugandan rebels attacked It

days after some 800 of their fight-

ers returned from their camps in

Sudan. Their deadliest attacks

since they started fighting

President Yoweri Museveni’s gov-

ernment in 1987 have been

launched on return from Sudan.

The LRA, which says it wants to

rule along the Bible's Ten
Commandments, denied it had
anything to do with the attack, in

which refugees were shot at point

blank and many more were killed

with machetes.

LYNN BERRY

MOSCOW

US Vice President Al Gore pro-

claimed Boris Yeltsin in “good

health” after a 45-minute talk yes-

terday in a health resort outside

Moscow, seeming unfazed that he
was kept waiting an extra day.

“He looked very good to me,”

said Gore, the first Western leader

to meet Yeltsin since the latest

round of speculation about his

health flared up.

Their talk came a day after the

65-year-old Yeltsin abruptly can-

celed a meeting with Gore, further

fueling rumors about his fragile

condition.

Yeltsin looked stiff, as he often

does, but was alert and pacing the

room while waiting for Gore at

the government health resort

where he is taking a two-week
vacation.

In his first appearance before

the foreign media since last

month, Yeltsin greeted Gore with

a big smile. He joked with his vis-

itor and talked with animation.

“He seemed to be in good
health, relaxed, smiling and
seemed very actively engaged in

the subjects we discussed during

our conversation,” Gore told

reporters afterward.

Gore said he didn't raise

Yeltsin’s sudden cancellation of

their meeting a day earlier.

“Of course J didn't comment on
that,” he said. “It's not at all

unusual to have meetings post-

poned from one day to the next”
But the swift change of plans,

just minutes before Gore was to

leave for the meeting, set off a

worldwide wave of speculation

about Yeltsin's condition.

It was just the latest in a string

of no-shows that began near the

end of Yeltsin's vigorous cam-
paign for a second term. Since

then, Yeltsin has been seen only in

official TV footage and carefully

scripted Kremlin events.

Yeltsin has had two bouts of
serious heart trouble' in the last

year, suffers from a bad back, and
is prone - by his own description

- to bouts of drinking and black

depression.

Aides say Yeltsin is “very tired”

from the campaign, not sick.

The Clinton administration was
a strong supporter of Yeltsin’s re-

Russian President Boris Yeltsin greets US Vice President Al Gore, who is in Moscow to co-chair a
bilateral commission that will handle trade and economic relations between the countries. (newer*

election bid against a Communist
Party challenger. Gore greeted

Yeltsin with congratulations on
his July 3 victory - and a compli-

ment on his dancing at a cam-
paign rock concert.

“You learn all kinds of things

when you're running for office,”

Yeltsin replied with a laugh.

Gore said the two had a “good
conversation characterized by a

great deal of warmth and person-

ality ” He called the talk “enjoy-

able
”

Gore also met yesterday with

Yeltsin's new national security

chief, Alexander Lebed. They dis-

cussed the political situation in

Russia and nuclear security issues,

the Interfax news agency said.

Arms reduction, investment, the

war in Chechnya and the future of
Russian reforms appeared to dom-
inate Gore's conversation with

Yeltsin at Barvikha, a resort vil-

lage 12 kilometers northwest of
Moscow, where the president is

vacationing.

Yeltsin did not speak with

reporters afterward, but his

spokesman, Seigei Medvedev,
called the meeting “comradely
and even friendly.” He said

Yeltsin pledged to work far parlia-

ment's ratification of the START
2 arms reduction treaty. (AP)

Clinton leaves options

open on Cuba sanctions
WASHINGTON (AP) - PresidentClinton opened thc-way-yesterday-for
i. t • f - r j v i . • j _ i r\vrt>rsKT ,

Princess Di, no longer royal,

resignsfrom 100 charities
legal action against foreign firms doing business in Cuba but imposed a
six-month moratorium on lawsuits. He could extend the moratorium
again in six months.

In a matter of considerable political and diplomatic significance,

Clinton decided thatAmericans who lost property in Cuba at the time of
the revolution may sue in US courts foreign Arms now utilizing those

assets.

But in an apparent attempt to defuse (he controversy as an election

issue, Clinton held that no lawsuits may be filed before February 1.

Officials pointed out that the issue will be back on Clinton's desk again

in mid-January because of the six-month clause, meaningThat he reserves

the right at that time to render meaningless the February 1 deadline.

Clinton said in a statement that as a result ofhis decision, “all compa-
nies doing business in Cuba are hereby on notice that by trafficking in

expropriated property, they face the prospects oflawsuits and significant

liability in the United States."

He added that during the six-month suspension period, his administra-

tion will work to promote democracy in Cuba.
The legislation has triggered an angry response from American allies,

who have been insisting that Clinton exercise his waiver authority on
grounds that the United States should not have American jurisdiction

beyond US shores.

Clinton also has faced pressure from Cuban-Americans and conserva-

tives in general to open the way for legal action against the more than

100 foreign firms which have been operating on property taken from
Americans more than 35 years ago.

Clinton said the allies must understand that for countries and foreign

companies that take advantage of expropriated property, the choice is

clear “They can join our efforts to cease profiting from such property.

They can join our efforts to promote a transition to democracy in Cuba.

Or they can face the full implementation” of the law.

LONDON (AP) - Princess Diana
is giving up patronage of marriage
counseling and the elderly, but

sticking with AIDS, the ballet, the

homeless and a cancer hospital.

Diana’s mass resignation yester-

day from nearly 100 charities left

them free to find a real royal

patron after her divorce from
Prince Charles. It upset the aban-

doned and delighted the half

dozen she's keeping.

It also raised new questions about

how a 35-year-olil multimillion-

aire divorcee will occupy herself.

Diana resigned a day after the

first court stage of the divorce that

will strip her of the prefix Her
Royal Highness. Her spokes-
woman, Jane Atkinson, said the

princess has quit all but six chari-

ties because of the “change in her

status.”

Under the agreement to end the

15-year marriage, Charles will pay
Diana a settlement that has been

reported at £17 million (S26.35

million) and £400,000 (S620.000)

a year to run a private office.

Shortly before Monday’s divorce

hearing, she resigned as colonel-

in-chiefof five army regiments.

With her sons at boarding

schools, most charity duties gone,

her hopes of becoming roving

goodwill ambassador apparently

quashed, and only rare invitations

to future royal events, Diana
could face some long days in her

Kensington Palace residence.

“I don’t understand what has

changed in her circumstances that

she cannot give the commitment
[to charities] in the future," the

British Broadcast Corp.'s royal

corespondent, Jenny Bond, com-
mented. "The implication would
seem to be she feels, perhaps,

she’s not worthy of them.”
'

John Mayo, director of Help
The Aged, a British-based inter-

national charity whose income
has quadrupled since Diana
became patron 11 years ago,

recalled accompanying Diana,
then aged 25, on her first official

visit to an old age home.
“She sat down on the floor. She

took the hand of an old person in

each hand and she said,
4My

name's Diana. What's yours?’
*'

said Mayo. “It’s that ability to get
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through to people and to give

them hope which is so important"

He added, “Perhaps she will

come back rate day.”

Relate, Britain’s main marriage
guidance counseling body, said it

would keep the princess informed

of its work.

Other charities Diana has quit

include the British Red Cross, the

International Spinal Research Trust
and the Garden Festival of Wales.

She is left wizfa just the English
National Ballet; a leprosy mission
connected to Mother Teresa;

AIDS; a homeless charity; and
two London hospitals, the Royal
Marsden for cancer patients and
Great Ormond Street for children.

"We are delighted and we feel

privileged,” said Derek Bode!!,

director of the National AIDS
Trust “We believe she has done
more than almost anyone else to

combat the stigma and miscon-
ceptions that still surround
HIV/AIDS”

Earlier, the Duchess' of York,
also no longer HRH since her
divorce in May from Charles’

brother. Prince Andrew, was quot-
ed as saying she and Diana are off

soon on a post-divorce vacation.

They will take along Diana’s
sons, Prince William, 14. and
Prince Harry, 1 1, and the duchess'
daughters. Princess Beatrice, 7,

and Princess Eugenie, 6.

“We planned it together,” the
former Sarah Ferguson was quot-
ed as telling the Doily Express
“We thought it would be nice...

All cousins together."

Angry Chechens

protest killing of

13, demand
investigation

MOSCOW (AP) - Outraged Chechens, shouting and crying, blocked^

road into iheir capital Grozny yesterday to protest the wilmg or 5 peo-

ple they said were slain by Russian troops.

Both the Russian government and separatist rebels accused the other

of committine the atrocity. But the pro-Moscow Chechen government

also angrily blamed Russians after talking to eyewitnesses - a reaction

that appeared to lend credence to claims that federal troops were respon-

sible.

Chechnya's Vice Prime Minister Abdullah Bugayev quoted witnesses

as saying the victims were gunned down by Russian armored personnel

carriers Monday night in the outskirts ofGrozny.

Bodies still lay at the roadside covered with bloody cloth yesterday

and nearby cars were charred as a crowd of Chechens blocked the road

where the massacre took place. Some shouted in rage and women wept

over the bodies.

Bugayev told the Interfax news agency that 1 1 of the bodies were

burned and two were disfigured by stab wounds.
Circumstances behind the killings remained unclear.

The Russian military command, in a statement relayed through the

Moscow-installed Chechen government, initially said troops opened fire

in response to a rebel attack on a military outpost.

Later yesterday, the Russians issued a statement denying involvement

altogether. The military command claimed rebels had killed 13 civilians

in “a flagrant provocation... to destabilize the situation in the republic.”

Interfax reported.

Chechen government officials described Russian gunmen going on a

rampage in two APCs, shooting at three vehicles, stabbing survivors to

death, soaking their bodies in gasoline and then setting them on fire.

Government spokesman Ruslan Martagov blamed the “party of war”

- hawkish Russian leaders - for the killings, and said they were meant

to reignite the war and undermine peace efforts, Interfax reported.

The killings in Grozny came in the midst of a Russian offensive

against the rebels in southeastern Chechnya, in which dozens of civilians

have died.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Bomb hits Ukrainian prime minister’s car
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) - Prime Minister Pavlo Lazarenko narrowly

escaped an assassination attempt,yesterday when a bomb exploded

in his motorcade, throwing a shadow on the country ’s newly
formed government.
Lazarenko was treated for a slight neck injury suod immediately

released, police said. No major injuries were reported.

The blast, the first such high-level attack on a Ukrainian leader in

modem history, generated political shock waves. It prompted a

string of emergency closed-door meetings and heightened security

around government buildings and embassies.

No one immediately claimed responsibility. But Ukrainian media
and officials suggested it was tied to Lazarenko’s powerful interests

in Ukraine’s gas and alcohol industries, and in many leading

Ukrainian banks.

US official denies Saudis have escape car
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -Amid signs of concern over Saudi
Arabian cooperation, US defense officials denied on Monday that

Saudi investigators had found the getaway car osed in a bombing
that killed 1 9 US servicemen near Dhahran.

'

“The car that was found is apparently not the vehicle involved in

the June 25 incident,” said one of the-officiafcin response
1

to
questions about aWashington Post report that the Saudis believed

they had found ihe car north o£J?hahran:~ - s

.

The officials, who asked not to be identified* spoke with Reuters
as concern appeared to grow in Washington over whether the

Saudis were folly cooperating on the truck bomb that hit a housing
complex used by US Air Force personnel.

Jewish cemetery desecrated in Russia
MOSCOW (AP) - Vandals desecrated several tombs at a Jewish
cemetery in the central Russian town ofTambov, painting

swastikas on the monuments* a news report said yesterday.

A number ofJewish tombstones were overturned and a slogan

painted on one declared that The Nazis are alive,” the FTAR-Tass
news agency said.

Thmbov is a major Communist Party stronghold in Russia’s “red

belt” where the city council defiantly flies the Soviet flag. It is

about 420 kilometers southeast of Moscow in a conservative
fanning region.

A regional lawmaker and Jewish community activist, Yakov
Farber, told ITAR-Tass this was city’s fourth desecration of Jewish
tombs in recent years, and said he suspected a neo-fascist group.
Security officials denied any such groups existed in the city,

YTAR-T&ss said.

Summation in trial of ex-Nazi Priebke
ROME (Reuter) - A lawyer representing Italian Jews said
yesterday that former SS captain Erich Priebke was “demonic...
and merciless,” arid urged a military court to sentence ihe 82-year-
old German war-crimes defendant to life in prison.

Priebke, extradited from Argentina last November, is accused of
complicity in the massacre of 335 men and boys at the Ardeatine
Caves outside Rome in March 1944, the worst World War H
atrocity in Italy.

Oreste Bisazza Terracini was the first of several civil plaintiff

lawyers to give summations at Priebke’s trial before a three-judge
court. The trial, which began on May 8, faced a delay in its final

phase over allegations that the bench was biased in Priebke’s favor.

A military appeals court yesterday put off until July 29
consideration of a request by the civil plaintiffs to dismiss the

judges and order a new trial.

The appeals court last week rejected a similar request by the

prosecution, which sought dismisal of the bench because of a

conversation presiding judge Agostino Quistelli had with a general
predicting Priebke would be cleared.
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Indian
authorities

blamed for
stampede at
holy shrines

NEW DELHI, India (AP) - U
authorities came under attack

j

terday fra their inability to c
with thousands of Hindu v
shipers who stampeded at

'•

Hindu shrines, killing at least

people.

Angry legislators demands
Parliament that a judge she
probe Monday’s disaster and
officials found guilty be p
ished.

Ragbag, who uses one na
of foe Bharatiya Janata Party,

i

that thousands of pilgrims hat

wait foe l'A hours for a.local j
eminent official to Offer praye
the Ujjaln temple. And thatsta
die scramble. , .

Unnilaben Patel of Cong
Party said there was no coord
tion between the temple mare
merii and foe district adnrinju

tion at foe two shrines.
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Algerians struggle

through strife

Lebanon’s Christians face painful choice

LAMINE GHANM1
ALGIERS

S
HOPS in the mo-down capi-
tal of Algeria, their bare
shelves for so long a symbol

of the violence and economic strife
shaking this North African country,
now show new signs of wealth.
But on the streets outside, chil-

dren beg - a hew sight too in
Algiers where a former egalitarian

nationalist system offered most
people basic salaries and an ade-
quate meal.
The killings in the conflict

between Moslem fundamentalists
and government security forc^.
which brought road blocks arid
identity checks to slow the heart-
beat of die city, appear now to
take second place in the concerns
of ordinary Algerians.

Tight censorship has done noth-
ing to jam “radio trottoir” - the
“pavement radio” of rumor and
fact that keeps ; Algerians better

informed than their government
would often like.

“Five men were killed this

morning near al-Katar hospital in

Algiers,” a bearded young man
told his boss at an airline office as
he checked the computer to find a
seat for a former general stranded
by the strike ofthe state airline Air
Algerie.

“How Were they killed?” she
asked after glancing around.

“They had their throats cpt,” he
replied.

Farid, die youngest employee,
added: “Yesterday, eight people
were gunned down at a fake road-

block in Algiers.”

But many Algerians appear to

agree with the government view
of a relative improvement of the

security throughout Algeria. They
see its pledge to fix the economy,
however, as mere lip service for

most people.

While new cars jostle for space

with ancient buses crammed with

Ordinary Algerians struggling to

get to work, women pick through

fruit and vegetables at prices

which leave their baskets half

empty. Inside city bread shops, die

resilience of this nation of 28 mil-

lion people is tested arid an air of

gloom is evident.

Prices of even basic goods have
skyrocketed since the authorities,

spurred by creditor countries who
bailed them our with rescheduling

much of $31 billion in foreign

debt, moved to end bubakiies and
introduce a market economy. .

Economic reality - opparmni-'-

ties for some, a battle for survival

for others- dominates daily life in

this overcrowded capital of four

millioopeopJe.

“Two years ago, the tenor was
1 0-sided but now die situation is

moving towards settling,” said

Hassan Imazighi. a young man

riding the wave of get-rich-quick

opportunities.

“The worst was not the fire

which seemed to. engulf all the

country especially in 1994 and
early 1995 but the feeling that

everything was in a state of panic
and chaos,” said his wife Farida,

working withhim in their new pri-

vate communications business.

An estimated 50,000 people
have been killed in die conflict

which erupted after the authori-

ties, in January 1992, canceled a
general election which Islamists

were poised to win.
But as a sign perhaps of a more

relaxed atmosphere, a. taxi driver,

engrossed in debate with this

reporter and an Algerian sharing
the vehicle, shot straight through
one road block enforced by
Republican guard paramilitary in

eastern Algiers.

This reporter got a real fright.

Soldiers on road blocks have
killed several people for similar

errors, opening up with
Kalashnikovs that leave little time

. to apologize. The driver reversed,

the apologies were accepted.

At the city's press center, home
of several big newspapers, a
woman journalist phoned home to

say she would be late because

staff had been “told that a hit-

squad was lurking for a high-pub-

licity target”

“It is a great deal of progress, as

they can now teU us in advance
about possible attempts by terror-

ists ” she said.

.Over50 journalists, whose work
was severely censored, have been
killed during the conflict, branded
by fundamentalist groups as sup-

porters of the government Many
more have fled abroad.

*Tbe press center was in the past

three years a mourning place as

slain colleagues' coffins were
brought before burial. The same
place will bea rallying point for life

and freedom,” stud one journalist,

referring to a strike planned for

next week to protest at the authori-

ties’ shutting down of the French-

language newspaperLa Tribune.

And earlier ibis month, more than

100,000 Algerians, most of diem
young men and girls, swarmed
Algiers's main leisure complex of

Riad el-Feth to dance and sing to

Rai music until die early hoars of

Algeria ’s Independence Day. -

•Two years ago in the western,

"tiny of Oran, Moslem guerrillas

shot dead Cheb Hosni, a leading

Rai singet Others went abroad.

“Despite the thousands of dead,

die young are trying to take up
pleasure and joy again ... over-

coming our fears of die violence,”

said a young girl who traveled

from Oran to attend. (Reuter)

Bahrain, Qatar take
dispute to Saudis

B AHRAIN’S - crown prince jurisdiction.

said his country was pre- Besides die Hawar islands, th

pared to fight to the death dispute is also over territoruB AHRAIN'S- crown prince

said his country was pre-

pared to fight to the death

to defend territory that is also

claimed by neighboring Qatar.

The Hawar islands are part of
Bahrain and “we will not allow

this fact to be lost under the cover

of border claims and disputes,”

said Sheikh Hamad bin Isa A]
Khalifa.

“We are ready ax any time to

prove it with facts, defend it and
die for its sake,” he said daring a
meeting of high-ranking defense
officials, the official Gulf News
Agency reported.

Sheikh Hamad termed the

Qatari claims cm the islands

“expansionism — which does not

have any limit.”

The crown prince’s comments
came as the emir of Qatar, Sheikh

Hamad bin Khalifa, was in Saudi

Arabia to discuss the dispute.

Saudi Arabia neighbors both

countries and has been seeking to

act as a mediator in the dispute.

Qatar took the case to the

International Court of Justice in

1991 after an earlier round of

Saudi mediation failed. But
Bahrain has rejected the court’s

jurisdiction.

Besides die Hawar islands, the

dispute is also over territorial

water boundaries and the Zubara

land strip in Qatar, where the

Bahraini people’s ancestors lived

200 years ago.

Relations' between Bahrain and
Qatar have been strained since

1986 when a Qatari helicopter

seized 29 workers of a Dutch
company sent by Bahrain to the

disputed Fash r aJ-DibaJ reef to
• build a Bahraini coast guard sta-

tion there.

Saudi Arabia. Qatar and Bahrain

are partners in the six-nation Gulf
Cooperation Council, a political

and economic alliance whose
other members are Kuwait, the

United Arab Emirates and Oman.
Sbeikh Hamad bin Khalifa A1

Thani was reported to have been

joined in the Red Sea port city of

Jiddah by Bahrain’s prime minis-

ter, Sheikh Khalifa bin Salman A1
Khalifa.

Saudi Arabia, the dominant
power in the GCC, has its own
border dispute with Qatar. Its oil-

rich Eastern Province is linked to

the island nation of Bahrain by a
causeway. (AP)

Italian judge puts off

terrorist hearing

Ajudge In Rome this week postponed a hearing to decide whether

two Algerians and an Iranian should stand trial for the murder of

an Iranian opposition figure in the Italian capital in 1993.

judge Alberto Macchia said he was putting off the hearing until

September 25 because one of the suspects had not been officially noti-

fied of the session. V
Mohammad Hussein Nagbdi was killed by automatic weapon shots

fired by assailanis riding on a motorbike as he was being driven to his

office in Rome, where be served as representative in Italy of the National

Council of fee Iranian Resistance, which is part of the leading Iranian

opposition group, the Mnjahedcen Khalq. _

The group blamed Iran’s government for the killing; Teheran blamsd

die killing on disputes between opposition groups.

TbeIranianEmbassy inRome “categorically denies any involvement by

an Iranian diploma!” in the slaying, a statement said.

According to court records,.the three defendants are Adda Khatem and

Salah Pidjelibt, both Algerian; and Alireza-Iazdi Neyad, an Iranian.

Italian newspapersay the three are living in Italy but are not in custody.

Lawyers for die victim’s relatives, including his widow, Fennina

Moroni, an Italian, said, they would urge die Italian foreign ministry to

pressure Iranian authorities in hopes of bringing tojustice a fourth person

considered a suspect according to Italian press reports — an Iranian who®

diplomatic immunity would keep him from bring prosecuted. (AP)

LEBANON’S Christians, relieved by
die acquittal of a Christian warlord
for the bombing of a church in which

1
1
people died, face an agonizing decision:

Should they boycott next month’s parlia-

mentary polls because of an election law
that discriminates against them?
Anti-Syrian Christian opposition leaders

have called on people to repeat the boycott
of the 1992 elections, denouncing the law
as illegal and tbe voting as “the most dan-
gerous forgery aimed at erasing the
Lebanese homeland.”
The 1992 boycott was a massive protest

by most Christians and many Moslems
against the presence of 35,000 Syrian
troops in Lebanon, Damascus's influence

over the government and the perceived

unfairness of election arrangements.

But the result of the boycott was a pro-

Syrian parliament and there has been a
growing realization on die part of the

Christian opposition that the boycott simply
excluded them from national affairs.

ANALYSIS
ANDREW TARNOWSKI

The decision by Christian voters
whether or not to take pan in the polls will

show their willingness to accept that their

community’s position was subordinated
by the 1975-90 civil war and that the

Syrians now play the dominant role in the

country.

The acquittal last week of Samir
Geagea, who could have been sentenced
to death if found guilty for the 1994
church bombing, relieved fears by (he

Christian minority thai he might become
the only civil-war militia leader to be exe-
cuted. But newspapers pointed out that he
still remains the only sectarian chief to

face trial, while pro-Syrian chiefs said to

have dirtied their hands in the war hold
high office.

The court convicted four members of
Geagea’s militia for involvement in the

bombing, which it said was ordered and
planned by the Israelis.

Geagea is serving two life sentences for

murder and the opposition political party he
formed after the war from his Lebanese
Forces militia was outlawed following the

church bombing.
A Beirut newspaper said tbe election law

imposed on Christian voters the same kind

of political discrimination that Geagea has

experienced.

“Christian candidates are practically at

the mercy of Moslem voters, with the con-

trary never being true,” the French-lan-

guage Beirut daily L'Orieru-Le Jour said.

Christian opposition leaden in exile - ex-

president Amin Gemayel and former army
commander Gen. Michel Aoun - joined

right-wing National Liberal Party leader

Don Chamoun in issuing the boycott call a

Brunei Sultan Hmaranal BoUdah receives his subjects during the investiture ceremony in conjunction with his birthday at the state

palace in Bandar'Seri Bagawan on Monday. Hie sultan, the world's richest man, celebrated his 50th birthday with Prince Charles

and Michael Jackson among his guests. ~ iRcum-i

Asharp split between the US
and Saudi Arabia has
emerged, with a top Saudi

prince saying he opposes moving
American soldiers to new housing
which tbe Pentagon says would be

less vulnerable to terrorists.

The comments by Defense
Minister Prince Sultan came dur-

ing a visit to Saudi Arabia by FBI
director Louis J. Freeh, who con-

tinued to press Saudi officials to

grant his agents access to all evi-

dence gathered on the bombing of

a US military housing complex in

Dhahran last month.
In the latest report oa evidence,

official sources said this week they

have found fee getaway car used

by fee terrorists, who killed 19 US
servicemen and injured hundreds

of people in the June 25 attack.

They said the white Chevrolet

Caprice Classic was found in

Dammam, 1 0km. from Dhahran, a
few days after fee bombing;
There was no explanation as to

why authorities did not disclose

the discovery of fee car until now.

Saudis hinder US military moves
FBI agents investigating the

truck-bomb attack have been
restricted to interviewing US air-

men and sifting debris at the US
military complex, a US law
enforcement official complained.

Freeh continued to press Saudi

officials at the highest levels to

grant his agents access to all evi-

dence gathered on fee bombing.
Freeh’s mission to resolve US-

Saudi differences came as a US
law enforcement official, request-

ing anonymity, explained some of
the restrictions put on fee more
than 70 FBI agents sent to the

Arab kingdom.
“We haven’t been allowed to

talk to people in the community.
We’ve been restricted to fee US
post and interviewing the US air-

men." one US law enforcement
official said. “They basically aJJ

say they were asleep, heard the

explosion and saw no one.”

Tbe US agents want to conduct

a full investigation, including

talking wife Saudi witnesses and
anyone detained by the Saudis for

questioning in the attack, the offi-

cial said.

FBI agents in Dhahran ’sKhobar
Towers complex, home to 3,713

US servicemen, have analyzed

rubble, debris from the truck and
fee bomb itself, but they have

been hampered by a lack of foren-
sic equipment on site.

The FBI teams left so swiftly

for Saudi Arabia after the blast

they could not bring much equip-

ment wife them and have had to

borrow analytical instruments

from fee US Air Force, the official

said.

Meanwhile, a US Embassy
source in Riyadh said Americans
living in the kingdom have
received more phone calls threat-

ening attacks from people speak-

ing Arabic or broken English.

A recorded embassy hotline mes-
sage warned US citizens living in

the kingdom: “Individual

Americans and companies in Saudi

Arabia have been receiving phone
calls threatening further attacks.”

Last week. Pentagon

spokesman Kenneth Bacon said it

was virtually certain that some of

the 1 .500 US troops based in

Riyadh will be moved to Saudi

bases more easily defended
against terrorists.

“The question is when and how
many” will be moved, he said.

Saudi Arabian officials squashed
fee idea, however.

“If we have to move them from
where they live, this means we
have to prepare other accommo-
dation for them," Prince Sultan

said. “This is not right [because]

security has been achieved, fee

rule of law prevails, and incidents

that happen in our country now
are only one out of a million com-
pared to what happens in other

countries," he said.

It was not clear how fee prince’s

statements would affect the

American plans, but' housing for

US troops in Saudi Arabia is pro-

vided almost entirely by the Saudi

government and its cooperation

would be required in any plan to

move troops. (AP)

day after the election law’ was passed.
The law, approved last week by parlia-

ment. is tailor-made to ensure the election
of Druse leader Walid Jumblat, an ally of
fee Syrian-backed government, at the
expense of the Christians.

Voters were tom between the temptation
of repeating fee 1992 boycott, which did
not bring the desired results, and taking part
in a vote with only “hypothetical advan-
tages,” L’Orient-Le Jour said.

Mount Lebanon, home to the Druse and
fee only region where Christians have an
overwhelming majority, is fee only one of
Lebanon's five govemates feat fee law
divides into smaller constituencies, creating
districts with Druse majorities feat can elect
Jumblat.

7716 law has been widely denounced as
unconstitutional and contrary to the Taif
accord of J 989, which set out the political

settlement which ended fee civil war and
ruled feat all constituencies should be based
on govemates. (Reuter)

Egyptian
police kill

terrorist

leader

EGYPTIAN police said they

shot dead a wanted militant

Islamist leader this week on
the platform ofa railway station ia

southern Egypt
The Interior Ministry said in a

statement feat . Sayyed
Abderrahman Mustafa, 28, was
standing alone on the platform in

Abu Tig waiting to meet someone

when fee police ambushed him. It

said Mustafa shot back but there

were no police casualties.

The statement described
Mustafa as the head of the mili-

tary wing of fee militant Gama’a
al-Islamiya (Islamic Group) in the

southern province of AssiuL He
was allegedly in charge of fee mil-

itary training of Gama’a members
and had taken part in 20 attacks, in

which 35 civilians and policemen

were killed.

Police suspect Mustafa took part

in an attack on a farm m nearby

Badari in February this year,

killing eight Christians. Mustafa,

once a trainee teacher, comes
from the Badari area.

Police meanwhile seized

copies and a printer's proof of a

book on fee prophets of Islam

called blasphemous by Moslem
-clerics.-

Three thousands -copies of- A
Psychoanalysis of the Prophets

had f>een sold before Al-Azhar. a

university and religious complex
that is a major seat of Islamic

learning, deemed it disrespectful

to religious figures.

Government officials have
maintained Al-Azhar cannot ban
books and can only recommend.
But its recommendations are usu-

ally followed, especially con-
cerning books with religious

themes.
The book was seized for giving

incorrect descriptions of fee char-

acters of religious prophets, said a

police source, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity.
The author, Abdullah Kama!,

was summoned for questioning.

Kama!, a journalist for fee liberal

magazine Rose el-Youssef, said it

would now be up to fee courts to

judge if the book should be

banned.
He defended his work as “acad-

emic research based on other

books found on fee market which
are not banned” and are about fee

prophets’ lives. Islam considers

earlier prophets - from Abraham
to Moses and Jesus - to be among
fee faith’s prophets, along with

Mohammed. (Reuter)
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Due to fee mourning period ofthe nine days prior to

f
Tisha B’Av there will no be concert 'fr .j:.;

this Saturday NlrfiL
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this Saturday Night.

We invite you to join us for

the upcoming concerts:

July 27: An Evening of Gospel Muse

with GrammyAward winnerLamefle Harris

August 3: Piano & Violin Concert

Bach, Beethoven & Brahms

August 10: Glitter and Be Gay - Music by American

composers and Broadway hits wfth Naomi Teplow

Concen at 21rJ5

Wine and Cheese at 2fk30

Adnrassicn NiS 35; N1S30 to Museum members,

* dm. students, setters & sankxs.

Proceeds benefitIheJenoafem Post Funds.

M
25 Granol SL Jerusalem, Tel: 02 611056
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with TONY LITTLE, your own certified PERSONAL TRAINER,

America's favorite morning television exercise star -

Start with just 5 minutes a day - you'll see results within 30 days
Exercise at your own rate - without jumping - in a choice of 3 workouts:

(All tapes in English)

TARGET - FITNESS (60 minutes...

Improve your overall physical fitness level

JP Price NIS 49.00

TARGET - THIGHS (length approx. 35 min.)

Strengthen the thighs and bottom while shaping your body
JP Price NIS 41 .00

TARGET - STOMACH (length approx. 35 min.)

Strengthen stomach muscles while slimming your body shape

JP Price NIS 41 .00

Cassettes feature a running clock; choose from 3 levels of skill portrayed
simultaneously with inset picture; includes tips on eating wisely

)P SPECIAL: All three for NIS 119

To; The jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the following video cassettes:

TARGET-FITNESS TARGET-THIGHS TARGET-STOMACH amSVWiUBSmmi
I have enclosed my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit

card details:

Visa O ISC/MCD O Diners AmEx

CC No. Exp ID No

Name Address

City Code

Tef.(day). Signature . _

Prim fan 23SQ loal fan
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A pillar of peace

I
N his speech before ihe United States

Congress last week. Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu called reciprocity

one of the three “pillars of peace.'
1

This par-

ticular pillar has been received with some

trepidation by the US administration - con-

cerned that Netanyahu will use the Palestinian

Authority’s failure to honor signed agree-

ments as a means to halt the peace process -

and largely derided by the opposition here,

who. while In power, let the Palestinians break

their commitments with impunity.

It is difficult to understand the opposition to

the prime minister's demand that reciprocity

be taken seriously. Just because Israel is the

strongest political" and economic power in the

Middle East, as former foreign minister Ehud
Barak argued in The Jerusalem Post on

Monday, does not mean it should allow its

Arab partners to renege on signed agreements.

Agreements are reciprocal by definition; reci-

procity should be a given, not a controversial

demand.

Netanyahu’s opponents say that they are not

opposed to the principle of reciprocity, only to

it being used as an excuse to halt the peace

process. Instead of complaining, these critics

should realize that the concept of reciprocity

could be a force that binds the prime minister

to the peace process in two important respects.

First, all tne Palestinian Authority must do

to force the new prime minister to comply
with the Oslo accords - agreements he

roundly attacked during the election cam-

paign - is to abide by them more fully them-

selves. The sure-fire way for Oslo proponents

to propel the Netanyahu government down
their road is to encourage Palestinian compli-

ance.

Second, reciprocity is a two-way street It is

time to take inventory of aspects of the

accords that Israel has been slow to imple-

menL
While Israel’s failure to redeploy in Hebron

is the most significant example of non-com-
pliance - and the government cannot claim

for much longer that it is studying the issue

before making a decision - there are also the

matters of opening Israeli agricultural markets

to Palestinian goods, and “safe passage”

between Gaza and the other cities under PA
control.

Removing agricultural trade barriers would
be a good place for Israel to show that it takes

reciprocity seriously. There is no security

issue here, and it dovetails nicely with

Netanyahu’s free-market thrust Indeed, there

is a strong suspicion that the blocking of

Palestinian agricultural goods is more eco-

nomic protectionism, pushed for by Israeli

farmers, than anything else.

During the height of the closure, for exam-
ple, special dispensations were granted to

import Gaza-produced textile products,

because Israel’s industrialists needed them,

while Gazan fruit and vegetables were
banned. Liberalizing agricultural trade -

while maintaining quality standards - would
benefit both the Israeli consumer and the

Palestinian economy.
The essence of Oslo’s interim phase was

Israeli withdrawal from the cities in the terri-

tories in exchange for the Palestinians ceasing

acts of terror and becoming partners in com-
bating terrorism. Israel, having withdrawn
from the Gaza Strip and six of the seven cities

in the territories, has complied with the lion’s

share of its side of the baigain.

The PA. though not engaging in terrorism

itself, is still far from upholding provisions

critical to the curbing of terrorism by others,

such as the confiscation of aims and disarm-

ing of militias. The PLO Covenant has not

been amended to recognize Israel’s right to

exist. Provisions providing for the extradition

of captured terrorists have been openly flaunt-

ed. And PA offices and police continue to

operate in Jerusalem.

Under the previous government, there was a

tacit agreement that neither side would put its

foot down regarding the non-compliance of

the other. While there is a certain pragmatism

to this approach, it has gotten out of hand. It is

time for both sides to improve their compli-

ance with the interim agreement before mov-
ing forward.
While the PA has considerably further to

go, Israel’s new government should lead the

way by liberalizing trade with the

Palestinians immediately and announcing its

intention to abide by other provisions of the

agreement that the previous government did

noL Such moves, coupled with yesterday’s

announcement that the closure on the territo-

ries will be eased - a move which is neces-

sary to both easing the Palestinians' econom-
ic plight and inducing, the pressure and frus-

tration which inevitably builds up during

such a long period of mass unemployment in

the territories —could smodthtiie prime min-
ister’s visit to Egypt tomorrow.
Netanyahu should use this visit to show

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak that Israel

intends to meet its obligations, thus putting

the ball squarely in die Palestinians' court.

The concept of reciprocity, he can tell his host,

will be employed to move the peace process

forward, not stall it.

Unnecessary strike

TODAY’S strike, called by the
Histadruu is more than pointless. It is

a startling reminder of the intellectu-

al and moral bankruptcy of Israel’s labor

movement. Of the estimated 400,000 work-
ers expected to obey ihe call to stay home
from work - or if not stay home, enjoy a day
ax the beach or a barbecue in a public park -

few. if any, have any real idea as to the

strike's purpose.

This is not surprising, because there is no
real reason behind the walkout, except for the

fact that it is a Likud government and not
Labor, that is trying to clear up the economic
mess left behind by the previous government
As the stock market slump shows all too
clearly, the economy needs more than an
aspirin if it is to recover from from the fiscal

irresponsibility’ of the past four years.

The budget cuts decided on by the govern-
ment were not drawn out of thin air. Some
were pan of the “100 days plan” prepared by
a team of Shimon Peres's aavisers, who were
given a brief to prepare the next Labor gov-
ernment's policy guidelines. Like the present
incumbents of the Prime Minister’s Office
and the Treasury. Peres’s aides proposed cut-
ting child benefits and school hours; they
even suggested raising the mandatory retire-

ment age from 65 to 70.

But Labor lost tbe election; instead it is ibe

Likud which is introducing these vital, bud-
get-cutting measures. If these measures are

so dangerous to the working public, it is

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz's duty to

offer sensible alternatives. But all we have
heard from him is the tired old rhetoric one
thought had died out with the fall of the

Berlin Wall. The call to “tax the rich” by
placing a payroll tax on employers and elim-
inating the government’s annua] NIS 8 bil-

lion payment to tbe National Insurance
Institute only highlights the Histadrut’s lack
of understanding as to how a modem econo-
my works. Payroll taxes, although they sound
good on the barricades, make hiring workers
more expensive. Employers, if faced with
such a levy, will look to make staff reduc-
tions, and it is the blue-coliar workers, and
not the rich, who will be suddenly out of a
job.

Today’s strike will not achieve its aim, for

the government cannot afford to deviate from
its economic plan. Instead; hundreds of thou-

sands of citizens, including the elderly and
infirm, will be severely inconvenienced, as

the Histadrut scores what it sees as political

points but in reality isjust another nail in the

labor federation's coffin.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

LUNATIC DRIVERS
Sir, - May I suggest a method of

controlling the lunatic drivers that

plague our roads and whom the po-
lice apparently have difficulty

catching.

Motorists may have noticed that a
car being driven recklessly often

continues in this manner until it is

mu of sight. This means you are not

the only witness to the bad driving

which, no doubt, happens every time
a particular driver is at the wheel of
his car. It is certain that dozens of
other drivers have noticed it.

I suggest that at licensing time,

every driver be issued a number of
forms on which he can make an
adequate report ofany act ofdanger-
ous driving. The authorities cannot
act on the strength ofjust one report,

but if a number of reports come in

from different — independent - peo-
ple, complaining about the same car,

the person habitually driving that car
can be traced and appropriately dealt

with.

NM. RASBASH
Ramat EfaL

TENDENTIOUS
REPORTING

Sir,- At best, your report
*
‘Sever-

al Knesset committee heads face le-

gal charges” (A/*., July 4) demon-
strates spectacular lack ofjudgmenL

Having noted the uproar about the

appointment of Raphael Pinhasi of

Shas as chair of die Knesset. House
Committee, it continues, "But al-

most nothing was heard about the

appointment of Sal]ah Tarif (Labor)

as chairman of the Interior Commit-

tee, although he faces charges of

illegal hunting and hunting without

a license.”

Some comparison! Consider the

facts which were included in the

article. Pinhasi is prepared to chair

the committee which will be asked
to lift his immunity so that he can
stand trial for fraud. By contrast,

Tarifhas asked that his immunity be
lilted so that he can face charges for

infractions of the hunting law. Need
any more be said?

M.CJ. ELTON
Jerusalem.

STATUS QUO
Sir, - Let's get the facts straight

For thousands of years the laws of

marriage, divorce and conversion

according to Torah tradition were
accepted by the observant and secu-

lar Jew alike. About 200 years ago a
division among Jews set in. The
Reform Movement began in Hunga-
ry and Germany, followed by the

Conservative Movement 100 years

later. It was theywho split tradition-

al Judaism — and a«im?iatuin

was the result

Prime minister David Ben-Gur-
iou, founder of modern Israel, did

not want a split in tbe ranks of
Judaism. He agreed that tbe Ortho-
dox should control marriage, di-

vorce and conversion.

It is the Reform and Conservative

movement^ that are now nibbling

away at these laws, and the Ortho-
dox who are trying to maintain the

status quo that has been accepted

since the founding of the state.

SHMUEL GOLDSTEIN
Brooklyn, N.Y.

OPINION Wednesday, July 17,

Let’s meet halfway
THE PRIME minister’s

insistence on Arab democ-
ratization as a condition

for peace was a cheap, unrealis-

tic shot aimed at naive American
sensibilities.

But that bit about reciprocity

serving as the basis for a healthy

and realistic peace? Thai was
right on.

And reciprocity is the key to

resolving another conflict -

between secular and religious in

Israel.

Unfortunately, the haredi

demand to close off Rehov Bar-

IIan in Jerusalem on Shabbat was
made in anything but a spirit of
reciprocity. And the attempt by
National Religious Party

Minister of Transportation

Yitzhak Levy to impose a so-

called compromise - closing off

the street “only” during Shabbat
prayer times - is disingenuous,

even cynical.

Prayer hours change with the

calendar, and drivers would be
driven crazy keeping track of
those shifting hours.

What’s more, the haredim
themselves make no bones about

the fact that any such “compro-
mise” would act as the thin end
of the wedge, the aim being total

de facto closure of the street .

after a few weeks.
A little historical perspective is

in order.

Before tbe Six Day War Bar-
Ilan led onty to the border
with Jordanian-occupied east-

ern Jerusalem. Then the street

was turned into a major arteri-

al thoroughfare - as a conces-
sion for closing off Strauss
and Yehezkel streets to

Shabbat traffic in response to

haredi demands.
Promises were made back

then: There would be no further

demands to close off Rehov Bar-

IIan to traffic.

Some years ago, stone-

YOSEF GOELL

throwing haredi goons
attempted to close down the
nearby road to Ramot - which
they are now touting as the

reasonable alternative to a

closed Bar Han.
And haredi leaders are

demanding the closure of the

major Sderot Weizman highway
that connects French Hill to

Ramot and skirts the new haredi
neighborhood of Shuafat Ridge.
TTiey are also threatening to

close down the western entrance

to the city into which more and
more haredim have been mov-

When opposing

stands seem
irreconcilable

why not try

a little reciprocity?

ing. And haredim in Bnei Brak
are demanding the closure of
streets neighboring on a secular

community.

THESE.SALAMI tacticsaretakr:u

ing: PH ,eyety-appeara«ip»:of Sl.

full-fledged war, fueled by the

recent electoral successes of the

haredi parties.

Can such a war be avoided?
Only by reciprocity - that is to

say. the recognition by differ-

ent parts of the population that

conflicting interests exist, and
a readiness to reach viable
compromises that could be
painful.

Thus far the haredim have pre-

ferred the path of imposing their

will by force when they think

they have the political clout to

succeed.

Secular consideration for hare-

di sensibilities in Bar Han is cer-

tainly desirable - but only if con-
sideration is mutual.

Let me assure the haredim that

to very many Jerusalemites and
other Israelis - including “tradi-

tional” Jews who attend syna-

gogue but travel on Shabbat -
the lack of Shabbat bus transport

is at least as great an inconve-
nience and affront as Shabbat
traffic in haredi neighborhoods
is to the haredim.

Tbe apparent haredi choice of
exploiting political advantage to

go to war against secular Jews
instead of seeking reciprocal

accommodation raises a ques-
tion: Should one act tolerantly

toward the intolerant?

Religious-secular warfare is

clearly contrary to haredi princi-

ples. One principle that has
guided haredi rabbis for cen-
turies - and even in modem
Israel - is never to provoke “the

goyim.” Surely the same princi-

ple applies to tbe non-Orihodox

majority?
The haredi commnnities

would be extremely vulnerable
to secular retaliation in a reli-

gious-secular war, and it needn’t
come on Bar-Il&n itself.

Hundreds of glartkoshcr buteb-

; er shops and other food purvey-

: ors.are open to the kind of easy, _

retaliation that could make hare^’

di life very difficult in many
parts of the country.

It would be the far greater part

of wisdom for haredi leaders to

seek accommodation with secu-
lar Israelis over tbe issue of
Rehov Bar-Han. The overwhelm-
ing majority of the secular popu-
lation will be ready to meet them
half-way.

The writer comments on cur-

rent affairs.

Dead-end for democracy

THERE'S something odd
about the insistence that

one has a fundamental
right to travel down a particular

street at a particular hour.

Roads, after all, get closed off

all the time - for repairs, for

parades, for security reasons, or

simply to ease traffic manage-
ment.
To keep Jerusalem’s Rehov

Bar-Uan open during Shabbat
or close it off? That is the

question, and the way the vio-

lent religious-secular conflict

over it is handled could threat-

en the future of democracy in

this country, even though the

issue itself may not appear to

be of such fundamental impor-
tance.

While Shabbat is a pillar of
Jewish tradition, not hav'mg
one's Sabbath peace disturbed
by potential Sabbath violators
isn’t. And while freedom of
movement is central to individ-
ual liberty, the individual’s
freedom to take the shortest

route to his destination won’t
be found in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights
or in any of Israel's basic laws.
The most important question

raised by the confrontation over
Rehov Bar-Ilan is: Can the peo-

ple of this country and its capital

really govern themselves; and
can they through free and fair

elections effect changes in rules
- like those governing the move-
ment of traffic - that impinge on
their lives?

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert
and Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu were both elected at

the head of coalitions that

promised to close offRehov Bar-

Ilan to traffic during part of
SbabbaL
Precisely because partial or

total closure of a single street

infringes on no one's basic liber-

ties - that is to say, it raises no
fundamental constitutional

issues regarding freedom of reli-

gion or freedom from religion -

MICHAEL KOCH1N

it is the duty of the administra-

tive apparatus of a democratic

state, and that includes the judi-

ciary, to carry out the decisions
of those whom the people have
democratically elected to make
these decisions.

Instead the High Court saw fit

on Friday to block implementa-
tion of the partial closure of

The High Court is

using the

machinery

of the law to thwart

the people’s will

Rehov Bar-Han.
Apparently the justices rea-

soned according to the expressed
view of Justice Aharon Barak,
that a mere change of transporta-

tion minister - or, dare I say, of
national government - does not
suffice to legitimate an about-
turn regarding a single street in

Jerusalem.
Yet if a change of government

cannot legitimately bring about
the closure of Rehov Bar-Han,
what can?

THE HIGH Court is using the

machinery of the law to thwart
the will of the people in a rela-

tively small matter. But as has
been clear to the friends of liber-

ty throughout the West for cen-
turies, it is only by exercising
vigilance in small matters that

we can prevent transgressions in

greater ones.

By defending drivers* legiti-

mate desire - but not their right -
to drive down Rehov Bar-Han on
Shabbat, the High Court has
attacked the people’s fundamen-
tal right to self-governance.

And we ought not, surely, to be

astonished that such a violation

of basic democratic liberties has
only served to fuel the violence.

The comparison may sound
extreme, but by looking at a
place like Algeria we can see the
lives lost and economic ruin
brought about when the state

apparatus chooses to rule despite

the people.

After more than 200 years of
modern democracy, one lesson
ought to be clear to those who
fancy themselves the gover-
nors of the people. No. amount
of police violence will suffice
to overturn the will of the peo-
ple when the people aim to
exercise their democratic
rights.

If decisions, democratically
arrived at, are insufficient to
change state policy, then citi-

zens have no recourse but to
implement those decisions
beyond the realm of law. And
then it is only a question of time
- and of blood - until they do
implement them.
It would be both perverse and

tragic if the conflict over the
closure of one single street

proved sufficient to push this

country over from mob violence
into revolutionary violence. I

don’t think it is sufficient.

Yet if the administrative appa-
ratus of the state cannot realize
the people's liberty of self-gov-

ernment in a small matter, a larg-

er issue will soon similarly arise.

And if and when it does, it will

reignite the same sort of conflict,

only this time with greater vio-
lence.

The state’s capacity for brutal
violence notwithstanding, such a
conflict will eventually overturn
those who seek to govern by
thumbing their noses at democ-
racy.

The writer teaches political
philosophy at Tel Aviv
University.

In the

raw
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

E
verybody loves nature.

Sure they do.

The wide-open spaces, the great

outdoors, getting away from a

all... you know.

You load up the car with the

sunscreen and the hats and the

insect repellent and the water bot-

tles and the styrofoam jug of

something sweet to drink and, of

course, the charcoal and the

portable grill and tbe camping gas

and a pan and a bottle of oil in

case you want to make chips — oh,

and ihe cooler-box.

Then you’ve got the salads and

the mustard and pickles and

ketchup and humous and lehina,

the hamburgers and the frank-

furters and the steaks and the

chicken wings - and don’t forget

the barbecue sauce.

Oh yes- and the camera and the

radio^cassette player and some
cassettes and an aerosol of insecti-

cide just in case there are ants or

flies about.

Then you load up the family and

the dog, and you're off to enjoy

nature. Hopefully you haven’t for-

gotten to provision yourself with

some snacks for the short trip

there; the children may be hungry.

In any case, how would they

entertain themselves for a whole

hour if they didn’t have alumini-

um foil bags to hold our of the

window? It’s educational, see?

The bag catches the air stream of

the car, and when the pressure

builds up it takes off, just the way
the physics teacher explained

about aerodynamics.

But the important thing is that

after, a few hours in a public park

or planted forest with good picnic

tables - or, if you live close

enough, on the shores of the

Kinneret - you go home happy
because you’ve been out in nature.

Of course the nearest thing to

nature you saw was the ants you
sprayed away and the big black

beetle you squashed; and you
never heard a bird sing or the

wind in the trees because a cas-

sette was playing.

But as far as you’re concerned

you’ve been out in nature. And
don’t we all just love it?

UNFORTUNATELY the kind of

confusion.thatmakes people drink

everything out of town is nature-

We all love nature

provided we have

our grills and our

kiosks and other

conveniences...

lies at the root of some of our
most serious environmental prob-
lems.

It was this confusion that led our
very urban prune minister to put
foe Environment Ministry and foe

Agriculture Ministry together,

although their aims and goals are

totally contrary. Agriculture wants
what the fanners feel is best for

them;' environmentalists want
what is best for the total environ-

ment
It was also this limited thinking

that made tbe newly-appointed
agriculture and environment min-
ister decide, as one of his very
First moves, to combine the
National Parks Authority with the

Nature Reserves Authority. Here
again the conflict between die
interests of the two organizations
is so great as to make them de
most impossible bedfellows.
The duty of the Parks

Authority is to provide as much
convenience and comfort as pos-
sible in scenic recreational areas
throughout the country. This
means more picnic areas, more
cookout sites,, more kiosks,
wider and straighter roads, easier
walking paths and all the other
services visitors require.

The Nature Reserves Authority,
on foe other hand, is these to pro-
tect and preserve natural settings

and wildlife in as natural a condi-
tion as possible. Needless to say,
this isn’t always compatible with
more public services and accessi-
bility.

It is no part of die purpose or
responsibility of the Nature
Reserves Authority to, address
itself to the needs of any sector of
the public - except those who
want to visit nature as it is.

Such a visit may not .suit small
children, the family dog is defi-
nitely not welcome, and your
radio could scare away animals,
which would be a pity. But for
those who want a real taste of
nature, die authority provides the
minimal conditions that make this
possible.

Don’t get me wrong. There is a
[dace for parks and gardens. They
are lovely, and I enjoy them. But.
they shouldn’t be confused with
nature. My fear is that such confu-
sion may, in foe fong run, deprive
us ofa rare national treasure.

The writer contributes an envi-
ronment column to The Jerusalem
Post
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‘Mister, this isn’t Ethiopia’
An Ethiopian
woman gives
counsel to a

community still

coming to terms
with Israeli

culture, Sylvia
Benjamin-Lief

reports

S:
I
ix years ago," says Carol

I

Goldgeier, “an Ethiopian
woman called us from her

social worker’s office to complain
that her husband was abusing her.
We felt that the situation was very
grave, and we gave the social
worker the numbers of ail the shel-
ters in Israel so that the woman
could be taken out of her home
immediately. Unfortunately, she
did not

.

take her social worker’s
advice, and went home. That
evening her husband killed her and
her three children.”

According to Goldgeier,
resource development coordinator
at the Haifa Feminist Center “Isha
Le’isha,” of the many women who
die each year as a result of violence
against them by their family mem-
bers. "the number of victims
among immigrants from the for-

mer Soviet Union and Ethiopia is

greater than in the rest of the Israeli

population. This got us thinking
about a project to help Ethiopian
immigrant women.”
The project was initiated in

1994, and as part of its promotion
campaign, Isha Le'isha and the

Rape Crisis Center (two ofdie four

agencies of the Women's
Coalition), printed a pamphlet in

Amharic on its services. “We’re
also frying to reach out to
Ethiopian community leaders who
we know are essential in helping
the project work." claims
Goldgeier. “and Hannah Dessie
has played an important role in oar
organizations".

Dessie, who joined Isha Le'isha

in 1994, has been running support

and environmental groups for

Ethiopian women in five locations

in the north. Two of them are in her

hometown Nazareth Qlit, and
throughout,the week she. com-'
mutes to the caber threeinTira and
Neveh Carmel near Haifa, jnd __
Hatzrot Yasafnear Acre.
Her college education in Addis

Ababa and her training at die cen-

ter have qualified her to counsel

women on many issues. She has

lectured, held discussions, and
given personal support in family,

social and educational affairs

including women's health, person-

al security, and issues of violence.

A time spot for
each child

PARENTING
RUTH MASON

Hannah Dessie of Haifa’s Isha 1’Isha with an Ethiopian immigrant support group.

The women discuss the issue of
raising children in Israel and prob-

lems connected with schools stem-

ming from the difficulties of immi-
grating to an unfamiliar society.

Dessie also talks to diem about
sexual violence in terms of
women’s legal rights. She tells

diem whom they can turn to, and
advises them on die procedure
involved in dealing with die vari-

ous authorities. *

At first, Dessie hesitated to speak

openly, for fear publicity might do
more harm than good for the
women who flee to the coalition

for shelter. Now, however, having
become active at die rape crisis

center this year, she offers her
opinions.

“In Ethiopia there was no such

thing as incest. The first time I ever

heard ofsucha tiling was on Israeli

TV. I was shocked. Now, for the

last fouryears, I have been hearing

about such cases in my own com-
munity. It is dreadfuL A shame.
{Community members’] values

have changed.1 They’ve lost their

self-respect.”

She is convinced the communi-
ty's moral deterioration is due to

exposure to die media here. But
die coalition's coordinators tend to

disagree. They regard the

increased number of incoming
calls to the battered women's tele-

phone hot lines, another of die

coalition's services, as irrefutable

proof of the Ethiopian communi-
ty's growing awareness. The mare
than ISO volunteer staff who have

been trained by a paid staff of 40
female social workers, or students

in the profession, contribute thou-

sands of work hours at these hot

tines. They counsel women in per-

son and over the phone, and even

accompany them in crisis situa-

tions to hospitals, die courts and
the police.

“IT IS important for yomen to feel

comfortable in sharing their prob-

lems,” says Nina Mizrahi, general

coordinator of the coalitions’s four

sections. “Before Hannah came
along, we couldn't get the

Ethiopian women to recognize the

importance of getting together on a

regular basis. Wherever die has

worked, Hannah has had a high

level ofsuccess. Many women par-

ticipate in hermeetings and there is

a great sense of satisfaction.

“The women talk to her after the

meetings and tell her how impor-

tant it is -and how they've waited

for her to dime. Also, they recall

how things were different before

she came to meet with them."

“The root of our problem is the

new language and new customs,"

says Dessie. It is very difficult for

our community. For example, mar-
ital problems in die villages in

Ethiopia are solved by parents or

the elders. We are very secretive

and don't share our problems with

outsiders."

Married life was smoother in

Ethiopia, she believes, because a
woman knew her rightful place. It

was in the home. Ifdie didn't satis-

fy her husband's demands, he
would beat her. “Nobody got killed

and there were no problems, but

here social workers show the

woman her rights. A woman must
Iearn a trade and work outside die

home while a man waits at home
alone."

Dessie says that most of the com-
munity's women have grasped
Hebrew and local customs faster

than have the men. She thinks this

is a source of jealousy and even
causes husbands to become suspi-

ciousofwives. “The social worker
tells him, "Mister, this isn’t

Ethiopia, this is Israel. Here you
must give a woman her freedom.’

He vents his frustration on his wife

and children, blaming them for the

social worker's intrusion and his-

loss of pride."

The elders too have suffered a
blow to their dignity, says Dessie;

'

“My father-in-law insists that my
husband and T rake him to visit his

brother who lives for away. He
wants us to skip work and doesn't

understand our refusal and lack of
respect."

Dessie tries to help mothers cope
with educational problems. “The
schoolchildren have a tough time

(Eyal Lansman)

too. For example, a boy of 14

comes here, and they give him a

test with a psychologist They show
him all sorts of shapes. How should

he know what to do? Where could
he learn this? In Ethiopia he was in

a village helping his lathee"

She suggests that the authorities

could do more to understand the

Ethiopians. “A school principal

might recommend special educa-

tion just because she interprets a
child’s respectful behavior as stu-

pidity. They don't know us," she

says, referring to die social workers

and the educational system, “and
they don’t really want to leant our

culture and customs. Ifthey wantto
get along with us and help us, they

should try to understand us better."

However, coordinator Mizrahi is

optimistic and says there has been
an increased numberof referrals by
professionals who work with the

Ethiopian community but lack the

skills or the knowledge of the cul-

ture to deal with the victims them?
selves.

Recently the municipal depart-

ment of social welfare asked
Dessie to set up a women's
empowerment group in the Gesher
Paz district of Haifa. For Dessie,

this will mean giving up more
hours from her tightly scheduled

day.As it is, she often returnshome
from work around midnight. But
she feels that she cannot refuse to

help where she can.

WE RECENTLY ran a col-

umn in which readers

shared memories they

had of their childhoods that made
them feel most loved. By far the

most popular memory was that of
one-on-one time spent with a par-

ent away from the disruptions of

sibling and household demands.

This kind of time, rare in busy

families, is precious to a child and
helps to develop trust and self

esteem. The following are some
suggestions, adapted from guide-

lines drawn up by the International

Reevaluation Counseling
Communities, on how to spend
special time with you child.

I . Because it's hard for many par-

ents to focus their attention solely

on their child without thinking

about the laundry dial needs to get

folded or that stubborn work prob-

lem they haven't been able to solve,

fry to limit the special time to a half

hour or an hour.

It’s helpful to have it at the same
time each week so the child can

begin to look forward to this regu-

lar block of time that is “all his,"

Arrange things so that you will not

be interrupted by the telephone,

doorbell or other family members'
needs. Sometimes it works best to

be out of the house.

2. Try to choose a time when
you're feeling good. If you’re

upset, overly tired, preoccupied or

just in a bad mood, it will be hard to

focus attention and good feelings

on your child.

3. Let your child choose the
activity (or no activity! for this
period of time and try to go with iL
If your son or daughter wants to
play video games and you don’t
know what's flying, try sitting there
with him and being a one-person
cheering squad.

If you’re spending special time
witii a baby, get down on the floor

with him or her and just be there,

while watching and paying atten-

tion to him or her.

As the guidelines state: “During
special time, your child is in charge
of her relationship with you. This
reversal of the usual balance of
power lets your child communicate
with you about things she cannot
encrust to you in the everyday bus-

tle of family life with its many
interruptions and speedy pace.”

4. Focus on the positive in your
child, the things you most love

about him. Try and show that in

your expression and tone. Keep let-

ting him know, by your expression,

touch and tone of voice, that you
are paying attention to and enjoy-

ing his company.
5. Follow your child’s lead and

keep showing approval Don't offer

your own ideas or direction. This is

his time. If you had a hard time dur-

ing special time, find a caring

friend or relative to talk to and fry

to get out whatever feelings you
had Thar should make it easier the

next time. Good luck!

TV networks have
the last laugh

TyZ
Mlaus

China’s population: Dream or nightmare?
THE population of China has

doubled in the last 40 years

and now stands at 1.2 bil-

lion.

The communist regime original-

ly preached that a huge population

meant strength and in the early

years of their rule discussion of

birth control was taboo. But by the

mid-1950s the concern felt by
many economists and planners

was beginning to be made public.

Professor Ma Yincbu of Peking
University warned in 1957 that

shortly after 2000 the population

of Chirm would reach some two
billion, more than the population

of the world at the time be spoke.

In fact it is unlikely to be quite

as big as that. Recent press reports

in China suggest (be figure will be

between 130 and 1 32 billion by
2000.
But at the time that son of warn-

ing appeared to be taken seriously,

at least in cities. Exhibitions on

birth control were packed, the

price of contraceptives was drasti-

cally reduced, and clinics ware

crowded with people seeking

advice. AD sorts of bizarre meth-

ods of birth control were put for-

ward.

The tiny and ancient General

Shao Litun, who had been gover-

nor of Shanxi province under

Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-

shek. told (he National People’s

Congress, China’s parliament, of a

country remedy.

Women, he said, should “take

14 tadpoles less than 14 days old

and swallow them live. The fol-

lowing day they should take 10

more and barrenness is guaranteed

for five years. At the end of five

years take the same dose again

and you are barren for the rest of

your days."

Someone wrote to the People's

Daily complaining that “Grinese-

made pregnancy-avoiding wrap-

pers have weak sides and should

•be avoided."

But a year later, as the radical

campaign dubbed the Great Leap
Forward got under way. Chairman

Mao Zedong displayed the flexi-

bility of his ideology that was to

become a characteristic of his later

years.

He had earlier mentioned the

dangers of an uncontrolled

birthrate in a section of his impor-

tant speech “On Contradictions,”

which at that time was unpub-

lished.

In 1958 Mao declared that “with

every stomach comes another pair

of bands" and that “under the

leadership of the Communist
Party miracles can be wrought as

long as there are men."
Professor Ma, 77, was dis-

missed. Others were silenced and
birth control was once more
termed a rightist notion.

China was entering a four-year-

long famine, which turned out to

be the worst in world history, and
which American demographers
calculate claimed 30 million lives.

The famine was mainly the

result of policies and directives

from Mao as part of the Great

Leap Forward. Yet he told a con-

ference that “it will be found that

the amount of arable land is not

too little but too much, and it is

not a question of over-population

but rather a shortage of manpow-
er.”

China is stQl suffering from (his

policy. The baby boomers have

now reached child-bearing age.

The present leaders have pointed

out that the country has to support

22 percent of the world's popula-

tion on about seven percent of its

arable land.

Consequently in 1980 a strict

one-chiId- per-family law was pro-

mulgated. Stiff financial penalties

are imposed on those who dis-

obey, though for a time it was
relaxed in country areas where it

was highly unpopular.

The great drop in the mortality

rate since die communists came to

power in 1 949 means that China's

is an aging society.

Chinese tradition has always
been that children look after their

parents in old age; thus the more
the better. But the Communist
Party secretary of southern

Guangdong Province said in an

interview that with the great

increase in people's spending
power, many fell they no longer

had to rely on children to look
after them when they were old.

Population controls have often

not been imposed on ethnic

minorities such as Tibetans,

Uighurs and Mongols. This has

meant that their numbers have

grown more rapidly than those of

die Han Chinese who make up 90
percent of the population.

Minorities rose by 35 percent
between the 1 983 census and that

of 1990, while the Han increase

was 1 1 percent.

(Reuter)

you can't make diem laugh,

you can always fake them
jghing.

Pre-recorded chuckles and
applause - known as sweetening -
have flavored television programs
for four decades despite the sour

taste it leaves in some mouths.

Comedians lend to shy away from
such artificial approval. Viewers

gripe about being overrun by fake

guffaws. One producer. Jay Tarses,

has tried banning laugh tracks from

his series.

But nearly every comedy ever on
TV - not to mention game shows,
rock and comedy concerts and
awards ceremonies including . the

Oscars and the Emrays - has been
sweetened
The few sitcoms that tried to go

without tended to be short-lived.

Talk about the last laugh.

Laugh-track pioneer Carroll Pratt

contends that the entertainment

industry has learned to judiciously

use a process it once abused.

“It’s not a dishonest profession

anymore," Pratt said "The need has

been seen, and since it’s become
more conservative I think they’re

[critics] living with us OK."
Only news programs, dramas and

sports events are exempt from the

wizards of mirth, technicians who
sit at small, putty-colored consoles

and use 12 buttons and three levers

to coax audience tapes into a sym-
phony of glee.

Titters, chuckles, belly laughs,

catcalls and more are part of the

mix.

Pratt began working in the late

1950s with Charles Douglass, who
invented a laugh machine while at

the CBS network, and has doctored

shows ranging from 1 Love Lucy to

It's Gany Shand ling's Show.
It all started honorably enough,

says the semiretired Pratt. Radio lis-

teners were used to getting laughs

with their programs, the sound of

studio audiences picked up by
microphones. Conventional wis-

dom also decreed that the commu-
nal laughter enjoyed by movie audi-

ences was vital to makingTVcome-
dies work.

Originally, canned laughs were

used to fill in when scenes were

added or changed after an audience

had viewed a show, Pratt said.

Later, a spate of series were
filmed without an audience, like

The Donna Reed Show and Father

Knows Best, and required techni-
• cians to provide all the reaction.

Eventually, says Pratt, “it got out

. ofcontrol" as producers and writers

pushed for bigger chuckles. The
public began to"rebel.

“The major complaint was we
were laughing at things that weren't

funny. Then we got letters saying we
don’t need some guy pushing a~bul-

ton to tell us when to laugh," he
recalled.

The industry finally began prac-

ticing restraint - to an extent.

“In pilot seasons, things are over-

laughed tem'bly." Pratt says, refer-

ring to the showcase period when
producers try to sell shows to the

networks.

There are other attempts to cheat a

little.

“Some producers bring in all of

their underlings and writers and get

close to an audience mike and yuk it

up.” he said. “It’s bad in one area

because the writers, knowing the

gag is coming, usually start laugh-

ing before it spills."

"You don't make a joke funny by
laughing at it.” Pnm said. (AP)
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The Municipality Of Tei-Aviv-Yafo

ISRfiEL - NEW ROfiP fiTLfiS
97 pages of superb tourist Information. Detailed road maps,

with even the smallest settlements, all of Israel's roads,

interchanges and junctions, gas stations, campsites, etc.,

dearly marked. Large scale maps of Tel Avfv, Haifa and

Jerusalem metropolitan areas, with main streets and mayor

tourist attractions Indicated. 63 color illustrations, showing a/I

die interchanges on Israel's motorways. An absolute

necessity for every motorist planning a trip in Israel.
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To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81 , Jerusalem 91 000.
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Post, or see my credit card details.
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The Tel-Aviv International

Opera Summer Session
Artistic director: joan uornemami
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Th» program is

i subject to (

14tii 01* July - 17th of August \

Master Classes. Concert & Opera productions

Sherrill Milnes (Bariton. Metropolitan Opera N.Y)

Bruno Rigacci (Conductor. Florence Italy) ^
Ljuba Kazanovskaya (Soprano. Kirov Opera N.Y) &

Special Events: ’ - * - -

Saturday 20 • of July - Aria Recital. Enav Cultural Center. y F
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*

Thursday 8-
• of August - Gala Evening. Noga Theater. :

Tuesday 13- of August • La Tragedia de Carmen by
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tickets can be purchased in HADRAN 90 Ibn Gvirol St Tel Aviv Tel. 03-5279797.
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DICTIONARY
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Business&Finance
Israel, Jordan, US launch

joint investment project
KEREN MARKUZE

A trilateral pilot program aimed at

supporting industrial R&D is being

launched by the US, Israel and

Jordan, with the the goal of intro-

ducing new products and technolo-

gies into the marketplace.
~ Known as Project TRIDE, for

Trilateral Industrial Development,

the program is meant to demonstrate

that public-private partnership can

efficiently generate new jobs, mar-

kets, and income for all three coun-

tries.

This effort is directly connected to

the peace process. “Peace must be

cemented with economic realities,"

said Jordanian Ambassador Omar
Risai. According to US Ambassador
Martin IndykTto ensure lasting

peace, “it is essentia] for all sides to

improve material circumstances of

people of each region,

"This is an example of how the

private sector can be the engine of

the peace bain, creating a more
interactive, integrated Middle East

market," Indyk added.

The three governments will con-

tribute a total of SI million, or SO
percent of the costs. The other half

will come from three private compa-

nies chosen to participate in the ven-

ture. Professional and technical sup-

port will be provided by the Israel-

US Binational Industrial Research

and Development Foundation

(BIRD).

On the Jordanian side, the project

is to be run by the Jordan Investment

Promotion Corp. (JIPC) which

became operational last January fol-

lowing the passing of legislation that

entrusts the corporation with giving

direct financial assistance to busi-

ness ventures.

According to JIPC director-gener-

al Dr. Taleb Risai, this law was part

of Jordan's continuing effort to

improve its economy by emphasiz-

ing government investment rather

than relying on foreign funding.

Suggested areas of trilateral

investment include communication

technologies, tourism, agriculture,

education, and health.

“The complementarity between

what the advanced Israeli society

has to offer and the reasonably

priced cost of production and tire

educated workforce we have to offer

can put together a good package,”

said Risai.

Petition: Gov’t should
give better treatment
to provident funds

THE government’s preferential

treatment of pension funds com-
pared to provident funds is one of
tire main reasons behind tire public's

current flight from provident funds,

a petition to the High Court of
Justice charged yesterday.

The petition, filed by the

Association of Banks in Israel on
behalf of the banks’ provident

funds, demanded that tire govern-

ment provide the provident funds
with a “safety net” similar to that

given to pension funds, to guarantee

provident fund investors a minimal
rate of return.

The pension funds' safety net

comes from special government
bonds which bear a 5% interest rate

- far more than the market rate.

Provident funds, however, are not

allowed to buy these bonds, even

EVELYN GORDON

though “hundreds of thousands" of

people, according to the petition,

use provident funds to save toward
their pensions. Being at (he mercy
of the market, provident funds fre-

quently achieve lower rates of.

return than pension funds, and this

makes it impossible for them to

compete with pension funds, the

petition said.

This is one of the main reasons

that the public is abandoning provi-

dent funds, the petition said.

At one time, the petition noted,

provident funds and insurance

companies also enjoyed the spe-

cial bonds, but once the govern-
ment stopped issuing them, tire

understanding was it would soon

Up to 600,000 illegal foreign

workers here - official
EVELYN GORDON

THERE could be as many as

600,000 illegal foreign workers
here, head of the Interior

Ministry's visa department Batya

Cannon told the Knesset State

Control Committee yesterday.

Cannon told the committee that

while the ministry has no accurate

figures on the number of illegal

workers, it could be as much as
six times higher than the official

estimate of 100,000.

The country has become a mag-
net for foreign workers, who
either enter on~forged documents
or by posing as tourists, she said.

Interior Minister Eli Suissa said,

nbWeVdf, that since there were no
accurate figures^ it was irresponsi-

ble- to ’throw out “unreaJistrc"

numbers like 600,000.

Suissa did agree that illegal for-

eign workers were a serious prob
lent, however, and noted that an

intemlinisterial committee had
already been set up to look for

ways to solve the problem.

The committee, which includes

representatives from the Interior,

Finance, Internal Security,. and

Labor and Social Affairs

Ministries, is supposed to submit
its conclusions within 30 days.

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-
Porat told the committee that leg-

islation could help in several

areas. One possibility would be to

require foreign workers to be paid

as much as their Israeli counter-

parts, which would eliminate the

incentive for using foreigners.

Another would be to provide
incentives for contractors who
switched from labor-intensive to

high-tech building methods.
MK Yossi Katz (Labor) suggest-

ed setting up one government
body to handle the problem of for-

eign workers, saying die current

division of labor among four dif-

ferent ministries creates confiision

and inefficiency.

Committee chairman RanCohen
(Meretz) promised that the com-
mittee would initiate legislation on
foreign workers. He suggested a
law barring anyone found employ-
ing an illegal foreign worker from
receiving additional permits to

hire foreign workers legally.

Givatayim Mayor Efi Stantzler (center) joins pensioners from the Dan region who demonstrated
outside the Knesset against the government’s plans to cut pension rights. (Vend Meinbmy)

NY stocks suffer as Dow frets over high-tech firms
NEW YORK (AP) - The stock

market that couldn’t be stopped ran

into trouble again on Monday, lead-

ing to speculation that five-and-a-

half years of gains on Wall Street

had come to a end.

The Dow Jonesaverage, tire mar-

ket’s most widely followed index,

finished Monday down 161 .05

points, or 2.9 percent, at 5.349-5 1

,

Israel electric ?Dtwin iron

TENDERS
The Israel Electric Corporation wishes to

purchase the following goods and services:

Tender no.

539019

Description

Prestressed Concrete Poles
Proposals should give technical and commercial data, but no
prices.

The undertakings and rights, provided at the agreed terms, will be
available for a period of two years.

At anytime during this period, the Israel Electric Corporation wiB

have the option of extending this period for one year, at the same
terms, at its sole discretion.

Special conditions applying to the submission of bids:

1. Bidders must have 5 years' experience, in the production of

concrete elements.
2. Bidders must submit detailed static mechanical strength

calculations.

Cost of lender
documents
Inc VAT

(non-refundabls)

NIS 1755

Last day for submitting bids: August 11, 1996 at 11 a.m.

PRE-CONDITIONS APPLYING TO THE SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS:

BACKGROUND
FARRELL KRAMER

its steepest drop since March 8 and
its lowest close since late January.

Concern about corporate profits

triggered the slump, particularly

earnings in the important technolo-

gy sector. Profits drive stocks more
than anything else, and wcad of

weakness can quickly shake confi-

dence.

Last Thursday, the Dow lost

more than 83 points following an
announcement late Wednesday by
computer maker Hewlett-Packard

that slowing orders would hurt

sales and profits.

A day earlier, chip maker
Motorola bad announced disap-

pointing earnings.

Ironically, no stunning earnings

were reported Monday and no
major economic news was released

to trigger the steep plunge.

The market’s weakened position

- the Dow is 7.4% off its May 22
record high - suggests to many on
Wall Street that new records aren’t

likely for some time.

“The game has changed and the

tide has turned." said Stan
Weinstein, publisher of the

Professional Tape Reader; a market
newsletter.

While it was the Dow’s fourth-

worst point drop, it was not even
close to being among die largest

falls in percentage terms. That hap-
pened Oct. 19, 1987, when the

"A fax foryou"
\M you want to know about yoor I

accounts, on your fax,wtihto 15 minutes.!

A. A guarantee of 5% of the bid total, in the form of a private check, should be attached
to the bid, except for tenders requesting technical information only (Stage A).

B. Participation in a tender is also subject to complying with the preliminary conditions
In — T r-l Z JAM n. a7_> A n q R a Mniittmlinn nx

WM|Ut*CS
awlJV ,

detailed in the Tender Regulations 1993, Para. 6(a) 1, 2, 3 (i.e., registration as.

required by law, compliance with mandatory specifications, and the holding of the
permits required by law for businesses).

C. If a bidder omits fo provide a copy or any permit permission, license, or any other
document required in the pre-conditions, the Israel Electric Corporation may allow him
to complete his documentation, and submit such documents), within a stated time to

be determined by the Corporation.

The tender documents may be obtained Sunday - Thursday, at the Market Research and
Tenders Dept, 1 1 Sderot Pal-Yam, Haifa, between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, on submission of

a receipt, demonstrating payment (non-returnable) of the cost of the documents Into the

Corporation's account at the Postal Bank. Payment slips for making such payments are

obtainable at the above address (Tel. 04-8615453/4). Before purchasing the tender

documents, they may be perused Sunday - Thursday, 9 am. - 12 noon, at the offices of

the Market Research and Tenders Dept at the above address, and at the Sales Unit, 90
Rehov Yigal Alton, Tel Aviv, Ashdar building, Entrance B, Floor 1 ,

Tel. 03-5654679, 03-

5654641.

Bids should be submitted in a sealed envelope, and be placed in Tenders Box. No. 1, in

the Pal-Yam building, Haifa (address as above) by the last date tor submitting bids, as

stated above. * *

No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid.

NOTE. In appropriate cases, the Electric Corporation will give preference to suppliers, in

accordance with the Tenders Regulations (Preference for Locally Produced Goods, and

Obligation to Extend Commercial Cooperation).
f

The Electric Corporation retains the right to negotiate, where this is legally allowable.
|

Dow plummeted 508.00 points to

1,738.74- a 22.6% decline.

Other market averages also saw
significant erosion Monday, espe-

cially the Nasdaq composite index.

The Nasdaq, home to companies

like Microsoft and Intel, saw its

main index lose 33% of its value,

leaving it ahead less than 1% for

the yean
For years. Wall Street has taken

care of investors, moving generally

and predictably upward, backed by
the leadership of technology com-
panies. The market has also

snapped back powerfully after big

declines.

That has begun to change.

Following last Thursday’s drop,

the market tried to rally but failed,

ending almost 10 points lower on
Friday. Going back another week to

July 5, traders not taking a long

holiday weekend saw the Dow lose

almost 115 points over concerns

about a too-strong economy and
possible inflation.

The next trading day die Dow
followed up by losing more than 37
points.

Still, not all say the good times

are entirely oven
“Markets are not created by the

economy, they’re created by
human emotion," said A. Michael
Lipper. president of Lipper
Analytical Services Inc., a research

firm.

“We’ve just had such a remark-

able run. This is a correction. OK.
We’re still up on the year"

In these times

you cannot

AFFORD
to be without
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Pomsh supports expanding

Jerusalem corridor

across Green Line
DAVID HARRIS

stop Issuing them to pension funds

as well, said attorney Mod Arad,
who prepared the petition.

However, the pension fund rescue

plan approved by the government in

March 1995 made it clear the gov-

ernment intends to' continue provid-

ing pension funds with the special

bonds for the foreseeable future, and
this was a severe blow to provident

funds. Arad said.

“This decision was one ofthe fac-

tors, and maybe even a central fac-

tor, in sending a message to the pub-
lic that provident funds do not have
tiie government’s backing,” Arad
said. Insurance companies are also

discriminated against in this

respect, and the Association of
Insurance Companies has filed a.

similar petition to the court which is

still pending.

DEPUTY Construction and
Housing Minister Meir Porush
called for the continued develop-

ment of die Jerusalem corridor on

both sides of die Green Line dur-

ing a tour ofthe Beit Shemesh and
Betar areas yesterday.

“In tite Labor Party, as weD, there

are many people who say we should

build in certain places that are linked

to Greater Jerusalem, in order to re-

enforce Jerusalem,” he said.

As part of the plan to extend the

city's western periphery, the min-

istry hopes to build 60,000 new
homes in Ramat Beit Shemesh.
Betar, and Tzur Hadassah. Link
roads would be built from Betar to

Gush Etzion and Highway 39
would link die area to Jerusalem's

Em Kerem entrance.

Ministry officials said yesterday

they are pressuring the Industry

and Trade Ministry to construct

several industrial parks in the area,

including a “Silicon Volley area

at the Latrun Junction off

Highway 1. . _
The planned expansion of Tzur

Hadassah and the construction of

Highway 39 has been opposed by

some local residents and many

environmentalists.

The proposed expansion of

Betar, meanwhile, which is over

the Green Line, is not linked to

politics, "but merely a decision

based on professional judge-

ments,” said the ministry’s bead of

Jerusalem region Rina Zamir. She

also called for improvements in

the Tel Aviy id Jerusalem rail line

as soon as possible which, she

said, would reduce commuting
time from Bet Shemesh to major

employment areas.

Central bank denies call for

NIS 3b. budget cuts in ’96
DAVID HARRIS

THE Bank of Israel denied reports

yesterday that Governor - Jacob

Frenkel is suggesting the govern-

ment make an additional NIS 3 bil-

lion cuts ttesyean

The cabinet has agreed to imple-

ment NIS 350 ra3fian cuts for 1996,

but it is koown that Frenkel is press-

ing for further savings. Bank officials

said they could not confirm that the

governor wants to see such large

cuts, but admitted that he hopes addi-

tional savings will be made this year

Before the cabinet agreed to foe

'96 and *97 budget savings program

earlier this month, Frenkel had said

he wanted to achieve a savings of

NIS 6b. over the next 18. months.

With foe cabinet having set a sav-

ings target of NIS 4.9b. next year,

that would imply be had asked

Finance Minister Dan Meridor for

additional cuts of at least NIS lb.

tins yean

Meridor is said to be closely mon-

itoring implementation of this year's

budget and said yesterday he wfll do

his best to prevent any deviation

from foe target deficit

The Finance Ministry document

containing the cuts proposals states

that this year’s measures will not

completely correct the deviation

from foe predicted annual budget

deficit, but rather reduce it

. The previous government set a

1996 domestic deficit target of NIS
7.6b.After foe first six monthsof the

year, it stood atNIS 5.5b.

Among the savings agreed by
ministers to be implemented this

.year are NIS 90m. from the

Agriculture Ministry andNIS 73m.

fran tfieDefense Ministry.

BARGAINS
(Continued from Page X)

and savings plans, they suck

money out of foe stock market.

3) Stock markets around foe
' world have been tumbling, led by
Wall Street As the saying goes,

when Wall Street sneezes, foe rest

of foe world catches a cold

Why are people fleeing the

providentfunds?
The process is partly circular.

Provident funds mostly own
bonds, together with some
stocks. Both have been falling

lately. Fearing that their provident

fund holdings are dropping in

value, savers bail out for tire safe-

ty of bank deposits.

What should one do with prov-
identfunds?

That depends. If you’ve been
saving for less than 15 years you
are not yet liquid, so exiting

would incur a big tax bill that

would far exceed any short-term

losses you've incurred If you’ve
been in for more than 15 years,

you can withdraw your money
without penalty. If you don't Hke-

YOlatility you’re probably best

ouq but if you can live with foe

ups and downs, now might not he
the time to pull out.

With stock and bond prices

where they are now,' the funds’

portfolios should provide reason-

able long-term returns in foe

future. Locking into savings

plans, foe main alternative, ‘is

safe, but yourmoney Is tiedup for

years at a time. •

Is the market going to continue

Jailing?

In foe short term that’s impossi-
ble to predict. But many
observers are of the view that

we’re already at a level where
there are a lot of bargains around
Eventually the market will

rebound The likely trigger will be
a cut in Interest rates, which will

happen when the Bank of Israel

feels confident inflation is coming
under control.

is there anything the govem-
. merit can do?

Not really, beyond trying to pre-

vent panic. Historically, efforts in

various ' markets to artificially

boost sagging stock prices have
met with very limited success.

Anyway,' markets typically over-

shoot in both directions.

What should l do with my
money?
That depends very much on

you. If you have the patience and
foe nerves to be able to watch
your money lose 10 percent of its

value in a couple of weeks, blue-

chip stocks and mutual funds look
temptingly priced right now. If
you. don’t have the temperament,
savings plans and government
bonds are offering fat, safe,

index-linked yields.

.
The writer, a farmer business

editor of the Post, now works in
the investment industry.
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Further market
plunge prompts

gov’t action
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE MARANZ

TWo-Sided index

STOCK prices fell for the tenth

straight day, plunging five per-

cent and prompting government
action designed to curb with-

drawals from provident funds and

to ease concern in the capital

markets.

The Two-Sided Index fell

4.94% to 169.36 while the Macf
Index dropped 5.21% to 179.52.

Some NIS 98 million of stares

were traded, 56% more than the

daily average for July.

The Bank pf Israel said it plans

to institute a guaranteed mini-

mum return for provident funds.

Eran Goren, fund manager at

Zannex Securities said, “It's not

a crisis. The market is not at 140,

it’s not at 120. It’s the beginning

of a structural change
1 ' in the way

people here save and invest

“Don’t expect people to stop

Maof index

pulling money out of provident

funds because the government
forms an economic plan," he
said. “They will continue to pull

money out and have more control

over their money.”
Also hurting local stocks was

Monday's drop on Wall Street,

said Zvi Hoffman, mutual fund

manager and head of the Interna-

tional Department at Meitav.

Israeli shares traded in New York
"went down sharply* except for

Teva and Scitex,'’ Hoffman said.

Examples include ECI Tele-

com, which dropped 2-13/16 to

19-13A6, Tadiran, off l*/« to 22%,
Koor, down % at 16%, Elron

Electronic, which dropped % to

9%, and Accent Software, which

sank 4% to 22%.
Teva was unchanged at 34%

while Scitex eased Yt to 16%.

Euro bourses fall

in response to Dow
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Reassuring

US data and earnings news yes-

terday helped Wall Street rally

briefly from Monday's battering

and raised European bourses
from their lows, but a recovery on
both sides of the Atlantic ran out

of steam.

On currency markets, the dol-

lar sank more than two pfennigs

against the mark, its biggest one-

day fall this year, hit by selling

across the board after it dropped

below 150 marks;

“A lot of people have been

long (of) dollars and were hold-

ing ont for new highs,” said Da-

vid Coleman, chief economist at

CIBC Wood Gundy. “What
we’re seeing now is a bit of

dearonL”
The dollar hit its lowest level

for three months against the

mark, undermined by concern
over further share market weak-

ness in New York and a move
back into the German currency.

US consumer price and indus-

trial production figures produced

no surprises and soothed fears

over inflation pressures and high-

er US interest rates, but the relief

they provided for stock markets

was short-lived.

Markets in Europe and Asia

had taken fright after Wall
Street's fourth largest fall in

points terms on Monday, hit by

concern over poor corporate

profits.

Financial analysts said gloom

over European market prospects

might be overdone, but share

prices might have to fall further in

the near term if investors

trimmed investments until they

had a clearer idea of business

prospects.

“A lot of the factors driving the

US are very specific to that mar-

ket,” said David Bowers, strate-

gist at Merrill Lynch.

“In Europe we don’t have any-

thing like the same sort of veiy

high earnings expectations, and

my sense is that Europe should

outperform in this environment,'’

he added.

But UBS strategist Tim O'Dell

cautioned: “It’s a fool’s game to

try to call the turning points. Our
view is that there is a correction

under way that is not complete

and the dynamics of the market

are not comfortable yet"

“The (US) statistics are good

but. people remain wary about the

earrings figures,” a Parisrbased

broker added.

Bargain-hunters swooped on
leading US shares in early trading

yesterday.

Id early trading the Dow Jones

industrial average was up around

45 points, reclaiming a chunk of

Monday’s 161-point loss, but by

the time European markets
closed it showed a deficit of

around 11 points and continued

to lose momentum.
The London stock market, Eu-

rope’s largest, pulled back from

its lowest levels this year but still

ended with a loss of 66 points or

1.7S percent, its biggest fall for 26

months. It dropped 30 points on

the previous day.

French shares ended a roller-

coaster day down 1.97%, al-

though above their lows, after a

sharp late decline.

“The (US) statistics are good

but people remain wary about the

earnings figures," one Paris bro-

ker said. Results of key computer

chip maker Intel are due after

Wall Street closes.

“The market is at a crossroads.

There are a lot of uncertainties

and it is no good to play the

hero,” said Jean-Francois Le-
goux, partner at SBC Brinson SA
in Paris.

“This was an orderly retreat,”

said Josh Waiblinger of BHF
Bank in Frankfurt as the market

there lost 3% in value.

Stocks bounce back to end
up on record volume

^^^^AQ^TREETREPOg^^^^^—
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Stocks

roared back from massive losses

to close higher on record volume
yesterday as bargain hunters
swooped in to buy battered
shares.

Based on early and unofficial

data, the Dow Jones industrial

average ended up 9.25 points at

5,358.76 after a bungee-like

swing of nearly 220 points from a

high of 5,402.04 to a low of

5,182.32.

In the broader market, declin-

ing issues swamped advances 3-1

on record volume of 683 million

shares on the New York Stock

Exchange.
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Riis improves lead,

Indurain concedes defeat

Smadja leaves for Atlanta
W or»9U>.r l

LX)URDES-HAUTACAM, France

(AP) - Denmark’s Bjame Riis

finned up his solid lead in the Tour

de France yesterday, while five-

lime defending champion Miguel

Indurain conceded he won’t win a

record sixth Tour.

The overall leader at the start of

the 16th stage yesterday, Riis left

the field behind in the final kilo-

meters and won the 1 99km race

with a powerful finish.

Riis stayed ahead during the

steep 10km. 1 ,000m climb high in

the Pyrenees.

Indurain, who fumed 32 yester-

day, lost more than two minutes to

Riis and fell back to 10th place

overall at 7:16 behind, virtually

ending any chance the Spaniard

has to become the first man to win

six Tours.

“I gave it all I had today,” said

Indurain, who finished 12th yes-

terday, 2 minutes 38 seconds

behind Riis. “I sdl! hope to be on

the podium in Paris, but first place

will certainly go to Riis.”

On the steep course lined with

hundreds of thousands of fans,

Indurain couldn't stay with Riis.

who hammered up the slopes to

widen his overall lead to two min-

utes, 42 seconds over second-

place Abraham Olano of Spain.

Only three other men have won
five Tours - French riders Jaques

Anquetil and Bernard Hinault,

and Belgian Eddy Merckx. At the

start of die Tour, Indurain was
favored to win his sixth straight

But Indurain showed early on

he wasn’t in winning form, losing

more than four minutes to the

leaders in the climbing stage July

6 in the French Alps. After a week
in France’s Massif Central, many
thought Indurain would attack

yesterday.

When Riis broke with 7km to

go. a struggling Indurain quickly

faded.

Today Miguel Indurain lost the

Tour and today Bjame Riis won
it” French rider Laurent Dufaux
said after finishing third yesterday

just behind France's Richard
Virenque.

The other challengers couldn’t

hold pace with Riis, who finished

third last year overall behind
Indurain.

Second-place Olano finishedjust

ahead of Indurain yesterday and
lost 1:46 in the stage. Swiss rider

Tony Rominger moved up to third

when Russian Yevgeny Berzin,

who siaxted the day in third place1

.

OREN Smadja, who injured him-

self in a training session last

week, left last night for Atlanta,

together with weightlifter

Wcislav Ivanovsky and pole

vaulter Dani Krasnov.

They will be the final members

of the Israeli delegation to arrive

at the Olympic village.

Smadja is still nursing a tom lig-

ament in his left knee and has

been receiving physiotherapy

twice a day. He will compete on
July 23 with ' a special strap

around his knee.

Sounding unlike the confident

HEATHER CHAfT

re-injury Smadja, the

Barcelona bronze medalist said

yesterday, “Last week my medal

chances were much greater tmt

I’m going to fight and give

maximum I can. They sa> a hurt

lion can be more aggressive and

attacking"

Graf palls put Olympics

WbddNo.) Steffi Graf fes pufled

Qlypgnc Games .id Adacg I
because of a knee me

of sevdraf wgeks:ftom training and.cotnpgpnvc tennis.

Bet. Jerusalem, Mac. Haifa open
European challenges tonight

ISRAELI clubs kick off their

European cup challenge this

evening when 'both Betar
Jerusalem and Maccabi Haifa take

on continental competition hi

UEFA Cup action.

Fans in the capital are expecting

Betar to deliver the goods in con-

vincing style when it takes on
Floriana Valetta of Malta at Teddy
Stadium. Maccabi Haifa appears to

have a much tougher task in its

encounter with Partizan Belgrade

of Yugoslavia in a match which is

being held at die Heizliya
Municipal Stadium because the

Kiryat EUezer turf is being re-laid.

The Jerusalemites will be look-

ing to Itzik Zohar. their new sign-

ing from Maccabi Tel Aviv, to

show some of his talents in mid-
field, as the rift between die club’s

two other stars, Ronnen Harazi

and Eli Ohana appears to have
healed slightly, with the confines

of Teddy Stadium now seemingly
big enough to house both players'

egos.

DEREK FATTAL

and OR) LEWIS

The minnows of Malta are not

expected to pose a great threat to

the Jerusalemites, on their home
ground, at least, and die hosts can

expect rousing support from their

fans. If Monday’s training ses-

sion, when as many as 3,000 spec-

tators turned out to watch a train-

ing session, is anything to go by,

then there is certainly good reason

to turn up at Teddy Stadium
tonight at 6 pjn.

The Haifaites have a much
sterner prospect in store against

the 'Yugoslav league champions
Partizan Belgrade at Herzliya

Municipal Stadium this evening.

Yugoslavia returned to

European action after die coun-

try's four-year absence from con-

tinental competition during the

Balkan war.

The club, now coached by
LeubijaTombacovic, has captured

14 domestic titles since its foun-

dation in 1945,
_

and has a

respectable record in continental

competition. It reached die semifi-

nals of the European Cup in 1966

after beating Manchester United

in a stirring quarter-final battle,

but Real Madrid proved one hur-

dle too many.
Partizan ’s current squad has

been weakened by the close-sea-

son departure of four influential

players, and Tombacovic will be

relying on young talent in his bid

to edge past Maccabi in addition

to the proven skill of midfielder

Dragan Ziric and forward Damir

Zakar. -

Haifa coach Giora Speigel has

not had an easy time since the last

campaign came to a disappointing

end. With RafI Cohen and Ofer

Shitrit moving on and Haim
Revivo, Ophir Kopel and Avishai

Tannn suspended, the northerners

face an uncertain period of

rebuilding and seem ill-prepared

for today’s encounter at 5:30 p.m.

Orienteering group sets

course for capital
FULLTHROTTLE - Denmark's Bjame Riis lets out a primal roar as he turns on the speed dur-

ing the 16th leg of the Tour de France yesterday. (Remo)

HEATHER CHAU

lost nearly three minutes and

dropped to sixth overall at 4:07.

Rominger is 2:54 back, just

ahead of fourth-place Jan Ullrich

at 3:39 and fifth-place Richard

Virenque at 4:05.

1 think Hautacam is the key to

winning the Tour," Riis said. -I’m

happy I went out hard today, but I

think it will be more difficult tomor-

row because it’s a dangerous stage.”

Today’s stage finishes in

Pamplona, Spain, just six miles

from Indurain’s hometown. But it

will be Riis. not Indurain, wearing

the leader’s yellow jersey.

“I know Indurain is a close

adversary, but I feel good and I

have a good shot at winning now "

Riis said. “I think it will difficult

tomorrow because we’li be in

(Indurain ’s) part of the world.”

In today’s stage across the

Pyrenees into Pamplona. Spain,

race officials are hoping to avoid

problems with a Basque separatist

group, which has threatened to

disrupt the stage.

Officials said they will broadcast

race information in French, Spanish

and the Basque language as the

Tour heads through the Basque
region today and tomorrow.

The Tour has been disrupted

already, once on July J1 when
protesting shop-owners threw

tacks on the course and flattened

several tires of riders in the race,

and again last week when orga-

nizers had to reroute a climb to

Sestrieres, Italy, because of unsea-

sonahsnow. •••« r~- *•••

m
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OVER one hundred members
from the International

Orienteering Federation will gath-

er in Jerusalem today for the bien-

nial congress.

The Israel Sport Orienteering

Association, under its President

Michael Fried!ander, is the first

country outside Europe to host the

occasion. The IOF’s President Sue
Harvey from Britain and Vice

Presidents Ake Jacobson
(Sweden), Hugh Cameron
(Australia) and Sarlota Monspart
(Hungary),* together with repre-

sedatives from 30 countries, will

attend.

Tonight’s opening ceremony at

the Holyland Hotel win be in the

presence of Minister of Tburism

Moshe Katsav and Jerusalem’s

mayor Ehud OlmerL
As part of the four-day con-

gress, a mountain-bike orienteer-

ing event will be held in the

Presidents Forest tomorrow for

the members, all active orien-

teers.Tbe sport, which has its ori-

gins in Sweden, has attracted 600
•members in Israel. - -

Cowboys’ Irvin

gets probation
on drug charge
DALLAS (AP) - Michael Irvin

was sentenced yesterday to four

years probation and fined $1 0,000

after the Dallas Cowboys receiver

pleaded no contest to a second-

degree felony cocaine possession

charge.

State District Judge Manny.
Alvarez warned Irvin he could face

the full penalty - up to 20 years in

prison - if be violates probation.

Ervin pleaded no contest

.
Monday after prosecutors

dropped demands that he plead

lty, which could have jeopar-

r-bis career. •
,

• •
.

CLASSIFIEDS
to third after 14
years at shortstop

BALTIMORE (AP) - Cal
Ripken’s reign as the Baltimore

Orioles’ shortstop is over.

Orioles manager Davey
Johnson, in an effort to shake up
his slumping team, started Ripken
at third base in Monday night’s

game, an 8-6 win over Toronto.

Ripken flawlessly handled four

grounders at his new position. He
went 0-for-4 at the plate, but

reached on an error in the ninth

inning to start a five-run rally.

The switch ended Ripken's
string of 2,21 6 consecutive games
as Baltimore's starting shortstop,

a streak that began July l. 1982.

Last week, Ripken started his 1 3th

straight All-Star game at short-

stop.

Ripken played that game with a
broken nose, and he jokingly
made a reference to that before
taking the field against Toronto.

“Yes, I will be playing third

base tonight against the wishes of
my nose doctor, who deems third

base a whole lot more dangerous

than shortstop.” he said.

Manny Alexander played short-

stop and did not have a single

chance in the field.

Clearly, Ripken was not dis-

tressed over the idea of returning

to the position he played when he
broke into the majors in 1981.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
. Division

“It’s not really a sad day for me.
I’m playing a baseball game,”
Ripken said. "I’m going to be in

there in the lineup' like I always
am. I’m going to look at it as a
challenge, to see if third base is as

comfortable as it was years 3go.”

Johnson hinted about making
the move earlier this year, but car-

ried through with his plan

Monday, in the wake of a five-

game losing streak that dropped
the Orioles 10 games behind first-

place New York in the AL East

“I’d rather do it and be done
with it,” Johnson said. “My con-

cern is with 25 players, not just

Cal Ripken, as great as he is. To
me, this is not that big a change,

except that it involves a Hall of

Fame player.”

Ripken, who played in his

2,244th consecutive game
Monday, was replaced at short-

stop by Alexander, 25, who has

spent his entire career in the

Orioles* organization operating in

Ripken's formidable shadow.

Alexander is a lifetime .235 hit-

ter, but Johnson has said for

months he would like to see how
the 5-foot- 10 shortstop would fare

if he played every day.

Ripken. 35. entered Monday’s
game with a .289 average and
nine errors.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 70,20.
Rates are valid until 31.10.86.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:
8 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays; 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

JEWISH QUARTER- BRIGHT, 2 bed-
room apartment, tuny furnished, kosher
kitchen. From July 28-August 28. Tel. 02-

280778 (NS).

KIRYAT SHMUEL, FURNISHED,
jod location, Aug. 3- Sept. 25. Tel. 02-
37078.

NEAR ISRAEL MUSEUM^. 1st floor,

hrt^tornished and equipped. Tei. 02-

PENTHOUSE IN JEWISH QUARTER,
3, overlooking Kotel, large balcony and
yard. Tel. 050^338443. .

REHAVIA-BARTENURA, 4, M/U
CHSAN, parking, elevator, air condition-

ers, carpeted, closets, long-term, August,
.Tel. 02-0831895.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL AND neat COt-

(age, 4 + roof and garden. Si.500. Exclu-

sive to MISHKENOT KAMELECH DAVID
(Maldan), Tel. 02-6426363.

REHAVIA, HOUSE + GARDEN, 2.5
rooms, short/ long term, furnished. Tel.

02-736640.

THEATER AREA, 1 ROOM apartment,
furnished, roof level, view quirt. TeL 02-
412655.

'

SALES

ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
built on Arab house, 4 and 6 rooms, high

standards, magnificent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. Tel. 02-618101.

BARGAIN! GIVAT HAMIVTAR, villa,

270 sq. rru, view, garden, southern, Imme-
diate. 5575,000. Exclusive to Shiran
through ANGLO SAXON. TeL 02-251161.

EFRAT " A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE/
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also rentals). "Miriam Real-
ty " TeL 02-9931833.

EfN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood in Jerusalem Hills, superb cottages/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. Tei.

050-407-189.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground

Immediate. nsRABUILD" Tel 02-

TALBIEH, 4, 1ST FLOOR, quiet and

S’
in, needs repairs, S420.000, imme-
B occupancy. Exclusive to MISHKE-

NOT HAMELJECH DAVID (Maklan), Tel.

02-6428363.

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-*
' ms, priv.

led. TeL

DWELLINGS
Eilat and South

RENTALS

RAMAT GAN OFFICE seeks student,
English mother-tongue. Flexible hours.

TeL 03-6700252.

SITUATIONS VACANT

BERSHEBA, PATIO, 4, excellent loca-

tion, tolly furnished + appliances. $700.
TeL 07-6234377.

Sharon Area

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

REALTY
General

PLOTS

RENTALS
W L Pet GB w L Pci GB

New York 56 34 .622 — Atlanta 58 34 .630 —
Baltimore 47 43 .522 9 Montreal 50 42 643 3
Boston 4t 49 .456 15 New York 44 48 .478 14
Toronto 41 51 .446 16 Florida 42 50 .457 16
Detroit 28 65 -30T 29VS Philadelphia 40 51 .440 17Vz

Central Division Central Division
Cleveland 55 37 .598 — St Louis 50 42 .543 _
Chicago 53 39 .576 2 Houston 49 45 621 2
Milwaukee 44 47 .484 lOVa Cincinnati 42 45 .463 5Vz
Minnesota 43 48 .473 11'fe Chicago 43 49 .467 7
Kansas City 40 53 .430 15'/5 Pittsburgh 40 52 .434 10

West Division West Division

Texas 53 39 676 — Los Angeles 50 44 632 —
Seattle 50 40 .556 2 Colorado 47 44 .516 TVS
California 45 48 .484 B’ft San Diego 48 48 611 2
Oakland 45 48 .484 8V? San Francisco 40 51 .440 avz

RAMOT, SPACIOUS VILLA, furnished,
kosher, American conveniences, from
mid-August TeL 02-865463 (NS).

MOTZA ILUT VERY large single room,
kitchenette, refrigerator., bath/shower,
cupboards, parking, separate entrance.
From late September, rrentmum one year.
Tel. 02-342824

GERMAN COLONY, IDEAL tor couj

2 rooms, furnished, bright, com/i
3.8.96. Tel.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies, imme-
diate. "1SRABUILD" Tel 02-666571.

GIVAT ORAN1M, MAGNIFICENT COt-
tage, 5 1/2.- basement, garden, garage,
$695,000. Tel. 02-632432.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON.5, 11th floor, view of Knessrt, stor-

JJ
-g, S495,000." 1SRABUILD". TeL

long
(NS).

term, from 5. 02-5670143

ONDAVS AL RESULTS:
iston 8. New York 6
Itimore 8, Toronto 6

innesota 16, Chicago 5

uisas City 6, Cleveland 3
troft 10, Milwaukee 9
ilUonria 10, Texas 7

attic 5, Oakland 1

MONDAY'S NL RESULTS:
5L Louis 8, Cincinnati 3
Atlanta 5, Montreal 4
Florida 15, Houston 5
New York 7, Philadelphia 5
Chicago 12, Pittsburgh 2
Colorado 7, San Francisco 3
Los Angeles 1, San Diego 0 (10)

Dykstra undergoes surgery
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Lenny Dykstra won’t know for at least sever-

al months whether surgery on his back will allow him (o resume his

baseball career - or force him into retirement.

The Philadelphia Phillies center fielder has been in pain since last sea-

son when doctors discovered he had spinal stenosis, a congenital nar-

rowdno of the spinal column that presses on sensitive nerves in the back.

After attempting to play with, it this year, Dykstra, 33, nicknamed

“Nails” for his toughness, was put on the disabled list May 19.

Dykstra underwent back surgery on Monday.

HEART OF REHAVIA 2.5 rooms, cozity

furnished, ground floor, separate en-
trance. 5750. TeL 02- 422257 (NS).

KfRIYAT SHMUEL, 3.5 .. 1st floor, fur-

nished, balconies, quirt, immediate. Ex-
clusive tor "BAIT!" Tef. 02-259288.

LONG TERM/ UNFURNISHED: Lev
Rehavia: 4. luxurious. Aboutor (Amina-
dav): 5. beautiful, furnished. Grval Oranlrr
4, beautiful duplex, terrace. TAG, TeL OS-

ES 1764.

Drive
Careful V

KIRYAT SHMUEL (SHAI AGNON), 4.
luxurious + parking and fabulous view. Im-
mediate. Exclusive 10 MISHKENOT KA-
MELECH DAVID (Maldan), Tel. 02-
6426363.

KIRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quirt + dinette + terraces + view of Kras*
set + elevator. BEN ZVI. TbL 02-6300®.

OLD KATAMON^ CLOSE to ‘Stltiba-

lach\ 3. southern. 1st floor, 'Storeroom,
parking. TeL 02-6

1

9637.

PENTHOUSE. EXCELLENT LOCA-
TfON, new building, marvelous view, fuSy

lumished. Tel. 05&4071 69.

RAMAT ESHKOL (BAMAT HAGO-
LAN), a find! 4, 3rd floor, neat and weS-Ut,

S206.00Q. Shiran exclusive through lDAN,
TeL 02-734834.

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO T1MNAH, (4

rooms), 120 sq.m., 2nd floor, must sen.

Exclusive to Shiran throughAM GAR. TfeL

02-916833.

HOUDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES Gan Ha’ir/

near sea, tourists/ businessmen, short/

long-term. TeL 036969082, 050-358-972.

CLOSE TO SEAll Near the Hilton Ho-
talll, quiet, 2 or 3 rooms. Tel. 036465706.

RENTALS

BAVLI, 3,EXCLUSIVE, FULLY tur-

rtfshed, elevator + parking. S850. Tel. OS-
73998136.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful 5
rooms + balcony. Si 400, torra term. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel (8-6426253-

SALES

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,

it and variety of dwellings. TeL
3652. 03-6IT

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
louse, 5. quiet street elevator, "Yael

^ (Maldan). TeL 036428253.

HERZLIYA PiTUAH FOR rent, 6 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, long
lease. MORAN REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).
TeL 09672759.

HERZLIYA PiTUAH, 6 room villa + sea
view, pool, basement, garage. Tel. 09-
542711.

SALES

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming poof, + sea view! air condition-
ing + heating + central vacuum unit. Tel

0SW31725. 06663261.

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE . 300 sq. m.
built of SO sq.rn.ol land, comer, swim-
ming pooL enclosed parking, beautiful.
Avariable 9/96. TeL 06343777.

HOUSE WITH FARM, Bet Yannai. near
the beach. 30 dunam, for the serious.
TIVUCH SHLOMENEVICH. Tel. 09-
629150.

NETANYA, OPPORTUNITY! BEAU-
TtFUL cottage, improved, no agents.
$420,000. TeL 09640123.

RA’ANANA CENTER, APARTMENT,
4 1 root, 3rd Door. Tef. 09-988502
(NS).

FROM PRIVATE, PITUAH ZICHRON
YAAKOV, plots are being planned in land
release scheme + tabu. $10,000 +
merits. TaL 03625786970. i

• HOUSEHOLD HELP
LIVE-IN FILIPINO NEEDED tor lovely
religious family, excellent pay. Please
write to POB 1802 Ramat Hasharon
47100.

RESPONSIBLE WOMAN FOR light

housework + chUdrea References. Could
be couple. Tel. 09-981575.

PURCHASE/SALES
SERVICES

TeJ Aviv

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

CPUNSELING/HEAUNG
FOR A HEALTHY BODY 6 a happy
mind, have a professional massage or
sMattv. TeL 03-6602328.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

MUSICIANS

ACCAPELLA BASS SINGER for Vokal
Octet. Tel. 03-6311446 (Ronit), 03-
6484687 (HWam).

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

OFFICE STAFF.
~~

COORDINATOR - SYNAGOGUE
SESCING organized satf-startsr art, gen-
eral administration, simple txrokkeepmg.
clerical duties, word processing, fluent

EngfJsft/Hebrew, flexible hours, evening
work; reterences/resume: Lori - Tbl 02-
202055.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

GENERAL
~

DANISH, GERMAN GREEK, speak-
ers wanted! High salary! Cal Staal, tel.

036758255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!! The biggest end oldest agency in
Israel For Ihe highest quality Sve-in jobs
phone Au Pair International 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest famines, best conditions, the

' with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Cafl
'.03*9859937.

IMMEDIATEll! 3700 + ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-
manent position. TeL 03-5234086.

Warm family SEEKS South African
au-pair, llve-m, central Tel Aviv. $750 +
200 Nis. immediate bonus. Tel. 03-
6201195.052-452002.

Jerusalem

FOR SALE
DELICIOUS "LOX" (SALMON OFF
CUTS) at below wholesale prices.
Daglicatesse', Tel. 02-611-488, Tel/fax
02-5670908.

WEDDING DRESS FROM Florence In-

^actogsor^ size 36-40. TeL 02-

MISCELLANEOUS
Outside Israel

FOR SALE
LOTTO AUSTRALIAN POWERBA!
scrateh tickets, ( this offer is void whi
prohtofted by law ). muto-macons, worl
bast - since 1985. Free hrochures. A.L
GPO Box 7A, Melbourne, 3001 , Austra
Fax: 61-3-95272DB8.

VEHICLES
Genera/

PASSPORT
VOLVO, 855, 1995, station. 7 se

U>999 !S2r gwrtiem condition. Must
TeL 03-6991269.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

SALES
SUZUKI 500 CE, 1Q93,oxcel!er
tion. Tel 02-631266.

UNRESTRICTED

VEHICLES
Tel Aviv

PASSPOR’
TOYOTA AVOLAN, A

edition, 10.000S733^. 050-397673.

MTTSUBISH1 GLXJ. £
' station, 1996. Tel. 03®

SALES
MAGNIFICENT BEACH FRONT

RAMOT, VILLA, 7 + separate unit gar- APARTMENT. Beach Towers, 3 + balco-

den. view. Exclusive to ANGLO SAXON «y. Regba udm + Wfitancs*, oppor-

fMAl nANI Trt [EL951161. tumty! IBl 04-826121 Of 052-419104.

VEHICLES

ggg]ggngTrBSSST5TB Umn-
doaments. client contact & consular MAZDA

12,000 to
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

RICHARD Strauss is back at the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra this week as
music director Zubin Mehta leads his
musicians in Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegel
and the composer's Four Last Songs
with extraordinary Finnish soprano
Soile Isokoski. Pianist Andras Schiff is

also part of this festive program play-
ing Bartok’s Second Piano Concerto.
Tomorrow at the Haifa Auditorium,
Sunday ax the Jerusalem International
Convention Center and next Monday
and Tuesday at the Mann Auditorium in
Tel Aviv (8:30).

THEATER "

Helen Kaye

BASSAM Zuamatt invokes Juim, the Rjp ^
village idiot, Maus, the maven, a
lecherous Saltan, Karakesh the judge
and all the other characters in his H§|»
one-man show The Stories of Abu a-j
Nimer by Dahn Ben-Amotz. Zuamatt, r*ontwho can also be seen in the hilarious •

nt

The Rubber Merchants, adapted these
stories of village life. It's a Jerusalem Khan
Theater production. On the main stage
tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 and on
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. (Hebrew)

T

FILM~ ADINA HOFFMAN -

FARGO - The least fraught and
most affectionate of brother Joel and Ethan
Coens’ films to date, Fargo is based on an
improbable-sounding true story about a
Minneapolis car dealer (William H. Macy)
who runs into debt and concocts a desperate
scheme to make back some quick cash. But
things don't go quite as planned and by the

time the movie ends, many people are dead
and ample blood has spilled across the clean
Midwestern snow. Although the crime-gone-
afoul plot feels plenty familiar, it's clear

from die outset that the Coens are up to

something else, a tonal torsion that’s evident

the very first time the characters open their

mouths to speak and the pinched, pseudo-
Scandinavian sing-song of the region comes
out, with just the slightest cartoon edge. As
a guileless and very pregnant small-town
police chief, Frances McDormand brings

into amiable focus die whole warped-tender-
cheerful caustic battery of feelings the

Andras Schiff will play Bartok’s Second Piano
Concerto tomorrow at the Haifa Auditorium.

Coens still seem to harbor for their home
state. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance very strongly advised)

TRAINSPOTTING - Nasty, funny,
repulsive, invigorating, Danny Boyle's film
offers viewers an instantaneous high, fol-

lowed by a crash and then another high, and
so forth. The movie’s manic flip-flops in

tone are clearly meant to mirror the ecstatic

ascent and corresponding downward spiral

the living-dead hero, Mark Renton, feels as

he sticks himself with a hypodermic fUU of
heroin and breathes deeply. Adapted by John
Hodge from Irvine Welsh’s cult novel, the

low-budget Scottish movie is designed to

shock, though not because of its druggy sub-

ject matter, so much as its exuberant tone.

Renton and bis odd-lot band of buddies
enjoy taking dope and the picture refuses to

condemn them for it. At the same time, the

picture can hardly be called a glowing
endorsement of the joys of shooting-up: in

the course of the action, one addict craps in

his bed, one dies ofAIDS and one undergoes
a gruesome detox. Trainspotting isn’t a great

movie, but it's got ferocious energy. It bris-

tles and pounds and later rings in one's ears

like a terrific rock song. (English dialogue,

Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not
admitted without an adult)
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ACROSS
1 Where unwanted jumpers

are sold? (4,6)

6 Humble hairstyles back (4)

9 Banter load, perhaps, but
placid (10)

10 Packaged, we hear, and
transported (4)

13 Brown coal left to bum (7)

15 Carrying no stress with a
pick-me-up? (6)

16 Following a group of fish

(6 )

17 Constable cause this high
old time? (7,8)

18 Doctor from LA here to

reform (61

20 Is such law pieced
together? (6)

21 Two feet in this line tired

me out (7)

22 Grass seeds often sown by
the young (4)

25 Last defender at Stamford
Bridge? (10)

26 Interviewed in bishop’s
office before noon (4)

27 Adjustable spanner? (10)

DOWN
1 Roman fight supporting
fellow in continuous
change (4)

2 Common grub found in

wheat stalks (4)

3 My work in charge of the

shortsighted (6)

4 Mischievous goblin or
wood-elf? (5,10)

5 Quite taking teaspoon- fill,

with these results? (6)

7 Ice-cream taken into a
plane, melts (10)

8 Courage and audacity
needed in traffic-jam? (10)

11 Battered old safes? He lies

here! (10)

12 Folks'll say this is part ofa
ship (10)

13 Small contribution put into

hat is fixed (7)

14 English copper on repaired
road in the country (7)

19 Trial of equipment
belonging to us (6)

20 Shooting-star bumped into

earth over Oregon (6)

23 Potato savoury starter
with common "dessert (4)

24 Fare from France (British

Bail, that is) (4)

SOLUTIONS

QBiaiaa aaasnuEGiu
a a n u a b

nassa saQaaosaauuaaaaa
sana aaaz^s abud
a a a a a a
o QaaaaaaflsaHaasana ansa
adanasncinnau n

a a rL a a
ansa aziasa hdqq
a a
anaaaaama gmans
a a a o a a a
oosHaanfla aamaal

Yesterday'* Qtrick SahrtAtm

ACROSS: 7 Winter, 8 Fries*, 10

Grimace, 11 Zloty, IS Ajpxe, IS

Dnffcb 17 Sweet, IS Loch, 2S Baton,

38 Raqntam, 24 FStrali, 28 Mstnre.

DOWN: 1 9m«ur, S Auriona. S

Regel, 4 Giixity, S Aeeop, 8 Kenya,

9 Secateurs, 14 Swindle, US

Copious, If Chamber, 19 Shift, 39

Plebe, SI Squat.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Begin (5)
4 Bergman ,

actress (6)

9 Discomposure (7)

10 Harmonious
sounds (5)

11 Without feeling (4)
12 Cradle-song (7)

13Compete with (3)

14 Escape (4)

16 Pace (4)

18US petrol (3)

26 Beloved ofHero (7)

21 Twin ofJacob (4)

24 Advantage (5)

25Province of
Canada (7)

26 light shoe (6)

27 Darkness (5)

DOWN
1 Back (6)

2 Panic (5)

3 Mountain lake (4)

5 Anonymous (8)

6Fashion anew (7)

7 Luresinto danger
(6 )

8 Fireplace (5)

13 Blood feud (8)

15 Lave affair (7)

17 Constantly (6)

18 Old Eng. coin (5)

19 Gulfstate (6)

22 Sprout oftree,
spray (5)

23 Scottish resort (4)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

B30 News in Arabic 6*5 Exercise How
7KJ0 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Animated series on animals 830 Tom
Cats 9ti» Gaya. Gal and Gi 9:15 Kafimaiu
930 The LMe Mermaid 1030 Vacation
Studio 13:00 Animated series on animals
1330 Tomcats 14.-00 Gaya. Gal and Gd
14:is KaJbnam 14:30 Moomins 15:00
Animated series on Shakespeare — A
Mdsummer Night's Dream

CHANNEL 1

1531 Zap on the Wave 1533 Tom and
Jerry1&5Q Zappers 16:00 Heartbreak Hkii
16:45 Zap on me Wave 1&59 A New
Evening 17:34 Zap on the Wave 17:50
Yaidudas
18:15 News in Engfish

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Family AHaas ifltOO News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1931 Grace Under Fire 2030 Mabat News
20:45 warm Summer Nights in Jaffa -
entertainment program. 22:00 Conference
Cafl - Nissim MlstiaJ Interviews the person-
ally of the week, five 2235 Dream On
23-.Q0 Crown Prosecutor 2330 News 00:00
Marse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

1CM0 Itz and Nto 1030 The LAtfe Colonel
0935) - Shirley "temple r displays her tal-

ents to the hBL Co-stamng Lionel Barrymore
and Evelyn Venable. (80 mins.) 12^)5 Tush-
Tush 13:00 A Mater of Time 1330 The
Fresh Prince ol Bel Air 14.-00 Tick Tack 1430
Afl Together Now 1530 Mv See 15:30
Dave's World 1630 The Bold and the
Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with Rafi

Fteshef 1730 Return of theSherilf 18.-00

Sonora 1838 The Crew 1935 Bind Date
2030 News 2030 Wheel of Fortune 21:30
Chicago Hope 2230 Back to Front 23:15
NewYork Under Cover- pofice series 0030
News 0035 New York Linder Cover - con-
tinued 0020 The Boston Strangler (1968) -
Docudrama baaed on the discovery and
prosecution of the notorious kaer. Stoning
Tony Curtis, Henry Fonda and George
Kennedy (120 mnsJ 2:15 Gfletle World of

Spots Special 2>15 On the Edge o( the SheB

JORDAN TV

15:00 The Hntstones 1530 Iris, the Happy
Professor 15:45 BE Nye, the Sdenoe Guy
ISrtO Ojympica 1730 News Hash 17:01
French Programs 1930 News Headlines
1835 English Shade 20:00 Super Star

2030 Chancer 21:10 Hunter 2230 News in

English 2235 The Bold and the Beautiful

23:15Bugs

MDDLEEASTTV

830 TV Shop 14:00 7D0 Club 1430 Fagta

in a Cage (1971 )- Exited Napoleon contin-

ues to act and think as if he were sffi the

emperor. Stoning John Gielgud and Ralph
Richardson.. (92 mins.) 16:05 Urban
Peasants 1630 Dennis the Menace 1835
Mask 1720 Poppiess 17:45 Hart to Hart

1830 A-Team 1930 World News 20:00
CNN2030Coach 2035 Sfiders 21^45 Sea

WHERE TO GO
Notices in Oils feature are charged at
NIS28.08 per line. Including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NIS520.65every day
per fine, hiincluding VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, dally

Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronlman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9. 23, 26,
28. For info, call 882819-HADASSAR

- Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagall
Wtodows.Tefc-02-416333, Q2-77B27L

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Rosenberg Coflection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild
Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prims: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchln:

Blocked Wed Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. 1

Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m-6 pun.
Tue. 10 a.m.-10 pjn. Fri. 10 bjtl-2 p.m
Sat 10 3 p.m. Meyerhof! Art Education
Center. TeL 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Lab Yatfe, 731 901

:

Balsam, Salah e-Dtn, 272315; ShuafaL
Shuafat Road. 810108; Dar Aldawa.
Herod's Gate. 282056.
Tel Avhn Superpharm Gimel, 1 Ahimeir.

Ramat Avhr Gimel, 641-7117; Kupat Htitoi

Ciam. 7-9 Amsterdam, 523-2383. Till 3
a.m Thursday: Jabotinsky. 125 Ibn Gvirol.

548-2040. Till midflight: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 Bnstein, 641-3730;
London MInkstore Superpharm, 4 Shaut
Hamelech. 698-0115.
Ra'anana-Ktar Sava: Hadarim, Yoseftol,

Kfar Sava. 765-2520.
Netanya: Rafa-eL 14 Stamper, 331107.
Krayot area: Kupat HoBm Maccabi, 1

Moshe Goshen, Kayat Motzkin, 871-7063.
Haifa: Hanassi Denya. 99 Abba Khoushy.
834-1113.
Herallya: Ctal Pharm, Belt Merkazim. 6
Maskii (cnr. Sderof Hagato), Herzfiya

Pttuah. 556472. 558407. Open 9 aun. to

midni^iL
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Ha'lr

Mail, 570488. Open 9 am to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jeiusatem: Hadasah Eln Kerem (internal,

obstetrics. ENT); Hadassah ML Scopus
BB<ur Hoiim (Pedi

-

ra^v^'ll^Aviv Me^TcSto^ana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Avhr
Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniaaa

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
BRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) In most parts ol the country. In

addition:

AshdodT 8551333
Ashteton 6651332
Beerehabaf 6274767
Boa Shamesh 6523133
Dan Region- 5793333
EBaT 6333*44
9642333
Haas- 8612233
Jerusalem' 623133
Kannler 9985444

tear Sava' 902222
Nehadya- 9912333
UManya- 604444
ParahTacva" 9311111
Rehovor 945 1333

Rishon-

SaJed 920333
Tel Aviv* 5460111
liberies' 792444

* MobRe Intensive Care Unk (M1CU) ser-

vice in the area, around the dock.

Medteal help lor tourists fin Engksh)
.177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. 24 hours

a day. for Information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:
Jerusalem 610303, Tel Avhr 5461111 (chfl-

dren/youth 6961113), HaHa 8672222/3,
Beersheba 6494333, Netanya 625110,
Karmlel 9888770, Kfar Sava 7674555,
Hadera 346789.
Who hotlines for battered women 02-
6514111. 03-5461133 (also In Russian),

07-6376310, Ofr«550S06 (also in

Amharie).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Avhr

5234819, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255656. Haifa 8530533. Bla 6331977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service OS-

247676).

Quest 2235 700 Club 2335 Larry King
Live 00:00 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum
Shopping3M TV Shop

ITV 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 1620 On the Side of
Justice 17:15 Discussion m Arabic 16:00
Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Documentary in Russian on Migdal
He’emek 20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Nosta^a

ETV2{23)

15^0 Vacation Time l&OO Atwie Academy
18:30 Family RObaions 19:00 Everythtog^
Open 19^0A Matter of Tree 20^0 A New
Evening (Russian sifcKtes) 2£h30 Basic
Arabic 21:00 The History Makers 21:30
Mozart on Ibur 22:30 Sht Trek: Next
Generaeon 23.-15 Mother and Son

WFAMBLY CHANNEL (3)

8.-00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9.-00 One Life to Live

Opt) 9:4S The Young and the Resttess (rpt)

1(fc30 Days of Our Uves (rpt) 11:20 Perta
Negra (rpi) 12:10 Neighbors (rpQ 12^5
Dates (rpt) 13:30 Starting at 130 14:05 21
Jump Street 14:55 Fafcon Crest 15^0 Days
of Our Uves 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dates
iBrtOOne Life to Live 18:45 The Young and
the Restiess 1930 Local broadcast 20:00
Perta Negra 20:50 Melrose Place 21^0
Sisters Zk30 Sffc Stockings 2320 Wings
23^5 Mefaose Place 00:30 Sweet Justice

120 RosteOIMeff

m MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Order of the Black Eagle (1987) -
secret agents wage war against a neo-Nazi
group (89 mns.) 13.-00 Whars New in the
Manes 13:15 Scaria Street (1945) -A mto-
dte-aged man becomes embroiled wsh a
femme taaale. With Edgar G. Robsison,
Joan Bennett, and Dan Durysa. Directed by
Friz Lang. (101 mins.) 14:55 Crazy Ads
152S Le Petit Orrtrcd (1990; French) - a
young boy rote a pharmacy to go see a sis-

ter he* newer met (rpt) 17:05 Lunatics, A
Lore Stay (1992} - a boy who's afraid to

leave his house acridentafly invfles a girl to

visi With Theodore Raimi and Deborah
Foreman. Directed by Josh Becker. (83
mins.) 18:30 Special on Pirates tefeocH 8:40

Baby Snaicher(i992)-awomanlaanapsa
newborn to save her manage (rpt) 20:15
Housastiter (1992) - a man butids a courBry
house tor the woman he loves, who mean-
while leaves him, and another comes
instead and impersonates her. With Goldie
Hawn and Steve Martin. (97 mins.) 22.-00

Tin Devirs Bed (1994) - a woman returns

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Lee Vacances de M.
Hutot 5 * The Fabulous Baker Boys 7
FarineJH 920 * Scartaca 930 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (MalhaJ « 788448 To Die
FoNtoutthroat Island 11 a.m., 1^30, 4^0.
7.-T5, 9:45 * Babe (English dialogue

}

7:15
* Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.m., 1:30,

4:30 -k American Quilt 9:45 k Fargo 11

am.. 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 k The Stei'anl

Family 1:30 The Birdcage 11 a.m,
130, 430. 7:15, 10 * Les Miserables B
* The Little Princess 11 am. 1^0. 4^0,
7 * Primal Fear 7:15, 10 * Richie Rich
11 am, i:45, 4^0 * Whits Squall 11

ajn., 130. 4:30, 7:15, 10 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus SL « 617167 Nelly
at M. Amaud 7, 9:30 k Rkt 7. 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
Building. 19 Ha'oman SL, Talptot The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dfe-

togue) 7:30, 9:45 The Hunclfeack of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.m.,

1, 5 Restoration 5, rJO, 9:45 k
Dracula, Dead and Loving it 11 am, l

It Takes Two 11 am.. 1/5. 7:30 * The
Juror 9:45 * Now and Then 11 am., 5,

7:30. 9:45 * Leon 1 * Richard m 9:45 *
Toy Story (English dialogue) 7:30 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) Ham., 5
Jurnanji 11 am.. 1, 5, 730. 9:45 k The
Rock 11 am., 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 SEMADAR
* 618168 Trainspotting 5:45, 7:45. 10
MEVASSERET ZION GuG-GIL
Casbtanca 11 am. k Babe (English dia-

- toque) 730 k Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

i uil,-Bk Kansas City 10
TELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL *
5772000 A Summer In La Gouletie 5.
7:45, 9:45 * Haifa JO DIZENGOFF
5172923 White SqualMLeaving Las
VbonsBCutUvoat Island 11 am, 1 . 3,
5:15, 7:45, 10 DRIVE IN Up Close and
Personal 10 k Sex Film 12 midnight
GAN HAIR * 5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol St.

Priscilla 230. 5, 7:30, 9:45 GAT Jurnanji
11 am, 230, 5, 7:30, 9:45 GORDON Eat,

Drink, Man, Woman 5:30, 7:45, 10 G.G.
HOD 1-4 * 5226226 Hod Passage. 1O1

Dtzengoff SL To Die ForMFargo fl am..
130, 5, 730, 10 k American Quilt 11

am., 5, 730, 10 * Kansas City 10 *
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 130. 5
* Babe (English dialogue) 7^30 LEV 1-4 *
5288288 Ttatospotthw 12:15, 230, 5.15,
7:45, 10 * The Little Princess 11 am., 1 ,

2:45. 430. 630 The Shanghai Triad
1:15, 3:15, 8 ,

10 * Antonia's Line 11:15

am., 3:15. 5:15, 730, 10 * The Secret of

Roan Inlsh 11:15 am., 1:15. 5:15. 730*
Strange Days 10 G.G. PETR Fargo
730. 10 * Aya 5 * Kansas City 5. 730.
10 k The Perez Family 10 * Babe
(English dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew
dtatogue) 11 am., 1 , 5 * Les Miserables
9 * The Little Princess 11 am.. 130. 5.

7 RAWCHEN* 5282288 Dizengofl Center
The Rock 11 am.. 2. 430. 7:15, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
diaAMue; 11 am.. 1 , 3, 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English dia-

logue) 7:30. 9:45 * It Takes Two 11 a-iru.

1, 3, 5. 7:30 * City Hall 730. 9:45 k
Dracula, Dead and Loving It 11 a.m, 1,5
* The Juror 9:45 * Tel Avhr Stories 3 *
Toy Story (EngSsh dialogue) 730, 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1 ,

3, 5 * Now and Then 11 am., 1, 3, 5:15,
730 RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera
House II PostinoBRestorationMA
woman to Blue DressBStar Man 230. 5,

730, 9:45 * Richard ti! 5. 730. 9:45 *
Late Summer Blues 230 G£L TAYELET
1-3 * 5177952 2 Yona Hanavi St.

Executive DecisionMSense aid
SensfbHtty 7:15. 10* Strange Days 10 +
The San'ani Family 730 G.G. TEL AVIV
* 5281181 65 Plnsker SL Primal Fear 5.

73a 10 + The Birdcage 5. 730. 10 *
TVrefvo Monkeys 730, 10 * Funny
Israelis 5 TEL AVIV MUSEUM * 6961297
27 Shaul Hametekti Boulevard Nelly et M.
Amaud 5. 8, 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755 fl

Postlrvo 7:15 * The Shanghai Triad 9:15
* star Man 7:15. 9:15 ATZMON 1-5 «
8673003 Cutthroat Island 430. 7. 9:15 +
The BirdcageBWhlte SquallMPrlmal
Rear 4:f5, 6:45. 9:15 k Sense and
SenstoiUty 4:15, 6:45, 9:15 CINEMA
CAFE MORIAH * 8242477 The Secret of

Roan Irtish 5:30 * Trainspotting 730,
930 CINEMATHEQUE * 8383424 Monty
Python - The MEantog of Ute 6:30
ORLY* 8381868 Restoration 7, 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 * 8382020 Babe
(Eng&sh dialogue) 7 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 a.nu 1, 430 * Strange Days
930 * Fargo 7, 9:30 * Richie Rich 11

a.m„ 1 . 4:3u * American Qultt 930 *
The Lime Princess 11 ajm. i, 430, 7
RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8674311 JOS] The
Hunchback of Notre Dame dia-

logue) 7:15, 9:30 * The Hunchback of
Noire Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 ajn., 5
* The Rock 11 a.m. 430, 7. 9:30 RAV-
MOR 1-7 « 8416898 [OS] The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (English cBa

•

togue) 7:15, 930 + The Juror 9:15 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 ajn.. 1,5*
Now and Then 11 a.m., 1:15, 5,7,9:15 *
The Rock 11 a.m.. 4:15, 7, 930 *
Jurnanji 1

1

a.m., 1 :15. 4:45, 7. 9:15* Bed
of Roses 11 a.ni.. 5, 7, 9:15 +
Restoration 7, 9:15 * It Takes Two ii

a-m, 1, 5. 7 + The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1,5 *
Leon 1 RAV-OR 1-3 * 8246553 [OS]
Jurnanji 11 a.m, 4 :45,'7. 9:15 * The
Juror 9:15 * It Takes TVro 1 1 am, 4:45,

7

* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am 5
* Now ana Then 7, 9:15

AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 Jurnanji It am,
5. 7. 930 * The Rock 7. 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dams (EngTsh (far
logue) 7. 930 * The Hunchback o< Notre
Dame (Hebrew dtatoguejsti Takes TWo it

a.m.,5
ARAD
STAR * 950904 Primal Fear 5:15, 10 *
Kansas City 1130 am 7:45 * The
Birdcage S:15. 7:45, 10 * Td Aviv - Los

to her hometown and becomes involved in

a romantic triangle. (90 mins.) 23:40 No
Race to Hide (1993) - a cop protects a
young girl fleeing trama murderer (96 mins.)
130 Espedaly on Sunday (1991. Italian) —
lour short stones of hatred and tove. set in

the lour seasons of the year: Directed by
Tbmatore, Bertolucci, TUISol and Bartli. (109
mins.) 3:10 The N^Xman (1993) - an ex-

cor rerts an apartment hi the same building

as the daughter of ana of his alleged victims
(90 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

630 Cartoons 8:00 Maya the Bee 830
Yetedraote 9:00 Blinkfe Bffl 9:40 Batman
10:15 Sknba King of the Jungle 1050 VR
Troopers 1135 Stienfific Love 12:10 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 1330 Harry and the
Hendersons 1330 Hugo 14.-00 ChquiiXas
isrio Batman (rot) 15:45 Simba King ol the
Jungle (rpt) 1620 VR Troopers (rpt) 1730
Scientific Love (rpt) 18:00 The Ran and
Stimpy Show (rpi) 1830 Harry and the
Hendersons (rpt) 19:00 Hugo (rpt) 1930
Three's Company 20:00 Married with

Children 21025 Rosearwe 2050 The Ren
and Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jack
2130 Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING
(
6)

22:00 Coup ^ Foudre (1982. French) -
Friendship between two women who both
leave iher husbands. With isabate Huppen
and Miou Miou. Directed by Diane Kurys.

(106 mins.) 2350 Mon Onde(l958. French)
- comic ategory of the new world of auUxna-
tion. Starring and dnected by Jacques Tati.

(110 mins.)

DISCOVERY (6)

6:00 Open University 12:00 National

Geographic Explorer (rpt) 1350 Combat at

Sea (rpt) 14:00 Open University 1650
National Geographic Explorer (rot) 1730

9:45 + The Hi
(English dia/o
Hunchback ot

>) 7:30. 9:45 + The
tre Dame (Hebrew Oa-

togue) 11 a-m., 5 * It Takes Two 11 a.m.,

5.730
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Up Close and
Personal 8
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT The Rock 730, 10 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame 11 am
5:30,8.10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 The Rock 4:15. 7:15, 10 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1030 a.m., 1230, 4:15, 6 . 8
* Jumanji 1030 a.m^ 1230, 4;1S. 8. 10
* Trainspotting 8. 10 * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 10:30 am, 1230, 4:15, 6 *
Babe (English dialogue) 6:15. 10 * The
Secret of Roan Inlsh 1030 a.m. * Toy
Story 1230 p.m.
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902666 Devil in a Blue Dress 8, 10 *
The Juror 6 . 8, 10:15 * Lovesick on
Nana Street 8 STAR* 589068 The Rock
7:45, 1030 + Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 1 . B * A Little Princess 11 am
4;15, 6:15 * Jumanp 1, 4:15, 8, 10:15 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame {EngSsh
dialogue) 11 e.m., 1:15, 430, 630 DANIEL
HOTEL Fargo 8:15, 10 * Babe (Engfeft
dialogue) 4:45, 630 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue

')
11:30 am.

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Jurnanji 11 am,
5. 7, 930 * The Rock 6:45. 930 * The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue) 7:i5, 930 * ll Takes Two 11 a.ra,

5 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 5
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 To Die
Foramralnspotting 730, 10 * A Little

PrincessMM Takes TW0 11 am 1:30.5 *
Cutthroat island it am, 1:30, 5, 730, 10
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dialogue) 7:30, 10 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) ii am. 130. 5 The Rock 11

am., 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Casbtanca 130 *
Babe (English dialogue) 730 * Babe
(Hebrew oakigue) it am, 130, 5 +
White squaO 10 * The Birdcage 10 *
Jumanji 11 am 130. 5, 730
KIRYAT BIAUK
G.G. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166 Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) 1

1

a.m.. 4:45, 7 * To
Die FdrMTtalnspotttng 4:45, 7

, 930 *
White Squainrrhe BlrdcageMCutthroat
Island 11 a.m„ 4:45, 7, 930 * A Little

PrincessMToy Story (Hebrew dialogue)
11am 8:45 * The Juror 7, 930 * Fargo
7. 9:30 * Ace Ventura n am. *
American QuBt 7, 930 * Primal Fear
4:45. 7, 930
KIRYAT ONO
MATNAS Sense and SensBtifity 8:30
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. Gtt. * 6905080 The Rock 430. 7.

930 * Funny Israelis 11 am. The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) a-riL, 4:30. 7, 9:30 * Primal Fear

930 * Jurnanji ii am, 430,

7

LOO
STAR Toy Story (Hebrew Oatogue) 11

a.nu 5. 730 * Toy Story (Sngbsh dB-
bgue) 10 * The Birdrage 11 a.m.. 5,

7:45, 10 * Primal Fear 5, 730, 10 +
Photo Roman n am
NAHAR1YA
HECHAL HATARBUT Sense and
SenslbUtty 9:30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Fargo 430, 7, 930 * White

Squall ii am 930 * a woman to a

Combat te Sea (rpt) 18.-00 Open University

2030 The WBd South 21:00 1000 Meters
Under the Jungle - Journey to an
Underground River 2230 Future Quest
2230 And God Created the Monkey 23:00

The Wild South (rpt) 2350 Open University

(rpt)

supet channel

8:00 Selina Scott Show 730 NBC News
7:30 ITN News 8:00 Today 10:00
Supershop 1150 European Money Wheel
16:00 waa Street - Sve 1730 US Money
Wheel 1830 FT Business Tonight 19:00 ITN
News 1930 Portraits of the Csntuiy -
Konrad Adenauer 2050 Europe 2000 20:30

Angeles 11:30 am * Toy Story (Eng&sh
dialogue) 8, 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1130 a.m.. 5:30

ARIEL Toy Story (EngSsh dialogue) 9 *
Toy Story (Hebrew ifalogue) 11 am, 6
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 White SquaUBThe
Rock 11 am 430, 7:15, 10 * Cutthroat
Island 11 am, 5. 730, 10 * Kansas City
10 * It Takes Two ll am 5. 730 * The
Woman in a Blue Dress 5, 730, 10 * The
San’ani Family 11 am G.G. ORI 1-3*

711223 Jumargi 11 am 5. 730 * Babe
(Etatisft dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am. 5 * The Juror 10 * The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am 5, 730. 10 * Now and
Then 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 Cutthroat
Isiand»Vhita Squall 11 am, 5. 730. 10
* Primal Fear 10 * Babe (EngSsh dia-

logue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew dabgue) 11

am 5 * The Birdcage 5, 730. 10 * A
Bit of Luck 11 am * Fargo 730, 10 *
Executive Decision 11 am, 4:30 RAV
CHEN * 711223 The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 5
* Dracula, Dead and Loving H 11 am, 5
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English ifalogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Now and
Then 5. 730.9:45 * The Rock 7:1 5, 9:46
* The Juror9:45* It Takes TVro 11 am,
5. 7:30 * Jurnanji 11am 5,73a 9:45 *
Leon 11 am *
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Ehgfish dialogue) 730.
9:45 * The Rock 11 am, 4:45. 7:15. 9:45
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5 * Jumanjt
11 am 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Cutthroat Island

11 am, 5. 730, 9:45 * ll Takes TWo 11

am 5, 730 * White Squall 9:45 *
Sense and Sensibility 9:45 * Dracula.
Deed and Loving It 11 am, 5 * To Die
For 7:15, 9:45 * eabe (English Oatogue

)

7:30 * Babe (Hebrewdialogue) 11 am, 5
* To Die For 7:15, 9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.GL GIL To Die For 5, 7:30, 10 * A Bit ol
Luck 11 am. * Babe (EngSsh dtatogue)

7:30 * Babe (Hebrew Oatogue) 11 am, 5
* Strange Days 10 * Cutthroat Island 11

am 5, 730. 10 * White Squall 11 am,
4:30. 7:T5, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 « 235278
The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * Now and Then 11

am 5. 9:45 * Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730,
9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame

Seina Seed Show 2130 DateOne 2230 (TN
News 23:00 PGA Gofl 00:00 Tonight Show
wth Jay Leno 1:00 Lae Night with Conan
O’Brien 2rt)0 Later woh Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00Aerobics8:30 Nannyand the Prolessor
7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7^0 Graham Ken's
Kitchen 8toO El TV 8:30 Gabriel le 9:30
Santa Barbara 1030 The Bold and the
Beautiful 11:00 Oprah Winfrey 12:00
Remtngton Steele 13:00 Graham Kerris
Kitchen 13:30 E! TV I4rt» Teenao9 Mutant
Ninja Turtles 14:30 The Adventures ol Black
Beauty 15:00 Lost in Space 16.-00 Home
and Away T63Q Charles m Charge 1730
M*A"S"H 1730 Golden Gtos 18:* Empty
Nest 1830 NYPD Blue 1930 The Bold and
the BeauNul 20:00 Santa Baitera 2i30The
Twfll^itZone2130TteExiracirdnary 22:30
Picks! Fences 2330 E! TV 0030 Oprah
Winfrey 130 Hoopemtan 130 Home and
Away 2:00 The SulSvans

VOICE OF MUSIC

6.-06 Momtog Concert 9:05 Sctuben: Piano
trio no 2 in E Hat D929; Mozart Pane con-
certo no 25; Ravet Concerto tor piano tett

hand;(Beethoven; Sympnony no 5; htetsen:
Clarinet concerto;) Barber Adagio lor

strings 1230 Light Classcal - Gounod:
Ballet music Irom Faust: Verdi: The
Seasons bafle! music; PunchielE: Dance ol

the Hours 1330 Alphonse and Alois

Kontarsky - Barttic Sonata kx 2 pianos and
percussion; Debussy : En Blanc et Nor
14:06 Encore 15:00 Keys 16:00 Bach:
Cantata no 31; Mozart Mesa brevis K275;
Mahler. Symphony no 1 1 8.-00 Haydrc
CeBo concerto in C; Brahms: TrioinAmnor
for tiannel, cello and piano op 114;
Mendelssohn: Vofin concerto in D minor,

poslh,- Mozart Symphony no 36 "Lmr
(Vienna PCVBemsJern) 20:05 (1) Great
Recitals in Jerusalem - Gil Shaham (viotei),

Orti Shaham (piano). Beethoven: Sonata no
4 in A minor tor vioCn and piano op 3;

Dvorak: Sonata to F for v»fn and piano op
57; Franck: Sonata in A tor violin and piano;

Dvorak: Pieces nos 3 and 4 from Romantic
Pieces op 75. (2) Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra- 1BA; Sharon Roston, Swan
Rotem (sopranos), Donald George (tenor).

Denis Sadov (bass), VBrta Municipal Choir.

Noam Shentt Psalms of Jerusalem (cond.

Sheriff); Mozart: Davtdde Pensente (cond.

Shallon) 23:00 Golden Generation -
Schubert Wimerreise. comparisons of

singers Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Hans
Hotter, Richaid Tauber and cithers (part 6)

Blue Dress 4:30, 7. 930 * A Drop of

Luck 11 a.m. * The Rock*The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dta-

togueJKTbe JurorajumanJI 1130 a.m..
'4:30, 7. 9:30 * American Quilt 930 +
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 4:30, 7
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 To Die For 5. 730.
10 k The San’ani Family 11 am * Babe
(EngSsh dialogue) 7:15 * Babe (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am. 5 * Les Miserables
930 * A Cutthroat island 11 am, 430,
7:15, 10 * White Squall 7:15, 10 * A
Little Princess 11 am. 5
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5* 628452To Die For 5. 7:30,

10 * A Bit of Luck 11 am * Cutthroat
Islandnvhite Squall 11 am. 5. 7:30. 10
* Babe (EngSsh tfatogue) 730 * Babe
(Hebrew dialogue.MR ichie Rich 1 1 am, 5
The Birdcage 10 * Trainspotting 730.

10 RAV CHEN The Rock 7:15. %45*
Jurnanji 11 am. 1. 5. 7:30. 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue

j

730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1 .

5 * Restoration 730. 9:45 * it Takes
Two 11 am, 1,5* Now and Then 11

a.m.,5
ORAIGVA
RAV CHBf The Rock 7. 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue) 7. 930 * The Hunchback of Noire
Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 1

1

a.m.,5* The
Juror930* Leon 11 am * Ittakes Two
11 am. 5.

7

OR YEHUDA
. GJarGIL White SquaKBCutthrost Island

11 am. 5. 730. 10 + American Quilt 5,

730. TO The San'ani Family 11 am *
The Birdcage 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) it am. 5. 730
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHALThe Rock 4:30. 7:15. 10 +
Jumanji 11 am * Babe (English dia-

logue) 7:30 * Babe (Hebrew
diatoguejmThe Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.
5 * White Squall 10 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (EngSsh dialogue) 730, 1

0

G.G- RAM 1-3 * 9340818 Jumanf 5.

730, 10 * Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10 *
Fargo 7:30, 10
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Antonia’s Line 830 PARK
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (English

tfatogue) 7:30. 10:15 + The Rock 5, 730.tfatogue) 7:30. 10:15 + The Rock 5, 730.
10:15 * Babe (EnffBsh dialogue) 730 + It

Takes Two 1130 am, 3. 5 * The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11:30 am 3, 5 Babe (Hebrew
tfatogue) 11:30 am.. 3. 5 Now and
Then 10:15 * Jumanti 1130 am, 3. 5.

730, 10:15 * White Squall 7:30. 10:15 *
Toy Story 1130 am. * Lovesick on
Nana Street 3
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The Rack 430,
7:15, 9:45 + White Squall 7:15. 9:45 *
Cutthroat Island 5. 730. 9.45 * Leon 5
RAV-OASIS 1-3 * 6730687 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue) 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dane (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1,

3, 5 * Jumanfl 11 am. 1. 3, 5:15. 730.
9:45 * Now and Then 9:45 * Babe
(Hebrew tfatogue) 11 am., t, 5 + Babe
(English dsatoguef 7:30 * Restoration

730. 9:45 * ft Takes Two 11 am. 1. 3, 5

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 5 * Toy Story (EngSsh
tfatogue) 630 * Trainspotting 8. 945
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362864 Trainspotting 7:45.

10 * Wok 11 am. * White Squall 6, 945
Babe (Engfah dialogue) B + Babe

(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5 * A Little

Princess IT a.m, 5, 7:30 * Under Ihe

Domim Tree 11 am, 530 * TO Die For
730. 10 * Sense and Sensibility 9.45

RAV MOR * 9493595 The Juror 9:45 *
Now and Then 11 am, 1. 5. 7:30 *
Restoration 730. 9:45 + Tei Aviv Stories
I * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am,
5 * The Rock 7:15, 9.45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh tfa-

togueI 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback ot
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1 .

5 * It Takes Two 11 am. 1 , 5 * Jumanji
11 am, 1. 5. 7:30, 945 Cutthroat
island 11 am, 5. 730. 945
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 The Rock ll am.
430. 7:15, 10 * Trainspotting 730. 10 +
Toy Slory (Hebrew dialogue) it am. 5 *
Cutthroat Island 11 am, 5. 730. to *
White Squall 5. 730, 10 * Sabbaba 11

am. American Quilt 10 * It Takes Two
II am, 5. 730 HAZAHAV The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh tfa-

togue) 730. 10 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am,
130. 5 + The Birdcage 10 * Babe
(EngSsh tfatoguei 7:30 * Babe fHebrew
dialogue J 11 am. 1:30. 5 * To Die For
730, 10 + A Little Princess 11 am. 1.

5

RAV CHEN * 9670503 The Rock 7:15.

945 *The Juror 9.45 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Engfisft dialogue) 730,
9:45 * Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730. 9.45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 5 * Dracula. Dead and
Loving It ll am, 5 + it Takes Two 11

am, 5 RON Primal FeariRStrange Days
7:15, 10 * A Bit Of Luck 7:30, 10STAR 1-

4 * 9619985-7 27 Ushnsky Sl The Juror
5. 730. 10 * Ace Ventura 1130 am. *
Kansas City 10 * Barb Wire 5. 7:45 *
The Finest Hour 11.-30 am. * Jumanji
11:30 am. 5. 7:45, 10 * Fargo 7:45, 10 *
Dracula Dead and LovingTt ii:30 a.m,
5
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim The Rock 11 a.m,
4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * Jumanji 11 am, 5.
730. 9.45 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (English dialogue) 730. 9.45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1
. 5 * it Takes Two it

a.m, 1 , 5 * Tel Aviv Stories t *
Restoration 730. 9:45
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Haifa 728878- AD times me pm. unless
otherwise indicated.
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Report:

Hizbullah

negotiating trade

for MIA bodies
ARIEH O’SULLIVAN and news agencies

GERMANY is mediating a pos-

sible swap of the remains of two
Israeli MIAs for Shi’ite Moslem
prisoners held by Israel.

Hizbullah said yesterday.

“Our talks with the Germans
are still going on for the swap of

the remains of the two Israeli

soldiers...The talks are within

the context of Hizbullah efforts

to free the captives in Israeli

prisons and Khiam jail/' a

Hizbullah official told Reuters.

Israeli officials would not

confirm or deny the reported

negotiations.

The officials added that Israel

held Hizbullah responsible for

the fate of the two bodies. This
is not the first time that reports

have surfaced over a possible

swap between Hizbullah and
Israel.

The remains are believed to

be those of Yosef Fink and
Rahamim Alsheikh. They were
captured in a south Lebanon
ambush in I9S6 and apparently

later killed. Israel was informed
three years ago, during negotia-

tions for the release of Western
hostages held in Lebanon, that

Hizbullah held the bodies of
these two men.
German government

spokesman Peter Hausmann
said in Bonn that he was
unaware of any German media-
tion effort.

The German government said

in May that Bemd
Schmidbauer, the top intelli-

gence aide to Chancellor
Helmut Kohl, was on a secret

mission to Beirut that month
with Israeli approval.

Germany has never officially

confirmed the purpose, but gov-

ernment officials were quoted
as saying at the time that

Schmidbauer met Hizbullah

members to mediate the release

of corpses of Israeli soldiers.

A Hizbullah leader has said

that Israel holds 70 Lebanese
prisoners in Israel and its South
Lebanese Army ally holds about
200 Lebanese at Khiam in the

security zone.

Hizbullah Deputy Secretary-

General Naeem Qassem last

week freed two captured SLA
fighters, but said the group
would keep the remains of the

two Israeli soldiers for a future

exchange deal.

Among Hizbullah captives in

Israel is cleric Sheikh Abdel
Karim Obeid. captured by
Israeli commandos in (989.

Qassem has accused Israel of
aborting a number of exchange
proposals by linking the fate of
Lebanese detainees with the

unknown fate of Israeli pilot

Ron Arad, captured in 1986
after his plane was downed over

south Lebanon.
Israel has in the past said

Arad was in the hands of
Iranians or their followers in

Lebanon and insisted he should
be part of any deal to free

Lebanese prisoners.

Ya’alon: Hizbullah is

violating Grapes of Wrath
understanding

UAT COLLINS

HIZBULLAH is violating the

understandings reached at the end
ofOperation Grapes of Wrath. IDF
Intelligence Chief Moshe Ya’alon

told the Knesset Foreign Affairs

and Defense Committee yesterday.

Ya'aion said that from Israel's

point of view Ihe organization is

breaching the understandings by
returning to villages and using

them as a shelter afteran operation.

The Intelligence head said attacks

in South Lebanon in the last couple

of weeks were related to Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's

visit to the US, “as a sort of politi-

cal statement by the Syrians.”

'Attempted attacks and preparations

for possible Katyusha attacks had
increased recently, he said.

He also told the committee that

Iran is giving full support to

Hizbullah, arming it and training

it for activities. The aid Iran gives

to Hizbullah amounts to millions

of dollars, Ya’alon said. Hamas is

also being supported by the

Iranians, but unlike Hizbullah, it

has its own policies.

Ya'aion said Iran's “fingerprints”

in helping terror organizations are

seen around the world.A partial list

of countries in which Iran is help-

ing terror groups attempting to top-

ple the current regime includes:

Bosnia; the Philippines; Thailand;

China; Turkey; the Islamic

republics in the CIS; Lebanon;

Jordan; Saudi Arabia; and the Gulf

states.

Iran is trying to become a region-

al power and hopes to obtain non-

conventional weapons and ground-

to-ground missiles, he said. The US
embargo is not effective because

the European states are not cooper-

ating. Russia and China are also

helping Iran develop non-conven-

tional weapons. Iran's national

agenda places terror activities in the

fusi place, despite the country’s dif-

ficult economic situation, he said.

In answer to a question by
Meretz leader Yossi Sarid, Ya'aion

said the IDF Intelligence has not

altered its assessment that Syria

has undergone a strategic change.

When the security element of

Syria’s defense budget is low, it is

a sign the country is not going to

war, he said. President Assad
understands that he can obtain the

Golan Heights only by negotia-

tions, not war. However, from
Assad's point of view the test will

be Israel’s moves.
"I dare say from this point of

view if the Israeli government gave

him a firm commitment according

to which he would receive the

Golan Heights he would go for

something fan arrangement],

"

Ya’alon said. “Peace and normal-

ization is, in his view, the price that

has to be paid.”

Ya’alon said a unilateral with-

drawal without an agreement with

Syria or a security agreement

would mean terror activities in

Galilee.
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Labor MK Ophir Pines (right) takes his seat at a meeting yesterday of Labor MKs and haredi representatives on the conflict over
Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-Dan. Also seated are MK Moshe Gafiii (United Torah Judaism) and Labor MK Ephraim Sneh. (E&*u» tcikhu*)

Labor MKs discuss Rehov
Bar-Dan conflict with
haredi representatives

LIAT COLLINS

LABOR MKs met yesterday with haredi

representatives to discuss the closure of
Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-Dan, but the

encounter succeeded primarily in highlight-

ing disagreements within Labor on the issue.

The only result was a decision to create a
joint committee to examine possible solu-

tions arid to try and defuse the tension. Both
die meeting and the special committee were
initiatives of Labor faction chairman
Ra'anan Cohen, who summed up the meet-

ing by saying: “I can feel the tension in the

air. It’s a dangerous atmosphere. It was easi-

er to make an agreement in Oslo than to

make an agreement here.”

During the often stormy meeting, some
MKs. including Ephraim Sneh, Yona Yahav
and faction whip Ephraim Oshaya sided

with the haredim on many points, while Uri
Baram, Ophir Pines and Dalia Itzik fumed
against closing the road. Baram, however,

also voiced anger at what he described as an
attempt by Meretz to present itself as the

only representative of the secular population.

Pines spoke out against the Sturm Report,

which calls for the road to be closed during

prayer times.

“It's not a compromise, as no one is going

to stand with a watch to see what the time is.

The real question is how religious and secu-

lar live together,” Pines said. Sneh spoke out

against the convoy operated by Meretz
activists on Shabbat calling ii “an unneces-

sary provocation.„ We have to be consider-

ate to our own people too,” he said. “We in

the Labor Party can't hurt public sensitivi-

ties. It’s a haredi area. There are two cultures

in this country and we must find the means

of coexistence.” He proposed adopting the

Stuns Report recommendations.

But his call for coexistence did not go
down well with all his fellow Labor MKs.
*Tm very 'worried by the tune I'm hearing

from Ephraim [Sneh] and others.” said

Baram. “Suddenly after the elections there

are new understandings in the party. I don't

agree to it. The religious are taking over

Jaffa Road and in another few months they'll

want to close that, too. Common sense dic-

tates preserving the status quo.... .

“There is no reason to change the [party's]

stand except for the bad conscience ofsome
people in the party. For years we’ve been
fighting the closure. This is a main rood, not
an alley.” Baram said.

Yona Yahav took exception to Baram's

tone. “Haredi Jews are not an enemy coun-

try. You're teaching your children to hate

me. Tm a Jew.”
Dalia Itzik. meanwhile, accused die hared-

im of teaching their children to hate the sec-

ular.

MK Moshe Gafni (United Torah Judaism),

who also attended the meeting, said the lives

of local residents “had been turned into a
hell" because of the demonstrations by sec-

ular outsiders who deliberately ride down
the road on Sabbath. He called on Labor

MKs not to be influenced by Meretz “and let

us live in peace.”

Rabbi David Nahman Blau, who fives in the

area, said all the residents along tbe rood are reli-

gious. “Not even one percent are secular there.

Tbe governmenthas Ixtih three alternative reads.

Rrr ax days a weekwe sufferfrom the noise and

care. Let us have one day a week.”

Haredi leaders
agree to call off

Rehov Bar-Dan
Shabbat demo

BILL HUTMAN
HAREDI leaders have agreed to postpone the protest to

demand the closure of Rehov Bar-Dan (bat they had
planned fix Shabbat Jerusalem Deputy Mayor Haim
Miller (UnitedTorah Judaism) said yesterday.

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Obnert asked for ihe postpone-

ment until after the High Court of Justice decision on the

raanet,he said.
’

The court is expected to rule next week on whether the

government has tbe right to close the road during prayer

times on Shabbat.

A police spokesman confirmed that Jerusalem Police

chiefCmdr.AryeAmit was informed by haredi leaders that

they had postponed their Shabbat protest. Meretz, which is

leading the fight for tbe road to remain open. plans to stage

a demonstration near Rehov Bar-Dan this Shabbat
In the meantime, haredi leaders have organized a prayer

rally in Jerusalem tomorrow, calling for “die end of the

desecration ofthe Shabbat drat is occurringon Rehov Bar-

Don.” MiDer said.

Miller noted (hat die government would have ordered

Jerusalem's Rehov Bar-llan dosed even iftoe LaborParty
were still in power:

Several days before die election, then-health minister

Ephraim Sneh met with Miller and other haredi leaders in

his Jerusalem office. Sneh made a fist of promises Labor

toped would convince haredim to support the candidacy

of party leader Shimon Peres, Mflkr said. .

“

“Sneh asked us to keep toe promises quiet, because he
thought it would cost his party some votes,” Miller toldThe
Jerusalem Post. (Full, interview Friday.)

“They made aloftof promises. But for us, it was already

toolate. We were concerned with theirrecordwhile ingov-

ernment, and not about their promises about toe future,”

Miller said.

Sneh confirmed that he told Miller and haredi leaders

from the Bar-Dan area that a Labor government would
close the rood during prayer times, butdenied that he want-

ed this to be kept a secreL
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Terrorist bomb-maker sentenced to two life terms
THE Lod military court sentenced a
Palestinian bomb-maker to two con-

secutive life terms for assembling

explosives and then dispatching the

suicide bombere who blew them-

selves up lastyearon buses in Ramai
Gan and Jerusalem's Ramai Eshkol

neighborhood, killing nine people.

When he was captured. Abdel

Nasser Atallah had additional

bombs ready for blowing up more

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

buses, an army spokesman said.

One of the judges, who voiced a
minority opinion in the military tri-

bunal, sought the death sentence for

the “brutally and repeatedly attack-

ing innocent people.” toe statement

said

Atallah. 23, was recruited and
trained by Yihye Ayyash, the notori-

ous bomb-making mastermind of
the Hamas military wing. Ayyash.

known as toe “Engineer,” was kiDed

in January by a booby-trapped cel-

lular phone in Gaza
A resident of toe Balata refugee

camp nearNablus, Atallah was con-
victed of masterminding toe July

1995 suicide bombing on the No. 20

bus in Ramat Gan. Five people

were killed and 33 injured in tout

attack. He was also convicted in the

suicide bombing on toe Jerusalem

No. 19 bus a few weeks later. Four
people were killed and 103 injured

in that blast MK Abdul Malik
Dabamshe, a member of the

Democratic Arab Party, acted as
Atallah’s defense attorney, toe army
said.

Winning cards and numbers
THE winning cards in yesterday’s

SChance draw were: Ace of

, king of hearts, king of
ids, and king of clubs.

The winning numbers in

yesterday's week Iv Lotto draw
were: 6, 13, 22, 36, 40, 43. The
supplementary number was 8.

Burg optimistic

about agency’s

future in Russia
ELDAD BECK

PARIS

JEWISH Agency Chairman
Avraham Burg says that two weeks
after Russian President Boris

Yeltsin’s reelection the agency
received “encouraging and posi-

tive” signals from Moscow con-

cerning fee future Of the agency’s

activities in toe Russian federation.

frior to the Russian election cam-
paign Russian justice authorities

decided to reexamine toe status of
toe local agency bureaus. Certain

bureaus were closed under orders

from the Russian Justice Ministry.

Some officials in Moscow accused

tbe agency of illegal activities and
“brain smuggling.”

Registration procedures for the

agency's new status are still under
examination. Senior agency offi-

cials said they thought feat the sud-

den change of Russian attitude

towards toe agency was connected
to the presidential election cam-
paign, but now that toe campaign is

over they don't understand what is

holding up a decision of the

Russian administration.

In Paris yesterday Burg declared
that during toe last three years there

has been a considerable increase of
immigration to Israel from France.

This year the number of French
tmmigTcHits is expected to increase

to 2.400, a 30 percent rise from the

previous year.

ORDER BY PHONE OR FAX

SjF\ 02-241 282
Fax: 02-24i2i2 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIDEO CASSETTES

I In English, Hebrew subtitles, approx. 60 min. each:

A. UNDERGROUND MYSTERIES

B. KILLER WHALES - WOLVES OF THE SEA
C LOST KINGDOMS OF THE MAYA
D. ZBRAS: PATTERNS IN THE GRA5S
E. BRAVING A1ASKA
F. ETERNAL ENEMIES: UON5 AND HYENAS
G. MOUNTAINS OF FIRE - VOLCANO
H. THE URBAN GORILLA

I. CATS; CARESSING THE 71GB1 (
J. CAMERAMEN WHO DARED At
XL THE INVISIBLE WORLD

—
L KEEPERS OF THE W1ID L-yjT

M. THE REALM OF THE ALUGATOR >,

N. LIVING TREASURES OF JAPAN _

O. THE PHOTOGRAPHERS a
P. EGYPT; QUEST FOR ETERNITY

Q. ANIART1C WllDUFE ADVENTURE

R. AU5TRAUA'S ANIMAL MYSTERIES

S. THE RHINOWAR

T. FACING THE SHARKS
'

U. JEWaS OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA
V. REFLECTIONS ON ELEPHANTS

W. AFRICAN WllDUFE

X. RAINFOREST

Y. OCEAN DRIFTERS

L BAU: MASTERPIECE OF THE GODS

REALLY WIID ANIMALS

A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS VIDEO

INC SONGS AND STORIES IN HEBREW
FOR AGES UNDER 10 YEARS $i

A1 -SAFARI IN AFRICA

Bl- DIVING IN DEEP WATER JL!
Cl - AUSTRALIA I IAj

3

Shipping & Handling - 15 HIS

To: The Post Mart Plus, do The Jerusalem Post POB 8 1' Jerusalem 91000

Please deliver the following items:

Enclosed is my check, or credit card details*:

Visa Isracard C3Dmen Am. Ex
CC.N°„

Address .

Please make all checks payable to Tele-Maher". Credit cards will be debited by Tefe-Mecher".
— Tel. (day).

Signature.


